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TOLEDO, PEORIA1

W A Y F O B F U T U R E G E N E R A T IO N S .

Safe and Profitable,

IMiuu House of HEM CLEWS&CO.,

Warsaw R a ilw a y

SOUTHERN

FERST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND,THIRTY YEARS

c . J . OSBORN.

W a ll

S tr e e t,

N. Y.

BAN K E E S ,

Circular N otes and L etters of Credit for travelers;

N o. 34 BROAD STR EET.

also Commercial Credits Issued available throughout

STOCKS, STATE BONDS, GOLD AND FEDERAL

the world.

SECURITIES, bought and sold on Commission.

Bills of Exchange on the Im perial Bank of London,
N ational Bank of Scotland, Provincial Bank of Ire

7 per cent. Gold Bonds.

W hether yon w ish to Buy or Sell
Rail
w rite to
RLES W . H ASSLER ,
Road C H ANo.
7 WALL STREET,
Bonds.
New York.
62-113

land, and all their branches.
Telegraphic Transfers of money on Europe, San

Mortgage Convertible 7 Per

ADDISON CAMMACX.

OSBORN & CAMMACK,
3*

|t i i e

CANADA

PRICE TEN CENTS.

Francisco and the W est Indies.
Deposit accounts received In either Currency or

90 and Accrued Interest.
Cent. Currency Bonds.

Coin, subject to check a t sight, which pass through
the Clearing House as if drawn upon any city h a n k ;

AN UNDOUBTED

Interest allowed on all daily balances; Certificates oi
The Boad runs from Buffalo to the Detroit River, and
is the Eastern link in the new

Deposit Issued bearing interest a t current r a te ; Notes»

Security*

and Drafts collected.

Interest W a r r a n t s P a y -

A ir Line from BUFFALO to CHICAGO,

State, City and Railroad Loans negotiated.

and has been under construction for about two years
past by railroad men who have seen the necessity for a

able O c t o b e r &c .A .p ril.

ffe offer for sale $100,000 of the above bonds in
block. By act of reorganization of the Company these
Wds are convertible into the F irst Preferred Shares
«theCompany, which amounts to only 17,000 shares,
'ladinto the Consolidated Bonds (recently negotiated
‘■
‘Amsterdam) of six millions of dollars, which eover
•to entire line of 230 miles of completed road, to
iler with all the rolling stock and real property, to
•tovalue of more than ten millions of dollars. The
“•*dcrosses the entire State of Illinois, and connects
'^th themammoth iron bridges spanning the Missis%>iat Keokuk and Burlington. The income of the
^for the year will net sufficient to pay interest on
•lithebonded indebtedness and dividend on the pre
yed shares.
For terms apply to

,

Clark, Dodg*e & C o.,
103

Corner Wall and William Streets.

NEW YORK

SAVINGS B A N K ,

Aye., cor. Fourteen St.
PER CENT. INTEREST
PjM on all sums from $5 to $5,000. Daposlta
■Meon or before AugUBt 1 will draw in terest from
Unit;.
$2,473,303 05.
™PlM, $200,272 95.

I

11 Old Broad St., London.

S teel R ail. Low Grade S hort R oute

M O R E INCOM E

between the great railroad systems which diverge from

CHICAGO, TOLEDO AND BUFFALO.

P r in c ip a l 1 8 8 6 .

PAYING 60 PER CENT.

CLEWS, HABICHT & CC.,

BANKING AND FINANCIAL.

Among the bunders of the road, by whose cash sub
scriptions 200 miles (out of 290) have already been grad
ed, bridged, and made ready for the superstructure, a The St. Joseph and Denver C ity R ailroad
large part of the steel rails bought, aU of the materials
Com pany’s
for the stations and a part of the equipment purchased,
are ;
FIRST m o r t g a g e : BONDS
MILTON COURTRIGHT, JOHH F. TRACT, DAVID
DOWS, WM. L. SCOTT, HENRY FARHAM, R, A. Are being absorbed by an increasing demand for them.
FORSYTH, HENRY H. PORTER, JOHN M. BURKE,
Secured as they are by a first mortgage on the Road,
M. L. SYKES. J b ., B. F. ALLEN, aU Directors either in
the Chicago and Northwest or in the Chicago, Rock Land Grant, Franchise, and Equipments, combined in
Island and Pacific ; fcGEO. OPDYKE, of the Midland one mortgage, they command at once a ready m arket
Road ; JOHN B. ALLEN, SIDNEY DILLON, DANIEL
A Liberal Sinking Fund provided in the Mortgage
DREW, J. S. CASEMENT, J. k J. CASEY, O. S. CHAP
MAN, JOHN ROSS, DAVID STEWART, and F. H. Deed must advance the price upon the closing of the
loan. Principal and interest payable in g o l d . Inter
WINSTON.
The road will be
est at eigtht (8) per cent per annum. Payable, semi

33 Miles Shorter than any
Other Road.

annually, free of tax.

either built or in contemplation between Buffalo and
Chicago, and will also shorten the distance between
Toledo and Buffalo 23 miles.
THE MAXIMUM GRADE on the entire line does not
exceed fifteen feet to the mile—and Ninety-six per
cent, of the road is STRAIGHT. |
The road will be completed and in running order on
or before December 21st ofthis vear.
The principal and interest of the bonds are payable
either in New York, London or Frankfort.
We confidently recommend the bonds to all classes of
stors.

Price 97 1-2 and aocrued interest, in currency, from
February 16,1872.

LEONARD, SHELDON & FOSTER,

Principal in thirty years. De

nominations, $1,000, $500 and $100 Coupons or Regis
tered.

Maps, Circulars, Documents, and information fur
nished.
Trustees, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Company of New

FOR SALE BY

BONDS OF THE

Logansport, Crawfordsville and
South-Western Railway of Indiana.

TANNER & Co., Bankers,
98

No. 11 Wall street, New York.

B A N K E R S,
50 Wall Street.
MESSES, E E EOTHSCHILD
Also,' make telegraphic' t r a n s f e r s of money on
California, Europe and Havana.

ili

TH EY BEAR

/

I

8 per Cent. Gold.
The issue is limited to $16,300 per mile, in denominationg of $1,000, $500 and $100.

•nd their «orrespondonts.;

71 BROADWAY.

FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND GOLD

Can now be had through the principal Banks and
Bankers throughout the country, and from the under
signed who unhesitatingly recommend them.

Issue Letters of Credit to Travelers, available in all
parts of the world, through the

S. W HOPKINS & CO.,

9 1-2 per Cent on the Investm ent.
.

INTEREST PAYABLE QUARTERLY IN MEW YORK,
FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX. AND ARE COUPON
AND REGISTERED.

A U G U S T B E L M O N T & C o.,

RAILROAD IRON,

AND

York.

No. 10 WALL StEET.
lOOtf.

THAN G O V E R N M E N T BONDS,

This Road, 92 miles long, affords the shortest existing
outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne, Logans
port, and intermediate points for the celebrated Block
and Bituminous Coal of Parke County, as, also, for the*
large surplus products of the rich agricultural and m in
eral sections of the State which it traverses.
For the present we are offering these Bonds at 95 and
accrued interest in currency, or will exchange them for
Government Bonds, or other .marketable securities, at
the rates of the day.
F urther and full particulars, with pamphlets and
maps furnished by us on personal or written applica
tion.

JO N E S & SC H U Y LER ,
No. 12 FINE ST.. NEW YCES.
FINANCIAL AGENTS OF THE COMPANY

A

WOODHÜLL

THE H EW DISCOVERT
y

A i a Chemical and Medical Science.
k \

& CLAFLIN’S

“THE BLEES”

W EEKLY.

May 25, 1872,

The R oad to Powei

PA TEN T

STOCKING SUPPORTER

J

SEXUAL SCIENCE.

P h y sica l and M ental Regeneration,

AND

MORE

A Pam phlet of 60 pages, by F . B. Dowd. Pries),
to wives and m others, and such as are trying
men. Price 50 cents. Address
F. B. IXHVD.
Wellaville,

MRS. DANIELS takes pleasure ki offering the
above articles to ladles, w ith the assdVauce th at they
will give satisfaction.

PSYCHOMETRIC AND CLAIRVOY
ANT PHYSICIAN,

LADIES’ PROTECTOR.
N©
NOISELESS,

LINK-MOTION,

MORE COLD F E E T —N O
D EFO R M ED LIMBS.

The trade supplied at a discount.

N o . 6 3 C la r e n d o n S tr e e t,

LOOK-STITCH

BOSTON.
OR

MRS. C. A. G AYNO R,

82 4 B r o a d w a y , N e w Y o r k .

S e w in g

D vX E A F . G A R V I N 'S

M ach in e

Challenges the world in perfection of work, strength
and beauty of stitch, durability of sonstruction and
rapidity of motion.
Call and examine. Send for circular. Agents
wanted.

SOLUTION & COMPOUND ELIXIR
.V

MANUFACTURED BY

BLEES SEWING MACHIN E CO.,

TERST AND ONLY SOLUTION ever made
in one m ixture of A L L T H E T W E L V E
-valuable active principals of th e well known
curative agent,

62 3 B R O A D W A Y , Y e w Y o r k .

SYPHEE

& CO.,

(Successors to D. Marley,)

No. 557 B R O A D W A Y , N E W YORK,
Dealers in

M ODERN A N D A N T IQ U E

D. W. HULL,
will diagnose disease and give prescriptions fronu
lock of hair or photograph, the patient being;reqair«
to give name, age, residence, &c. A better aiagonori
will be given by giving hhn the leading symptom
b u t Bkeptics are n o t reqm red to do so. Watch ¡t*
papers for his address, or direct to Hobart, Incite
w ait till the letters can be forwarded to him.
Term s, $3. Money refunded when
rapport w ith the patient.
LAURA

D E F O R C E GORDON,
Of California,
W ill m ake engagem ents to lecture upon the follow
ing subjects :
I. “ Our N ext Great Political Problem.”
II. “ Idle Women and Workingmen.”
III. “ A Political Crisis.”
Term s made known on application. Address.
WASHINGTON, D.CL

F u rn itu re, B r o n z e s,

DR. C. S. WEEKS,

DENTIST,

CHINA, ARTICLES OF YERTU.

P IN E T H E E TA R ,
C.NEQUALED in '¡Coughs, Colds, Catarrh,
A sthm a, Bronchitis, and consumption.
CURES WITHOUT FAIL
A recent cold in three to six hours ‘ and also,
by its VITALISING, P U R IFY IN G and STI
MULATING effects upon the general system,
is remarkably efficacious in all
D IS E A S E S O F T H E B L O O D .

JOHN J. CISCO & SON,

Between Twenty-eighth and Twenty-ninth streets,

BA N K ERS,

A B E A U T IF U L

N o. 5 9 W a l l S tr e e t, N e w Y o r k .

SET OF TEETH ,
W ith plum pers to set out th e cheeks and restore the
face to its n atural appearance. Movable plum pers
adjusted to old sets, weighted Lower Sets, fillings
Gold, Amalgam, Bone, etc.

Gold and Currency received on deposit, subject to
check a t sight.
Interest allowed on Currency Accounts a t the rate
TEE TH EXTRACTED W ITHOUT PAIN
of F our per Cent, per annnm, credited a t the end o(
•
W ith N itrons Oxide Gas.
each month.
ALL CHECKS DRAWN ON US PASS THROUGH
No extra charge when others are inserted.
THE CLEARING-HOUSE, AND ARE RECEIVED
SPLENDID SETS, $10 to $20.
ON DEPOSIT BY ALL -TH E CITY BANKS.
L. B E R N H A R D , N o. 216 Sixth Avenue,
Certificates of Deposit issued, payable on demand,
Between F ourteenth and F ifteen th streets east side.
bearing F our per Cent, interest.
Loans negotiated.
Orders prom ptly executed for the Purchase and
Sale of Governments, Gold, Stocks and Bonds on
commission.
Collections made on all parts of the U nited S tates
and Canadas.

ONE TRIAL C O N V IN C E S!
ALSO, ▲

Volatile Solution of Tar
F or INHALA TION, -without application of
HEAT. A rem arkably VALUABLE discovery,
as the whole apparatus can be carried in the vest
pocket, re«.dv a t any tim e for th e most effectual
and positively curative use in
A l l D is e a s e s o f t h e N O SE . T H R O A T
a n d LUN GS.
T H E COMPOUND

Tar and Mandrake Pill.

WM. DIBBLEE,

for use in connection with the E L IX IR TAR,
h a combination of th e TWO m ost valuable
ALTERATIVE Medicines known in the Pro
fession, and renders this P ill w ithout exception
th e very best ever offered.
The SOLUTION and COMPOUND E L IX IR of

LADIES’

6-tf8

SAM’L BARTON.

H E N R Y AI.LEN

is without doubt the Best remedy known in
cases of

BARTON & ALLEN,

CHOLERA AND YELLOW FEVER.

B A N K E R S AND B R O K E R S ,

I t is a Specific for such diseases, and should be
kept in the household of every family, especially
during those months in which

N o. 40 BROAD STREET.

CHOLERA AND YELLOW FEVER

Stocks, Bonds and Gold bought and sold on com-;
mission

are liable to prevail. A small quantity taken
daily will prevent contracting these terrible
diseases.
Solution and Compound Elixir, $1.00 per Bottle
Volatile Solution for Inhalation, $5.00 per Box
T ar and M andrake Pills, 50cts per box.
Send for Circular of P O S I T I V E C U R E S
to your Druggist, or to

CHICKERING & SONS’
PIANO-FORTES.
T h e B e s t P ia n o s u t t lic L o w e s t
P r ic e s ,

^ L : F . H Y D E & CO.,
SOLE PHOFRIETORS,

1 1 0 ’ e : 2 2 d S t.,\ X e w Y o r k .

* 3 “ Sold by a ll Druggists.

tf.

J S A F E S .
ARE TH E BEST.

265 B R O A D W A Y .

THE FREEDMAN S SAVINGS AND U tO S T

HARVEY FISK.

A. 8. HATCH.

FISK & HATCH.
BANKERS,

No. 5 N assau

street ,

N. Y.,

Opposite 17. 8 . S u b - T r e a s u r y .

W e receive the accounts of Banks, Bank
(Chartered by the Government of the U nited Staten.) ers, Corporations and others, subject to check
at sight, and allow interest on balances.
DEPOSITS OVER $3,000,000.

SIX PER CENT, interest commences first of each
month.
Four per cent, allowed from date of each deposit
for full num ber of days, not less than thirty, on sums
o f $50 and upward, withdrawn before January.
DEPOSIT CERTIFICATES, an safe as Registered
Bonds, and prom ptly available in any part of the
U nited States, issued, payable on demand, w ith in
terest due.
Accounts strictly private and confidential.
Deposits payable on demand, w ith interest due.
In terest on accounts of certificates paid by check to
depositors residing o ut of the city if desired.
Send for Circular.
Open daily from 9 A. M. to 5 e.
and MONDAYS
and SATURDAYS from 9 a . M. to 8 F. M.
JOHN J . ZUILLE, Cashier.

L IB E R A L BOOK STORE.
WARREN CHASE.

W ARREN

HAS R 2 M0 V E D PROM H IS STORE TO T H B

FIR ST FLOOR,
where he will continue to conduct his business in al
its branches TWENTY-FiVfC PER CKNT.jiOHEAPER
than heretofore, in consequence of the difference in
his rent.
CHATELAINE BRAIDS,
LADIES’ AND GENTLEMEN’S WIGS,
and everything appertaining to the business will be
kep t on hand and made to order.

C H A S E & Co,

614 N. FIFTH STREET,

Liberal and Spiritual Books andPape:
PARLOR GAMES, VOLTAIC SOLES,
PH REN O LO G ICA L

B O O K S ,&f.

ßfä* Comprising a complete assortment of all Booh
published and advertised by Wm. White &Co.,U.
Mendum, 8. S. Jones, and other Liberal pubMcis.
with all Liberal Papers, &c.
Dr. H. Storer’s Nutritive Compound.
Dr. Spence’s Positive and Negative Powder».

FREDERICK KURTZ'S
D IN IN G ROOMS
23 N ew

DIBBLEEANIA for stim ulating, JAPONICA for
soothing and the MAGIC TAR SAXVE for promoting
the growth of the hair, constantly on hand.
Consultation on diseases of the scalp, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, from 9 a . m . to 3 p . m .
Also, his celebrated

E. LUKES.

S T . L O U I S , Mo.

DRESSER,

854 Broadway

R. L. MOORE.

S tr e e t a n d GO B r o a d w a y
AND

76

M a ld e n L a n e a n d 1 L i b e r t y St

Mr. K urtz Invite« to his cool and comfortably fc
nished dining apartm ents the down-town public, a.4
suring them th at they will always find there tin

M R S . I f . F . M . B R O W N ’S
Postoffice address, till February, will be 132 Wood
land avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

OFFICE OF

COMPANY.

185 BLEECKEB STREET, NEW YORK.

TEETH EXTRACTED WITHOUT PAIN,
By the use of Chemically pure Nitrous Oxide or Lath
ing Gas. Dr. W. has used it several years, extracting
teeth for thousands with complete success, andwithlo
bad effects in any instance. All operations pertaining
to Dentistry performed in the most careful andthorough
m anner, at reasonable price.

C IIIC K E K IN O & SO NS,

AND
DEALERS IN GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,

NATIONAL SAVINGS BA$K.

HAIR

N E W YORK.

I I A R A B A Z E IN ,
And upon the m ost favorable term s of payment.
W e invite the attention of persons intending to or F L E 8II BEAUTIFIER, th e only pure and harm  choicest viands, served in the most elegant style, &
purchase Pianos to our New Illustrated Catalogue, less preparation ever m ade for the complexion. No
giving full description of Styles and Prices, and the laily should ever be w ithout it. Can be obtained m ost carefully selected brands of wines and liquor*
term s on which we sell to those desiring to make
only at
as well as th e m ost prom pt attention by accomplish«
WM. DIBBLEE’S,
E A SY M ONTHLY PA Y M E N T S.
waitere.
W-N
854
Broadway,
up
stairs.
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE.
NO. 11 EAST FOURTEENTH ST., NEW YORK.

MARVIN & CO.’S

j%>. 4 1 2 F O U R T H A V E .,

Established 1836.

W e make special arrangements for interest
on deposits of specific sums for fixed periods.
W e make collections on all points in the
United States and Canada, and issue Certifi
cates of Deposit available in all parts of the
Union.

IN PRESS.
T h e L ife , S p e e c h e s , L a b o r s a n il E s s a y s
or

W ILLIAM H . SYLVIS,
Late P resident of th e Iron-Moulders’ International
Union ; and also of the National Labor Union.
BY HIS B R O TH E R -JA M E S C. SYLVIS,
Of Snnbury, Pa.
“ We m ust show them th at when a ju s t monetary
system has been established there will no
longer exist a necessity for Trades’ Unions.”
—W m. H. S yi.vis .
P H ILA D E LPH IA :
CLAXTON, REMSEN & HAFFELFINGER,
819 and 821 M arket street.

LEO MILLER,
OF NEW YORK,
W ill present to the public

THE WOMAN QUESTION IN A NEW LIGHT.

SU BJECT:
W e buy and sell, at current rates, all classes “ WOMAN, AND HER
RELATIONS TO TEM PER
ANCE AND OTHER REFORMS.”
of Government Securities, and the Bonds oi
the Central Pacific Railroad C om pany; also,
Senator W ilson, of Massachusetts, in a letter to
Gen. Jordan, of Pennsylvania, says :
Gold and Silver Coin and Gold Coupons.
“ I had the pleasure of canvassing with Leo Miller,
W e buy and sell, at the Stock Exchange, Esq., in New Jersey, and I most cordially recommend
him to our friends in your State as a gentlem an of
miscellaneous Stocks and Bonds, on commis rare talent and character and a m ost effective and elo
quent speaker.”

sion, for cash.

Communications and inquiries by mail or
telegraph, w ill receive careful attention.
FISK & HATCH.

C H A RLES H. FO STER,
T E ST MEDIUM.
16 B a st T w e lfth s tre e t, N. V .

T he H ig h e st Cash Prices
PAID FOR

OLD NEWSPAJPERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION';
OLD PAMPHLETS of every kind;
OLD BLANK-BOOKS AND LEDGERS that a»
written fu ll;
and all kinds of WASTE PAPER from Banker*,
Insurance Companies, Brokers, Patent-Medi
cine Depots, Printing-Offices, Bookbind
ers, Public and Private Librarie*,
Hotels, Steamboats, Railroad
Companies, and Express
Offices, &c.
JOHN C. STOCKWELL,
25 Ann street, N. Y.

68-120.

M AXW ELL & CO.,

Bankers and B ro k e rs.
N o. 11 BROAD STREET,
N sw Y ork.

THE LAW OF MARRIAGlf
A
N

E X H A U ST IV E ARGUMENT
A G A IN ST MARRIAGE LEGISLATION

By C. S. JAMES,
Author of “ Manual of Transcendental FhllosopS
F or Sale by the Author, post paid, for S5c
Address

A lm a

W ls.

%

May 25, 1872.

WOODHULL

& CLAFLIN’S

WEEKLY,

3

OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE EQUAL RIGHTS CON peace, by treating with all on just and equal terms, and by in
sisting on the settlement of all differences by a congress of
VENTION, HELD IN NEW YORK CITY, ON
nations
THE NINTH, TENTH AND ELEVENTH
13. For the promotion of these vital principles and the es
OF MAY, 1872.
tablishment of a party based on them, we invite the co-opera
tion of all “ citizens,” without distinction of race, color, sex,
nationality or previous political affiliations.
The call for a “ People’s Convention,” issued by Mrs. E.
At the the close of the reading it was determined that the
Cady Stanton, Isabella B. Hooker, Susan B. Anthony and
Matilda Joslyn Gage, as the Executive Committee of the platform and resolutions should be open to discusión. Con
National Woman’s Suffrage Association, and by Victoria C. siderable confusion now arose by inquiries from the audience
Woodhull, Horace H. Day, Anna M. Middlebrook and others, as to the authority by which these subjects were thrown out,
in behalf of the “ party of the people, to secure and maintain and who were entitled as delegates to speak to the resolution.
The Books and Speches of Victoria 0. Woodhull and Tennie
Mrs. Hooker now came forward, and with decided, repeated
Human Rights, to be inaugurated in the United States in May,
C. Claflin will hereafter be furnished, postage paid, at the fol
1872.” met, according to call, in Steinway Hall, on Thursday and most resonant stamps of her little foot upon the floor, de
lowing liberal prices :
clared that the proceedings of this Convention must and should
morning, May 9.
The Principles of Government, by Victoria C. WoodCONVENTION OF TH E WOMAN’S SUFFRAGE ASSOCIATION, 8TEINWAV be done with decency and in order. After some further con
hull ;
$3 00
troversy, it was concluded that for peace sake the meeting
HALL, MAT 9, 1872.
Constitutional Equality, by Tennie C. Claflin ;
2 GO
should proceed for only a part, and not the whole of the inter
Mrs. Stanton called the meeting to order. A choir sang an
Woman Suffrage guaranteed by the Constitution, speech
ests represented.
anthem, the sweetness of which was greatly augmented by the
by Victoria C. Woodhull ;
Mrs. Middlebrook said that she had attended these meet
pleasant voices of Mrs. Abby Hutchinson Paten and her
The Great Social Problem of Labor and Capital, speech
ings for two years, and the question of suffrage had been con
by Victoria C. Woodhull ;
brother, Henry, who sat in the front gallery. After a prayer
sidered at these meetings; that we had come here under a gen
The Principles of Finance, speech by Victoria C. Woodby Mrs. I. B. Hooker, Mrs. Stanton announced that this meet
eral call to consider the questions of a , new party and nom
hull ;
ing was not called to make a nomination for the Presidency,
inating candidates. We had bowed and begged of the present
Practical View of Political Equality, speech by Tennie C.
but to
parties for twenty years in vain, and the time had come for de
Claflin ;
TAKE TH E IN ITIA TIV E STEPS THERETO.
cided action; and if this Convention refused to meet the re
Majority and Minority Report of the Judiciary Commit
The reformers had been invited to consider a new platform.
tee on the Woodhull Memorial ;
sponsibility, the Convention on Saturday would meet it. Mrs.
Some women had got together and had made a platform.
Carpenter and Cartter Reviewed—A Speech before the
M. retired amid loud and protracted applause, clearly indi
T h ey ;had enough of platforms made by men; they [now
Suffrage Convention at Washington ;
cating that she had struck the key note of the Convention.
had
one
of
their
own;
it
would
be
in
print,
and
the
friends
Each per copy ;
10
Mrs. Stanton followed with a manuscript, historical of pol
per 100 ;
5 00 present could read it and vote on it in the evening. She re itical parties in the past, how they originated and were destroy
The Principles of Social Freedom;
25 quested that this day should be regarded as a woman’s day, ed, and was in the usual style of her able and finished produc
The Impending Revolution,
25 and that the brethren present would hold their peace. Men tions, the audience listening with great respect.
had such loud voices, and some so dogmatical that they
---------♦ •
-------Judge Carter followed, eulogizing free speech, aud closed
were apt to overslaugh women.
As she returned to her
his exordium by extolling Victoria C. Woodhull.
POST OFFICE NOTICE.
seat, Mrs. Hooker suggested something to her, and Mrs. Stan
Mrs. Hooker explained that they were hampered by the reg
ton announced that some difficulty had occurred on account of
ulations of Mr. Steinway prohibiting political discussion, and
The mails for Europe during the week ending Saturday, an unexpected charge of twenty-five cents admission to all the
made an eloquent defense of Mrs. Woodhull’s unselfish and
May 25,1872, will close at this office on Wednesday at 12 sessions. This charge had been decided on in order to secure earnest work for the cause.
quiet and order. It is but fair to state that the impression of
m., on Thursday at 11 a. m., and on Saturday at 5 and 11 a. m.
Mrs. Hoadley, Mrs. Laura De Force Gordon, Mr. Banks and
the public was that the morning and afternoon sessions were
others followed, and at a late hour Jenny Collins put in an ap
P. H. J ones, Postmaster.
to be free, and a charge of twenty-five cents should be charged
pearance and said a few words.
for the evening session—a large number of persons who came
EVENING SESSION.
to the city to attend the Convention, retired from the doors on
MRS. A. M. MIDDLEBROOK.
The evening session opened with a lengthy lecture by Mrs.
finding a charge, was to be made.
Mrs. Hooker then read the following platform and was Howland on “ Godin’s Social Palace.”
Recently we gave our readers some account of this talented
At the evening session the attendance was very large, and a
followed by Miss Anthony, who read resolutions which were
lady whom we are able to count among our most respected
hostile to the election of Horace Greely, and admonishing the the latter part of the proceedings there was some disturbance
friends. She is open to engagements .to speak upon any
among the audience with regard to parties making efforts to
subject of general interest—religious, political or social—any Conventions to be held in Philadelphia and Baltimore, that
speak and opposing the platform which had been read-in the
unless
a
proper
recognition
is
given
to
the
women
of
the
land
where in the States east of the M ississippi River. Terms, $75
morning session. Miss Kate Stanton presided, and called the
a
Convention
by
the
National
Woman’s
Association
will
be
and expenses. We take pleasure in recommending her to our
meeting to order, and then introdu ced Mrs. Marie Howland,
friends, as one of the most profitable as well as entertaining held, and a Presidential ticket placed in the field.
who sa id : “Our ears are filled with the glories of the nine
Mrs.
Isabella
Beecher
Hooker
read
speakers in the field. Her address is box 778 Bridgeport,
teenth century, with lauda ti ons of the modem enterprise that
TH E PLATFORM.
Conn.
has given us the railroad, the telegraph, and the steam printing
-----------------------We, women citizens of the United States, in national con
vention assembled at New York, proclaim the following prin press, and we hear loud praises of the democratic form of gov
THE INTERNATIONAL.
ernment from the advanced minds of all civilized countries,
ciples as essential to just government.
1. We recognize the equality of all before the law, and hold while the fact that there has never been a true democratic
that it is the duty of government in its dealings with the peo
It ought to be known that this association is not secret—it ple to mete out equal and exact justice to all, o f whatever na principle in the world seems to be utterly ignored To-day
the world is about ready for the inauguration of the democratic
does not aspire to the honor of being a conspiracy. Its meet tivity, race, color, sex or persuasion, religious or political.
2. We pledge ourselves to maintain the union of the States, form of government, and the conditions are only delayed by
ings are held in public; they are open to all comers, though
only members are permitted to speak (unless by special and to oppose any re-opemng of the questions settled by the such an accident as causes us in the solution to blunder. It
thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth amendments of the Con
invitation), and none but members are allowed to vote. The stitution, which have emancipated and enfranchised the slaves was a blunder that has made the political leaders of the day
proceed upon the supposition that the American eagle could
several sections in this city and vicinity meet as follows:
and the women of the nation.
fly straight with only one wing. Woman should be com
3.
We
demand
the
immediate
and
absolute
removal
of
all
Section 1 (German).—Sunday, 8 P. M., at the Tenth Ward
disabilities now imposed on rebels and women, believing that manded to use her talents in teaching the organization of social
Hotel, corner of Broome and Forsyth streets.
universal suffrage and universal amnesty will result in com harmonies. All compensations are adequate. The law of
Section 2 (French).—Sunday, 9:30 a . m ., at N o. 100 Prince plete purification in the family, aud in all sections of the
equilibrium rules.everywhere, and the compensation for dis
country.
street'.
franchising one-half the race is terrible, mask the facts as
4.
We
demand
for
the
individual
the
largest
liberty
con
Section 0 (German).—Meets in 66 add 68 Fourth street, in
sistent with the public order, for the state self-government, we may. A great portion of the citizens are compelled to de
the N. Y. Turn Halle, every Thursday evening at 8 o’clock.
and for the national administration the methods of peace, and plore the degradation of great masses of womankind, and they
Section 7 (Irish).—First and third Sundays at 3 p. m., at 26 the constitutional limitations of power.
5. We demand a thorough civil service reform as one of the seem ready to admit that the degradation of woman is a worse
Delaney street.
pressing
necessities of the hour. Honesty, capacity, and fidel spectacle than that of man. Woman, shut out from all voice
Section 8 (German).—Sunday, 3 p. m., at No. 53 Union
ity, without distinction of sex, should constitute the only valid in making the laws that govern her from the broader education
avenue, Williamsburgh, L. I.
claim to public employment. The first step in this reform is of man, forced to submit to taxation without representation,
Section 9 (American).—Wednesday, 8 p . m., at No 35 East the one term principle, and the election of President, Vice
denied the privilege of being tried by a jury of her peers,
President and United States Senators by the whole people.
Twenty-seventh street.
6. We affirm that no form of taxation is just or wise which taught from the cradle that self-reliance and pecuniary inde
Section 10 (French).—Meets every Thursday at the N. W.
puts burdens upon the people by means of duties intended to pendence were not to be sought by her, who but a fool can
corner of Fortieth street and Park avenue, at 8 p. m.
increase the price of domestic products, and which are unnec wonder that her life from the cradle to the grave is a pintrpot
Section 11 (German).—Thursday, 8 p. m., West Thirty- essary for purposes of revenue. Taxes should not be laid upon
the necessaries; but upon the luxuries of life, that the rich dance, and to secure the richest and best ‘catch’ in the
ninth street, between Eighth and Ninth avenues, at Hessel’s.
matrimonial market the great object of life? For her part
Section 12 (American) meets the-second and fourth Sundays and hot the poor may bear the burdens.
7. The highest consideration of commercial morality and she considered it futile to expect from either of the political
in each month, at 153 Fourth avenue, 8 p . m.
honest government requires a thorough reform of the present parties any recognition of their claims. The political
Section 13 (German).—Every Friday, at 805 Third avenue. financial system. The interests of the people demand a cheap,
parties have not quite risen to the place where justice counts
Section 22 (French).—The second and fourth Friday in sound, uniform, abundant, and elastic currency, to be a per
manent measure of value, based on the wealth of the nation. as one of the factors in shaping action; they were as sincere in
each month, 8 p. m., at Constant’s, 68 Grand street.
This will be found in the issue of currency, or certificates of their contempt for demands for justice as the barons of the
Section 35 (English).—Meets every Friday evening at value by the government for all duties, taxes, and imposts
middle ages, but the time had arrived when woman should be
whatever, which shall be legal tender for all debts, public and
Myers’, 129 Spring street, at 8 o’clock.
private ; such currency to be the lawful money of the United recognized and take an active part in the government of the
-------------- » »
—---------States, and convertible at the option of the holder into govern country. ”
ment bonds, bearing a rate of interest not exceeding 3 per
INTERNATIONAL' WORKINGMEN’S ASSOCIATION.
The next speaker evening was Laura De Force Gor
c e n t, and to be reconvertible into currency at the will of the
don,
of California. She advocated very forcibly and eloquently
Alljpersons desiring to become members of, or to form sections, holder.
8. We remember with gratitude the heroism and sacrifices of the establishment of a new and independent political party to
and trades unions or societies wishing to affiliate with the In the wives, sisters and mothers throughout this republic in the
further their interests. She advised this new party to wait
ternational Workingmen’s Association, can procure all the late war; the grand .sanitary work they did in the hospital, on
until after the conventions of the'present great political parties,
necessary information and documents by addressing the regu the battle-field, and in gathering in the harvest at home, have
justly earned for the women of the country the generous recog and if any of them put a woman suffrage plank in their plat
lar officers of the Federal Council of North America, as fol nition of all their political rights by every true American states form to endorse the nominees of that party at their national
lows :
man.
convention. She would, she said, support Satan himself, or
9. We are opposed to all grants of lands to railroads or other
English Corresponding Secretary, John T. Elliot, 208 Fifth
even Jeff. Davis, if nominated by a party which advocated
corporations. The public domain should be held sacred to ac
street, New York.
tual settlers, an inviolable homestead secured to every man and universal suffrage, for, she said, no matter how the ballot is
German Corresponding Secretary, Edward Grosse, 214 Mad woman.
put into the hands of women, once it is there they can use it
ison street, New York.
10. We believe in the principles of the referendum, minority for or against whom they please, or for any reform they de
French Corresponding Secretary, B. Laugrand, 335 Fourth representation, and a just system of graduated taxation.
sire. But how could they gain power ? Woman was in many
11. It is the duty of government to regard children and
avenue, New York.
instances without the means, dependent on men, who ignored
criminals
as
wards
of
the
State;
to
secure
to
the
one
the
best
Spanish Corresponding Secretary, Majin Janer, 112 Lexing
their cause. She concluded by reading the platform of their
advantages
of
education,
and
for
the
other
more
humane
legis
ton avenue, BrooKlyn.
lation aud better methods of reform.
convention, which she proposed be adopted by the meeting.
Italian Corresponding Secretary, Antonio Brumi, 621 East
12. We hold it is the duty of the government in its inter
Twelfth street, New York.
Miss Anthony seconded it, and
course with foreign countries to cultivate the friendships of
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Mr. Wolf objected, and said it should be discussed through
out. He was received with applause mingled with hisses, dur
ing which the president left the chair.
Mrs. Woodhull appeared and said:
W6 have before us, in this country, the pitiful prospect of
three political factions entering upon a great political contest
in which not a single fundamental principle of government is
involved. The most that can be said in their favor, is that
they are going into a struggle to determine personal suprem
acy—to decide whether this or that wing of the Kepublican
party, or the old fashioned Democracy shall hold the offices,
eat the people’s loaves and catch their fishes for the next four
year«.
’Tis true that contestants, as they have already argued, will
talk loudly for the one term principle, of nepotism, of civil
service reform, of a new and a humanitarian Indian policy, of
revenue reform, etc., etc., but do you for a moment flatter
yourselves that a single man of them all will ever stop to ask him
self whether either one of these propositions is deducible from
the basic principles o f government? N o! The most they
know of the principles of government, or so far as it goes, the
most they care for them, consists in devising the most inge
nious methods and means to win the next election.
Horaoe Greeley (and he ought to know), says the Kepubli
can party has accomplished its mission. And most people will
agree that his philosophy in this respect is good. It needs no
one to tell us that the Democratic party is defunct, although
its lifeless corse stalks about in our midst; occasionally, as in
the case of Tammany, giving olfactory evidence of decay.
Now, if indeed these things be so, there must soon be a new
party looming up in the political horizon, and I think that the
women of this country ought, at least, to have a little some
thing to say as to what shall constitute the basis of that party.
The Kepublican party builded upon the question of negro
slavery. African slavery being among the things that were,
its. basis is gone and it must necessarily fall in pieces, as it is
rapidly doing. A new party must build upon some new and
vital question—something which justice demands shall be rem
edied. Is there one of this sort being now discussed by Re
publican or Democrat ? No ! Everything that they have as
yet put forth is old and stale, not to say rotten with decay.
Sum up all of their stocks in trade, and comparatively, they
amount to nothing outside of the personalities engage, pro and
eon. Do you ever hear any of their questions debated in our
lyceums clubs and conferences, where the really wise men and
women congregate ? No ! Because these people are engaged
discovering and discussing principles.
Now these two classes c t people are they who represent the
antipodes of modern society. Upon the one hand are the poli
ticians, haranging the masses and marshaling them to the polls
to oarry elections - on the other hand are the people who discuss
vital and fundamental questions, but who are so disgusted with
politics as to turn sick at the stomach at the bare mention of
political contamination from political action. And both these
class of people are increasing every day.
Now, is it not easy to see what the situation demands ? It
seems to me that it is this: These people who all these years
have been studying and analizing principles, holding aloof frôm
politics, must now begin to put their acquirements to some
, practical use. Each different set must come together and form
the stones which they have been separately squaring and hew
ing into symétrie form, build a new governmental structure
which must not lack a single hewer’s stone. All must unite,
all contribute to the work their several special parts, else the
structure will be incomplete.
Nor need it be feared that the various stones which have been
in preparation will not fit perfectly together, for they have all
been squared by an inflallible rule bequeathed us by our fathers
which will cause them all to be bound in unity. That rule is
the Declaration of Independence—those self-evident truths dis
covered by the great men of former ages when struggling to
find a foundation upon which to build.
They say that all men are created equal, which our present
government denies; that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain inalienable rights, which our present government
denies; that among these inalienable rights are life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness, which our present government denies;
that to secure these rights governments are instituted among
men deriving their just powers from the consent of the gov
erned, which our present government denies. And it is because
they who framed the constitution did not Bquare its parts by these
declarations, that we are now verging into political anarchy.
Almost the first words of the constitution, “and the electors
in each State shall possess tha qualifications requisite for elec
tors of the most numerous branch of the State legislatures,”
are interpreted to be a flat denial of the first words of the
Declaration of Independence, “ that all men are created equal;”
while the words of its last amendments, that “ no State shall
abridge the privileges and immunities of citizens of the United
States, ” are construed to permit a square contradiction of the
last words of the Declaration, “ that government derives its
just power from the consent of the governed.”
Now here is the point to which every one’s attention should
be called, for it is vital; If the wording of so important an
instrument as the Constitution of the United States be so vague,
so negative, so faulty and indefinite, as to admit of a variety of
interpretations, keeping the people in a eonstant state of ex
pectant uncertainty; and requiring a century of time to decide
whether fully one-half of the citizens have any political status
at a ll—if the language used is so treacherous as all this I say
it ought to be changed; and a change can be made which will
amend all its indefiniteness, much more readily than in a sin
gle direction, since in a general movement, all the elements of
reform will concentrate to accomplish their several purposes,
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whereas if but a single point is sought, none w ill give it their people as a whole, can tell whether from the Constitu
tion or from some other instrument.
support except those who are specially interested in it.
I taxe it for granted that women who profess to be suffragists,
Moreover, it is stained with the blood of hundreds of thou
are not only honest in their profession, but that they want it sands of our noblest sons and brothers, and this simply be
now. The only question there is then, is as to what are the cause of the ambiguity of its language. From beginning to
most practicable, reliable and expeditious methods by which to end it is a mass of mere negations of which I confess I am
obtain what they want.
sick and disgusted. I want to see the people of ¿his country
It is useless to Merely continue to go over the arguments .by rise to character and principle and demand a change from ne
which the right to suffrage has been established. Every per gations to affirmations.
son capable of reasoning from cause to the effect knows that in
The National Woman Suffragists issued a broad and glorious
a government which exists by the consent of the governed, invitation for all people to join with them for the purpose of
that women, as well as men, have the right to participate. No “ forming a new political party upon principles which shall
proposition which it is possible to make can be more clearly meet the vital principles of the hour;” and right nobly has it
self-evident than this. But our wise governors, who have ap been responded to by representatives from all the various re
pointed themselves over us, set up the pretentious assumption formatory movements of the country. I need not to enume
that they only are invested with the right to possess the gov rate them; they are all here, and anxiously waiting to] see
ernment, while we must await their gracious pleasure in ex what they who have toiled so long and well for suffrage are
tending the right to us. Divested of all strained legal points going to do in which they can join, and while advancing their
and learned disquisitions on constitutional law, made in order own special causes, also aid those who co-operate with
to discover how not to do it, and just so simple a matter as this
them.
is, is the question of a man’s political equality with man.
Many of these people have emerged from a long political
A recent decision of the Supreme Court of the United States
hermitage, to which they retired in disgust for politics. In
reversing a decision of the Supreme Court of the State of
the movement incipiently formed by the call referred to, they
Georgia perfectly sustains all that we have claimed. The de
saw an opportunity for renewing political action, with thé
cision, is that this government is no longer a government of
prospect of accomplishing some good.
sovereign states, but of the sovereign people. This conclu
And I repeat they are hero to ask the women of the country
sively shows that the Supreme Court holds that the fourteenth
to
unite with them, and in one grand, consolidated political
amendment reversed the order of citizenship, which logically
destroys the interpretation put upon the first article of the Con column, to hurl themselves against present despotism. They
stitution. But Congress will take no notice of this, but will ask that the line of battle be made large enough to admit
them to the combat, and the position to 'which they may be
continue to contend that the States may disfranchise women.
A year ago I said before this Convention, that if Congress assigned they will maintain until the victory shall be gained,
did not, in that time, fully, frankly and unequivocally acknowl whether that be in a year or if it shall require a decade.
And remember what I say: if our campaign be well planned;
edge our right to share in the government with men, that we
should proceed to call another convention to frame a new Con if we maintain a solid front and remain true to principles
A short, shaip decisive
stitution and to erect a new government. I am aware at that justice and right will conquer.
time, that most people thought it an idle threat, and also, that fight may indeed give us immediate victory ; while a course of
masterly inactivity, consisting ' merely of feints upon the
as many still think it was an idle threat.
Nevertheless, the idea of a new Constitution has been enemy, with occasional attempts at negotiation, will render us
launched—a form even has been proposed—and a convention a laughing stock for them, rather than a foe to be feared as we
has been assembled to consider the necessity for such a revolu may and ought to be.
Therefore, I hope all the friends of all humanitarian reform
tion, and when I say that this radical action is the only action
that will reach the hearts of the people, the evidence that has will clasp hands with each other, rather than to longer com
been pouring in to me ever since the idea was launched, war promise with despots and tyrannies by separately affiliating
rants it, and also that it is the center around which the fu with a common enemy; clasp hands together, to inaugurate a
ture government will aggregate ; and nothing short of political revolution, which shall secure justice, liberty and
this will move the masses. Permit me to quote some language equality to every citizen of the United States, which can then
which I would have had instead of the present enactments, become the model republic.
called laws, which control the suffrage.
The eyes of the world are upon this convention. Its ene
A rticle XIII.
mies have sneered and laughed at the idea of combining re
S e c . 1 .—1. All persons bom, or who shall haver been, or formers for any organized action. They say that women don’t
shall hereafter be, naturalized in the United States, and sub know enough to organize, and therefore are not to be feared as
ject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United
political opponents. And I am sorry to say this criticism is
States, and of the State wherein they reside.
2. The citizens of the United States States shall be divided not entirely without foundation. I even have heard some pro
into two classes, to wit: adult citizens and minor citizens.
fessed reformers say they don’t want anything to do with those
3. Adult citizens shall consist of all citizens who shall have who don’t belong to “ our clique,” even after having invited
attained to the age of eighteen years and upward.
4. Minor citizens shall consist of all citizens who shall not those not of “ our clique” to join them, but I trust this pol
have attained the age of eighteen years.
icy may not succeed. I trust that they who have made this
5. All adult citizens except idiots and the insane shall exer call will carry it out in good faith ; and I think that those who
cise the elective franchise at their pleasure, for all purposes,
have come here in response thereto, have a right to demand
subject to the following regulation only :
that it shall be so carried out, or a good reason'assigned for not
For all United States officers without reservations;
For all State officers and Representatives to Congress, after doing so. It is to be hoped that women have not so early as
a residence in the State for three months;
this learned the tricks of their brother politicians. Their invi
For all other officers, after a residence within the limits of
tation has gone before the world; and so, also, has the accept
their jurisdiction for one month;
When not restrained of their liberty, being charged with, or ance; and the world will judge the use that shall now be made
after conviction of and restraint for, some crime. In all other of them.
cases the elective franchise shall be absolutely unabridged.
All persons who have come to this convention with views be
5.
All citizens, while serving in the army or navy of the
United States, or as officers of the United States, shall be enti yond talk without action, will convene to-morrow at 10 o’clock
tled to vote for United States officers only, except as may be pro in Apollo Hall, Twenty-eighth street and Broadway, then and
vided by Congress for officers within their respective organi there to carry out the purposes announced in the calls. This
zations.
will be a convention of delegates consisting of all persons who
Now this language is positive, decisive and clear. There have signed the call and all who come as repr^entatives of or
can be no chance for quibbling over it; no drawing of in ganizations from all parts of the country, and in short, of all
ferences that the States have the right to regulate the suffrage, persons who are in favor of the movement.
and that the States include only men.
And that convention Avili form a new' political party with
Since the impotent report of the majority of the judiciary of
which to clean out those who for years have insulted women,
the House of Representatives; the luminous decision of Chief
and ground the industrie^ of the country into the earth. They
Justice Cartter, who argued upon the principle that, since some
will construct a platform upon which all branches of reform
men make bad use of their votes, hence no women ought to be
may stand, and they will make nominations to exemplify the
permitted to vote; the enlightened position assumed by the
principles. And I trust that every man and woman who can
Republican party through that remarkable mouth-piece, Sena
rise from selfishness into the humanitarian, will lend that
tor Carpenter, who told me last winter when I informed him
movement their earnest and continued support.
that this bogus government would have to be upset that I had
A gentleman proposed that the convention adjourn until to
better be cautious or I should find myself in Fortress Monroe;
and that grand consolidation of all the quibbling that all the day, and then meet at Apollo Hull.
Senatorial quibblers could invent—the unanimous report of
the Senate judiciary against the memorial of Stanton, Hooker,
and others, which followed closely upon the heels of a decla
ration made to me, in confidence, by a Senator, that the Re
publican party had decided it would not do to pass a Declara
tory Law on the eve of the presidential election—since all these
things have occurred, I have, again and again, carefully and
critically examined the so-called great charter of our liberties and
I unhesitatingly assert it to be my candid belief that, in the
hands of unscrupulous men, it may be made the instrument
of a despotism which no free man could endure. And I need
not tell you that politicians are becoming most unscrupulous,
only lacking the opportunity to show their hand in this di
rection. At best, the Constitution requires a deal of inter
pretation to make its several parts go well together—quite too
much to ever permit of a general interpretation being definitely
settled upon. The great reverence that exists for it arises
from the fact that so little is really known about it. I think I
am within bounds when I say that I can quote passage after
passage from it, which not one in a hundred thousand of the

Mrs. Anthony said the convention could not do so; they
had engaged the hall, and would continue the convention to
morrow. She had now been connected with the organization
for twenty years, and had been - greatly deceived by other
cliques.
A lady said they wanted more than the organization.
Mrs. Gordon said this wras the National Woman’s Suffrage
Convention and the only one she recognized, and she hoped
all who could would be present to-morrow at 11 o'clock.
A gentleman said he had contributed towards the payment
of the hall, and asked why some action was not taken by the
meeting. The platform had been seconded, but not put regu
larly.
Miss Anthony said the President had gone, and she acted in
her place, and now announced the meeting adjourned.
A gentleman, in a stentorian voice, put it to the meeting
whether or not the meeting should adjourn to meet to-morrow
at Apollo Hall. The response was greatly in favor of it; and
on the question to meet in Steinway Hall, the voices were then
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minority. The ladies on the platform then hastily made their taneity which is characteristic of Nature; and hence, also, with course of conduct, but it is one of jurisdiction, or of the decid
Love; while yet the fundamental nature of these truths and re ing power over the very question whether the thing consid
exit from the hall, the audience following.
lations is obscured, and the problem for solution rendered more ered be right or wrong-, and that the growing spirit of free
FIR ST DAT, AT ATOLLO HALL.
difficult, first by the fact that in both the male and female dom in the world demands that this deciding power be lodged
Considerable discussion has occurred regarding the object mind both the principles of Order and Freedom are ever present with the individual himself, or herself, w’hose oonduct is in
of the Convention. A portion of the woman suffragists, who and that they differ oniyin respect to preponderance; and, question; and that assumptions of the right and authority to
did not desire to take political action, and who objected to secondly, that each sex loves, and admires, and tends, there interfere with and to regulate the conduct of others are be
fore, to defer to, and even to exhibit a superficial seeming of coming more distasteful to every well informed and well regu
both calls that had beon made, as looking to the consolidation
that which is inherently and fundamentally, and always pre lated mind.
■of various reform movements into a new political parly. This dominantly characteristic of the opposite sex.
Resolved : That not only the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
point formed the general subject of discussion during the
Resolved, That there is a crude, primitive, imperfect and, Amendments of the Constitution of the United States, but the
remainder of the day and evening, but was finally decided as from the ultimate ideal and high artistic point of view, a Constitution itself, the Declaration of American Independence,
pseudo or false and pernicious kind of Freedom, which con the spirit of all our institutions and the law of God written
had been previously agreed upon—the continuation of speak sists of casting off the constraints of conscience and of legiti upon the rational constitution of the human mind, and evolv
ing during Friday, at Steinway Hall upon the various mate discipline, (as well as the unauthorized invasion of for ing itself in this age, as the science of society, all concur in
R#ethods proposed by women, and the organization of the Del eign authority) from individual conduct and from the collective conferring on every citizen of a competent age, the equal right
life of a community; while the true or superior and normal to participation in the choice of the government which they
egate Convention in Apollo Hall, for distinct party action.
typo of Order is of such a nature that it can only be evolved are called upon to obey; and hence, in a Republican Govern
As early as 8 o’clock a ', m . of Friday delegates from various from the very bowels of Freedom -, and that its indispensable ment, in conferring upon all the franchise which is therein
States and Territories began to congregate in Apollo Hall condition is, therefore, the previous existence of Free the mode of expressing the will of the people as the fountain
The committee on the reception of delegates from the pro dom; and while the true and superior or normal type of Free of govermmental authorization.
Resolved : That, therefore, this Convention proceed to nom
visional committee of arrangements were busily engaged ex dom is such that it can only comport with the orderly subor inate candidates for President and Vice President, to be
dination of the whole life and conduct of the individual, and
amining credentials of delegates, and furnishing them with so of the community, to the principles of all truth, and to the selected from either sex according to tho preferences of the
tickets entitling them to take part in the convention. All per purposes of all good,-and with a loving acceptance of all neces citizens, and that all citizens, male and female be invited
sons who had signed this call, and all persons having creden sary discipline, in order to the securing of these ends; and that to participate in their selection at the poles.
The Committee on Permanent o rganizfttion, through its
tials from whatsoever authority, were made members of the therefore as Freedom is the essential condition of the existence
of any true Order, either in the individual life or in society, so
convention, no other test being required—an entirely new Order is alike the essential condition of the existence of any Chairman, Carrie H. Spear, of California, reported the fol
method of composing a political convention.;
time Freedom; and that these two principles, Order and Free lowing :
For President of the Convention, Hon. J. D. Reymert, of
On entering the Hall delegates found it hung with various dom, as masculine and feminine are thus essential to each
other
in
a
manner
analagous
to
that
in
which
the
two
sexes
are
New
York.
mottoes among which were the following:
alike indispensable to the completeness of human life.
For First Vice President, Anna M. Middlebrook, of Con
• • Government protection from the cradle to the grave.”
Resolved, That in the crude, primitive state of society, and
•‘Public employment the remedy for strikes.”
while the true nature and complicated relations of these two necticut.
For Second, John T. Elliott, of New York.
•‘ Interest on money is a direct tax on labor, to support governing principles were, or have been badly understood, and
while they have, therefore, been badly adjusted to each other
For Third, Isaac Frazier, of Massachusetts.
wealthy paupers.”
the deciding power in all conflicts has preponderantly fallen
For Fourth, Lavina C. Dundore, of Maryland.
‘‘ Naturalization of land, labor, education and insurance. ”
into the hands of that party which was the most physically
For Fifth, John M. Spear, of California.
“ The unemployed demand work of the government.”
powerful; inasmuch as physical force predominates during
For Secretaries, Harriet B. Burton, of Kentucky, and George
this earlier stage of development; that, therefore, Man has
“ The world is our country, to do good our religion.”
been in predominance, the tyrant over Woman and Order, oi
“ The products of the past should be the equal inheritance of the kind which reigned at Warsaw'—the tyrant over Freedom; R. Allen, of New York.
For Treasurer, RuthAV. S. Briggs, of West Winfield, N. Y.
the living generation.”
not, however, without many notable exceptions and reversals,
Committee on Credentials, George M. Johnson, of Massa
in which,' through cunning, or spasmodic violence, woman
The laws must be submitted to the people.”chusetts;
Abbie P. Ela, of New Hampshire; Dr. A. Orvis, of
and
freedom
have
inflicted
their
revenges
on
the
male
man,
‘1Equal rights, peace, and co-operation. ”
and upon the instituted and compulsory order of the crude Rochester, N. Y.
“ What lack I yet? ” “ Jesus said, go sell all thou hast and and unscientized societies of the past.
Committee on Finance, Annie Kimball, of New York, Frank
,give to the poor.”—Matthew, xix., 21, 22.
Resolved, That with the progress of events, the time has
“ Neither said any that what he possessed was his own; but come when the demand exists and is now pressing every day Crocker, of Wisconsin; Danvers Doubleday and Theodore A.
for the vindication and harmonious co-existence in the world Banks, of New York, and Carrie H. Maynard, of Buffalo, N. Y.
they had all things in common.”—Acts, vi., 32.
of the true and vital kind of order which springs out of free
Committee on Resolutions and Platform:
At 12 m. Mrs. Martin called the meeting to order, and the dom, and for that true and beneficent freedom which is an orderly
J Q Sands, New York.
choir sang “ Hail Columbia,” at the close of which Theodore evolution from the spontaneity of perfect lives; and that,
E S Wheeler, Ohio.
H. Banks, Chairman of the Provisional Committee of Arrange as the condition of this great step in social advancement it be
Mrs Maria Hulick, New York.
longs
to
Man
as
the
representative
of
order
or
the
regulative
ments, appeared at the front and said :
principle, and as the depositary of the crude force which has
John M Spear, California.
“I move that Geo. W. Madox, of Maine, be our Temporary hitherto governed mankind to make, from his intelligence,
Hon A G W Carter, Cincinnati.
(Chairman. ”
magnanimously and spontaneously, the full concession oi
Belva A Lockwood, District of Columbia.
that
freedom
and
natural
spontaneity
of
which
Woman
is
the
Carried unanimously.
Stephen Pearl Andrews, New York.
more predominant representative and type; and that, there
Mr. Madox, on assuming the chair, spoke as follows :
fore, the form of society upon which the world should and
A C Robinson, Massachusetts.
TH E ADDRESS OF TH E TEMPORARY CHAIRMAN.
must enter in this age will be that in which the establishment
T B Taylor, Kansas.
Fellow-citizens and friends of liberty, equal rights and dis of order will be entrusted to the prior existence and to the
Seward Mitchell, Maine.
natural
operations
of
freedom;
and
in
which
freedom
will
con
tributive justice, representative from the different States and
Laura C Smith, California.
Territories of this country, and those of you from across the stantly tend to become orderly, under the influence of science,
J H Blood, New York.
water of the Old World, imbued with the spirit of liberty, increasing intelligence, and the experience of the consequences
justice, righteousness and courage, we welcome you here, also of its own mistakes.
E B Fish, Pennsylvania.
Resolved, That children only require to be constantly watch
to aid us in inaugurating justice into form, righteousness into
J H W Toohey, Rhode Island.
ed
over
and
guarded,
by
the
intervention
of
foreign
authority
:
a possibility, publishing to the down-trodden and crushed
George R Allen, New York.
millions on this planet the method and form of a complete and that older persons are entitled to the superior knowledge ol
Ellen Dickinson, New Jersey.
emancipation from ignorance and its concomitants, poverty life which comes from their own experiences in freedom, and
and its attendants. Thus will hope and faith bo given to the even from the blunders and follies which they may commit and
Moses Hull, Kentucky.
possibility of seeming and realizing the good time coming of that to prevent them" from such results by foreign and imper
A Orvis, Now York.
tinent
intervention
is
to
reduce
them
to
the
condition
of
child
which so many have had faith and died without the sight. '
Mary A Leland, North Carolina.
We recognize on this platform the lovers of humanity of ren. and to perpetuate a state of semi-infancy and imbecility :
Theo H Banks, New York.
whatever race, condition, nationality, color, sex or creed, and that what is true in this respect of the individual, is true oi
Internationals, we invite you to come with your grandest and communities and of the world; that there are, therefore, infan
A Higgins, ’New Jersey.
tile
periods
in
the
world’s
history
when
the
arbitrary
establish
noblest thought, and deposit them in the garner of this conven
Mrs M A T Hoadley, Massachusetts.
ment
of
order
for
the
protection
of
mankind
is
in
place,
but
tion, out of which we will frame such a platform of action,
Anna M Middlebrook, Connecticut.
such method of proceedure as shall find acceptable response that their higher well-being now demands the establishment
L K Joselvn, Rhode Island.
in the heart and head of 7-10 of the people, sweeping over the of freedom and of such order as is compatible with freedom :
and that in this age, the world has arrived at the crisis neriod in
country like a whirlwind, scattering the old dead fragments of
R W Hume, New York.
present and past parties, rings, lobbies and rulers like chaff be the mode of the administration of human affairs which should
Judge Reymert, on taking the chair, addressed the conven
mark
the
transition
from
the
lower
to
the
higher
life.
fore the wind, heral ling upon our banner the people are
Resolved, That in view of these well-considered principles of tion, as follows :
sovereign.
L adies and G entlemen or the C onvention : I thank you
I certainly feel proud that you have selected me to introduce social science, the political and social freedom of the indi
to you the incipient organization of this convention, by making vidual and of society at large should now be amply and unhesi for this distinction. You will kindly aid me in conducting
tatingly
conceded
as
the
basis
of
the
new
order,
whether
the
the deliberations of this Convention in the most harmomous
me your temporary chairman, and while I have faith in the possi
bility of enacting justice into law, and righteousness into form freedom be demanded as a right by those to whom it has been manner to the most beneficial results. We shall then accom
denied
or
whether
it
be
voluntarily
conceded
as
the
better
mode
plish what we have come together for from all parts of the
as deep and abiding as the grand hills and rock-bound coast o f
my present and native State, I will never faulter in my efforts by those who have hitherto occupied the seat of power ¡that the broad land. You have heard the call of this Convention read;
participation, in appropriate measure, of both sexes in all the it announces the startling fact that you intend to form a
to lift the "masses into a higher plane of thought and action
through the elective franchise in the hands o f the sovereign to great departments and functions of the life of society is not new party. We are asked, for what purpose, and for what
whom all the acts of the people’s Agent must and shall be sub- only desirable for the higher results involved in the future des reason, upon what principles ?
tiny of mankind, but indispensible ; and that, in freedom, and
I answer for the purposes of reason and principle; for tho
. rnitted.
*
Thanking you for the honor you have conferred upon me only in freedom, can the appropriate measure be determined, clear and distinct reason that no other party in the country now
as
it
will
then
come
to
be
either
rapidly
or
gradually
in
which
existing presents or advocates any of these principles which we
and promising to serve you to the best of my ability, we will
each sex can participate beneficially in the various affairs of are forced by our convictions to promote—for the reason that
proceed at once to the business of the organization.
life; so that the “ sphere of woman” as well as the “ sphere of we find all other parties of this day without principles. Let
Harriet B. Burton, of Kentucky, and Sarah N.' Todd, o f man” will be in the end harmoniously and gracefully or artis
us, therefore, enunciate our principles, and let the want of
Lynn, Mass., were chosen Temporary Secretaries.
tically limited and determined—as they never can be by forceful truth, justice, an equality in the other parties be the reason for
authority
or
by
the
arbitrary
dictation
of
mere
public
opinion
Anna Kimball, of New York, moved that the Chair appoinl; a
tBe necessity of establishing this.
and pseudo propriety.
The convention is ready for business. What is the pleasure
committee of thirteen on permanent organization.
Resolved, That it is written in the destinies, now urgently of the convention?
Adopted.
pressing for fulfillment, that society shall pass through the
A gentleman from Oregon then suggested that the party be
experience of the full participation of woman in political af
The committee was appointed, and retired
known
as the “Human Rights” party, and the convention, af
fairs
;
that
the
fact
will
have
to
be
accepted,
whatever
the
pre
The several comhiittees were then ordered to retire, and the
vious prejudices, speculations and theories on the subject may
following resolutions, prepared by Stephen F. Andrews, have been; and that the future form of society will, therefore, ter some discussion, finally adopted the name of “Equal
Rights” party, as the one most appropriate to cover the ground.
were read by Hai'riet B. Burton:
be such as shall be developed out of this hitherto untried con
George D. Coleman, moved the adoption of a resolution that
Resolved, That the two fundamental principles of govern dition of things; that the sooner, with the less amount of acri
ment and of the life of mankind are o r d e r and f e e e d o m , mony, and with the more mutual confidence and helpfulness speakers be confined to five minutes, which with an amendment
which have always, hitherto, been in conflict, and frequently in between the sexes the transition is effected, the better for all; by Paxton “unless by consent of convention ;” also, that no
fierce antagonism, but which are, nevertheless, destined to be that instead, as is feared of woman being denaturalized by the person shall speak twice on the same subject, except by unani
influence of politics, political affairs may themselves receive
married and reconciled with each other.
Resolved, That the reconciliation of Order and Freedom in the the infusion of a different life and be modified into something mous consent was adopted.
Speeches were then made by George D. Coleman, of Philadel
government and social life of mankind is the grand problem of very different from what they have hitherto been, by the par
sociology, or of social science, and one which is awaiting solu ticipation and influence of the whole female sex; somewhat as phia ; Judge Carter, Ohio ; Charles Cravens, New York, on Fi
tion at the hands of the wisest and most universally developed the social character of the Quakers has been influenced for nance ; Tarbell, of Vermont ; Mrs. Somerby, New York ; Hen
students of political and social affairs; and that, in order to be good by the recognition of the equality of woman; and if
both scientific and beneficent, the solution must be guided by on the contrary, the public arena proves essentially unsuited ry Bceny, on Land Reform, and Mrs. Slocum, on Labor Re
recurrence to the highest and most universal laws contained in to, and detrimental to the true womanly character” and func form. A letter from Providence, R. I., signed by William
tion in life, that the quick instinct of woman herself can be Foster, and expressing sympathy with the aims of the conven
the nature of being.
Resolved, That there is a permanently inherent regulative best trusted to discover the fact, and to prompt her voluh- tion, was read and accepted.
tendency in the mind and character of Man, which is allied farily to withdraw’ from an unoongeuial career; that, at all
TH E LETTER.
with the principle of Order; which is in turn allied with Sci events, the lordly arrogance of man in determining the
P rovidence , May’ 8, 1872,
ence and Wisdom; and that there is in contrast with this a simi 1‘ sphere of woman, ” or of any one human being in determin
larly inherent tendency or drift in the* mind and character of ing the “ sphere” of another human being, is becoming more To the People's Convention, greeting:
Woman, which is equally allied with the principle of Freedom; and more adverse to the spirit of the age; that the question is
Unable to be present to participate in the meeting of the free
and this, in turn, with Nature or with the freedom or spon- not., fundamentally, of the right or wrong of any particular and untrammeled Progressives Qn the 9th and 10th inst., I am
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moved to drop a word expressivo of my sympathy with the new viate, educate, elevate and bless mankind. Rising above the
movement It is time the nation took a new departure, and narrow confines of sects, parties, sections, nations, you will
based governmental action on the fundamental principles of aim to grasp the highest principles of Internationalism, and to
equity, those alone which can make a people truly happy and comprehend that which is universal.
Questions like these of temperance, free trade, arbitration,
prosperous. Humanity as a whole must be taken into the ac
count, not as fragments. We boast of our civilization, religion freedom of the oppressed, whether men or women, whether
and freedom, but when we scan society, alas ! how much of born under a tropical sun, or in a frigid zone, whether civilized
wrong, injustice and misgovernment we find. Half the world or barbarian, all are important in their places; but no one of
is doomed to ceasless toil to enable the others to live in idleness, these will claim yonrjespecial attention.
An ago of thought and progress, as the present is, demands
and a large moiety scarcely know where tho next clay’s living is
to come from. Labor is oppressed, woman is ostracised, an an utterance of principles that shall give enlarged and fuller
oligarcy of sex and money predominates and rules. The church meaning to the heavenly message and the sacred anthem:
is a dumb dog, the politician a selfish schemer, capital a remorse “ Behold. I bring you goofl tidings of great joy, which shall
be unto all people." Standing upon this broad basis, this Con
less cormorant and a slave-driver combined. '
' What is our remedy ? Plainly it cannot come through the vention will not shut its eyes or ears to the visions, monitions,
old parties. The Democratic has been seized with tho dry rot, or messages that may come from either the invisible or visible
and has no soundness; the Republican is far gone with gan world. Each may assist, and thro’ a union of the two there
grene and has no vitality. As instrumentalities of good they may be strength and wisdom suffiicent to bring peace on earth
will and must fail u s; hence, we must cast them aside. The and good-will among me A.” There is need then of the counsel
new party, the Liberal Republican, is only a half-way expedi of ablest constructionists, the most thorough statesmen, prac
ent, and if successful, will remedy only a few minor evils. ticed financiers, keenest intellectuallists, highest-toned moral
After a twelve-month of its power we should find the country ists, intelligent Spiritualists and harmonial philosophers, of
no better than before. There is only one thing left us; that is our and other times. Your platform can neither exclude the
to strike out boldly for the party of humanity, and base gov Shaker on the one hand, nor the Mormon on the other, and
ernment and its policy on the universal rights of man, know no question can here be raised of the equal rights of the sexes,
ing no self, no special interests, no classes. In the first place, A convention to consider matters having a direct bearing upon
we must recognize the right of those who live under a govern human rights, requires the best counsel that can be secured
ment and bear its burdens, to have an equal voice in the same, from persons of opposing and different shades of opinion.
or in other words, see to it that suffrage is accorded to every
Residents on the Pacific coast have their peculiar views, tho
citizen, knowing no sex, no creed, no nationality, or any Southern and Eastern sections have theirs; but for the time
merely adventitious circumstances. We must insist that laws being it is hoped that all taking part in your deliberations will
shall be equal in their operation, by being general in their forget sectional differences, and will erect a platform so broad
scope, touching every citizen alike. We must insist that there and catholic that humanity, under whatever skin or name,
shall be no monopolies, direct or indirect, according privil shall there find representation, and the same protection be af
eges to a few which necessarily abstracts rights from the many. forded to the yellow-skinned Chinese as to the whitest CauWe must insist that our currency shall be based on the wealth cassian.
of the nation, to be issued by the National Gov
There will be with you those who have borne the storms,
ernment, with adequate provisions to give it elas tempests and misjudgments incidental to fragmentary reforms.
ticity and prevent its being used as an instrument of money They know how to honor such persons as Lucretia Mott, Win.
making by the few at the expense of the body of the commu Lloyd Garrison, Robert Owen, Frances Wright, Ernestine L.
nity, especially the laborers. As the grand measure, conserv Rose, Theodore Parker, Isaac T. Hopper, Eliza W. Farnham,
ative above everything else, tending to cripple mere partisan and a host of others whose names come to us, but cannot here
ship and hold the government to its proper functions, we must be mentioned. Some are with us in the flesh, but more are
insist upon equitable representation, giving the minority its with us in the spirit who may, as in olden time, be to us a
due voice and influence in the administration of public affairs. “ cloud by day, anda pillar of fire by night.”
If minorities had been properly represented in our legislative
Your convention will, it is hoped, construct a platform so
bodies, the wide-spread and generally prevailing corruption, broad, so "thorough and so suited to the age in which we live,
the bane and disgrace of our nation, would not have been pos that all persons unfettered by religious sects or political par
sible. Such and kindred principles must be the inspiration of ties may stand upon it and feel that it is like a rock from
the new movement, the new departure we are about fo under which they cannot be moved, but only through a full and free
take. There is a distrust of the present order ot thing, deep utterance of different opinions may such a platform be built
and wide spread—an aspiration for something better and higher.
The nomination of President and Vice President of the
May the convention rise to the dignity of the occasion, the United States will occupy the attention of your convention,
needs of the hour, the demands of humanity.
Our oommittee has signified its preference for President by the
Fraternally,
,
W illiam F osteb .
nomination of Hon. George W. Julian, a well known and tried
friend of freedom, who has said: “ We submit that an aris
The following was submitted :
tocracy founded on sex is quite as pernicious as an aristocracy
S alt L ake City , April 29, 1872.
founded on color or race, and its principle is as morally vicious
Me. C. W. T appan , Present—Dear Sir : I am much gratified as it is logically false. ” And for Vice President, Mrs. Eliza
with your inquiry for a statement of my theory of true repre beth Cady Stanton, no eulogy of whom can equal the services
sentative government, and will proceed at once to explain the she has rendered mankind through her public labors and pri
means by which, I am confident, a representative government vate virtue's.
can be made a complete success.
It is Supposable that a portion of your convention will con
The graduation-of representation from the people should sider that you are going too far, and that it is best to retreat;
commence with the school districts as the smallest politioal another class, that you move too slowly, and changes proposed
subdivision of States, then at recurring annual elections of are not sufficiently revolutionary, while a third may decide it
school officers, the people should elect, say, five deputies is neither best to turn back nor move on just now. These will
from each district as township representatives for electing say, “ Wait, don’t organize a people’s party; don’t nominate a
township officers, and also for electing five deputies from each President. If we patiently wait, the Republicans or Demo
township as county representatives for electing county officers, crats may become our friends, and do for us what we propose
and also for electing five deputies from each county as State to do ourselves. ” This is a hopeful view, but the history of
representatives for electing State officers, and also for electing political parties in power does not tell of onward steps except
a proper number of deputies from each State as national rep under compulsion, in order to maintain their power.
resentatives for electing national and international officers, in
The Republicans have been in power in the States and in theevery instance the officers to be selected from the body of the nation some ten or twelve years. When, as a party, has it ever
deputies.
signified the slightest disposition to assist women in the obAll necessary details will be apparent as organization pro tainment of the ballot to remove her legal disabilities? The Re
gresses, and the system of standing central party committees, publicans in California wrested the State from the hands of the
which are the most treacherous foes to benificent government, Democrats in 1871, but the women of California are no better
will naturally disappear, and safety, competency, and the priv off for the charge. One of the foremost workers of women suf
ilege of happiness will be permanently secured. With high frage in our State was nominated 'for the Senate, but the Re
consideration of your friendship, I remain yours truly,
publicans frowned upon it, and discouraged efforts to elect
S idney H udson .
Laura Re Force Gordon. We sent in our numerously signed
And the following:
petitions, were granted a hearing, and there the matter must
rest legislatively until 1874. The National Legislature, ruled
San F rancisco, April 15, 1872.
by Republicans, only gives a hearing to our appeals. The
The “ Radical Club,” of San Francisco, sends fraternal
greeting to Woodhull & Claflin and to all the representatives of course of the Democratic party whenever in power gives us no
progressive thought who may respond to the call issued in the reason to hope for greater justice from it. The National Labor
Party has distinctly ignored impartial suffrage. Why then
W eekly of April 6 tbr a convention to be held in the City of
should it be asked of us to fold our arms and wait for either of
New York, on the 9th und 10th of May next, for the purpose the great parties to grant us our rights ? If neither our opof organizing a new party and to announce a platform based
upon principles broad enough to include every citizen of the posers nor the friends of freedom will aid us, is it not a duty to
United States, men and women alike—both halves of human work for ourselves ? issue a second Declaration of Indepen
dence.
ity—and secure liberty, equality and justice to all. Unite, as
YVhatever else this convention may undertake to do, how
far as possible, the interests of all. Extend the principle upon
which our free school system is founded far enough not only to ever radical may be its measures, the ‘ ‘ State Central Woman
guarantee a thorough and complete integral education for Suffrage Committee of California ” desires to urge that it make
every child of the republic, but a home on the soil and facili direct efforts to the obtainment of the ballot for women, be
ties to work and beautify H to every man and woman, so that lieving that this lies at the foundation of all social ahd political
all may be emancipated from ignorance, poverty and misdi changes; and that no certain progress can be made in any
direction until impartial suffrage has been secured to all dis
rection, and be inspired with hope and confidence; with selfrespect and self-reliance; with noble aspirations for a higher franchised classes.
Securing this in one country, it will aid and encourage peo
and purer life, a grander destiny, so that the music of their
lives, now in accord, may enable them to keep step in the grand ple in other lands. We then earnestly join with you to build
our own platform, nominate our own candidates, establish our
march of progressive development.
own presses send out our own speakers; and the good sense of
The Radical Club, of San Francisco, is the nucleus of the re-, the enlightened people of the United States will be on our side.
formers on the Pacific coast, a central agency where a record
of names is kept; and arrangements are now being made to The office holders and conservatives will throw obstacles in our
establish a weekly journal—the Dawn—as soon as the platform path, but we may safely conclude that “ truth will come up
of the new party is announced by the May convention, pro permost and justice will bo done.”
E lizabeth T. S chenck , President,
vided that platform is up to convert pitch, and sound in all its
M r s . A nn F uller , Treasurer,
timbers, as we hope and expect it will.
C aroline H. S pear , Secretary,
Mr. John Murray Spear and Mrs. C. H. Spear, of San Fran
cisco, are expacted to attend the May convention and partici of State Central W. S. Com. of Cal.
pate in its deliberations; and we shall look forward in hopes
Report of the Committee on Platform was then read.
that the convention will be guided by tho greatest wisdom, and
PLATFORM AND DECLARATION p F PRINCIPLES.
inspired with the courage to plant its colors in the front, mak
ing no compromise with opposing interests, but invoking the
We adopt a platform of the following propositions :
aid and co-operation of every man and woman on both sides of
First—That there should be a complete reconstruction of
the Jordan, and push right on to victory.
several of the most important functions of the government of
J as. B atteesby , President Radical Club.
the United States, and to that end we advocate the adoption of
C aroline H. S pear , Vice President “
a new constitution, which shall be in perfect harmony with
tho present wants, interests and conditions of tho people.
***«»<**■
Second —That the world has advanced so much iu the last
ADDRESS OK T H E “ STATE CENTRAL WOMAN SUFFRAGE COMMITTEE century that the theories which tho present constitution of
OF CALIFORNIA,” TO TH E P E O PL E S ' CONVENTION, TO BE HELD I N the United States and Of the several States vitalize are in many
N EW YORK CITY, IN MAY, 1872—PRESENTED BY TH E CORRESPOND instances far behind our present civilization.
IN G SECRETARY, M RS. C. W . SPEAR.
Third—That there should be a national code of civil and
From the Pacific to the Atlantic, from the Gulf to the Law criminal law uniform throughout the country, the same to bo
rence, you are assembled to consider what can be done to alle- administered by a uniform system.
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Fourth—That all important legislation should he submitted
to aud approved by the people.
Fifth—That all monopolies should be abolished and all char
ters revoked, and that the government of the people should
manage all public enterprises for the common benefit of the
whole country.
Sixth—That all public enterprises should be managed for the
public use, so as to produce an income that will pay the cost of
construction, management and maintenance only.
Seventh—That the land belongs to the whole people, and should
be made use of by actual settlers only, in limited quantities,
and that there should be no other form of disposing of the
same by the government, except for public purposes.
Eighth—That there should be but one system of money and
currency, and that the public credit should be its basis and
the national faith its value.
•
Ninth—That the money thus emanating from the govern
ment should circulate freely, and that no payment for its use
should be permitted.
Tenth—That the system of taxation should be direct, and
by a gradual scale, ascending with the increase of individual
fortunes, and equal in all portions of the country upon all the
property of the country for thepaym ent of the expenses of the
government.
Eleventh—That there should be unrestricted exchange of all
productions and commodities between nations and individuals,
without regard to distance or locality.
Twelfth—That wars, and public feuds, should be abolished by
means of International arbitration.
Thirteenth—That there should be just public laws to regulate
labor and establish uniform compensation for the same.
Fourteenih—That there should be a uniform and general sys
tem of public improvements of all the natural resources of the
country by the general government, and that the government
should employ in such improvements all persons who have no
visible means of support or other employment.
Fifteenth—That it is tho duty of the government to gaurantee
employment to all unemployed persons upon equitable prin
ciples of time and compensation.
Sixteenth—That capital punishment should be abolished.
Seventeenth—That protection of society against crime should
be wholly upon the principle of reforming the criminal.
Eighteenth—That there should be the most extended public
facilities for immediate interchange between producer and con
sumer.
Nineteenth—That all the mineral resources and water courses
belong to the whole people.
Twentieth—That there should be perfect and free expression
of opinion by vote on all politioal subjects by all citizens of
all classes, sexes and conditions being of competent age.
Twenty-first—That minorities, as well as majorities, should
ha^e representation iu government
Twenty-second—That the destiny of our government is to ex
tend its supremacy over the American continent, aud that an
universal government for all the people of the globe is the ul
timate of government.
Twenty-third—Aud, therefore, that we form ourselves into a
distinct political organization, under the name of the Equal
Rights Party and declare our fixed purpose to be the recon
struction of the government in conformity with the principles
herein expressed for the promotion of the general good of man
kind.
The conclusion of the reading of each paragraph of the plat
form was followed by tumultuous applause, indicating the con
currence of a large majority of the delegates in its principles.
But a motion to adopt it as a whole was vigorously opposed
by a few persons, not because of their objections to the prin
ciples enunciated, but because of its being a hasty method in so
important a matter of the platform of a new political party.
The chairman of the committee explained that he had serv
ed on many similar committees, but had never seen one so
unanimous upon all points involved. He said the committee
was a large one consisting of 30 members and special repre
sentatives of various reform movements; but upon this platform
their was not a single dissenting voice, aud he hoped that the
convention would be found equaly unanimous- But he was
aware that there must be in all conventions of this sort aud
size, some persons, dispose to be more critical than anythinfl
else, and he thought that the opposition to an immediate and
unanimous adoption of the committees report come from such
persons. It was finally laid on the table to be taken up at a
later time in the convention, and the convention adjourned to
meet at 8 p . m.
EVENING SESSION.

The convention came to order at 8 o'clock.
The Committee on Credentials reported that the new party
was represented in the convention by 668 delegates from 22
States and four territories.
A resolution "was then unanimously adopted, inviting Victoria
C. Woodhull to address the convention, giving her views upon
upon the platform.
Mrs. -Woodhull spoke a full half hour on “ Political, Social
Industrial and Educational Equity,” iu substance as follows:
For the first time in the history of modern civilizatiou do
we see evidences that its own particular characteristics are at
tho verge of culmination. Individualization, not only of per
sonality, but of all by which it is surrounded, has been the
ruling and the guiding spirit; and people have followed its
commands, each in his or her own way, and upon special
ideas and methods of discovery, until to-day many have ar
rived at the bottom of analyis—to perfect principles. And
my soul swells within me as I stand before this mighty aud
ience-m ighty in intellect, wisdom and love— and realize
that it has congregated for the express purpose of laying those
corner stones, which they have been so long fitting and squar
ing for this grand time. From this Convention will go forth a
tide of revolution that shall sweep over the whole world. Let
us be careful then that its fountain contains no subtle poison
of selfishness or of expediency, which shall distil death. But
what does freedom mean as applied to individuality ? Why,
just this (and it was never more forcibly, clearly or logically
set forth than in the Declaration of Independence)—the in
alienable right to life, liberty aud the pursuit of happiness.
Tojio free is to possess and exercise these rights. What is equal
ity? It is that every person shall have the same opportunities
to exercise the inalienable rights belonging to (he iu.
dividual. And what justice ? That the alienable rights be
longing to individuals shall be jealously guarded against en
croachment. It is because government is not confined to its
proper sphere of securing the exercise of the inalienable rights
of individuals, for which its was organized, deriving its just
powers from the consent of the governed, that we stand tc-Jay
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onthevcrge of political anarchy. Go where we may in the
land, there we see despotism, inequality, and injustice installed
where freedom, equality, and justice should be instead. And I
say we are right when we charge that the government has proven
a iiiilure. Verily may the words of the lowly Nazarene be ap
plied to the social conditions of the age:—“ Wo unto you,
scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites; for ye are like unto whited
sepulchres, which indeed appear beautiful without, »but within
arefull of dead men's bones and all uncleanliness; ye outward
lyappear righteous unto men, but within are full of hypocrisy
end iniquity.” It may be laid down as fundamental that
every person on arriving at adult age is entitled to have had
equal oportunities for secular, industrial and intellectual edu
cation. More than one-eighth of our entire population can
neither read nor write. Five million two hundred and
seventy thousand persons over the. age of ten years are in this
terrible condition—a fact sufficient in itself to condemn to ev
erlasting infamy the principles upon which our civilization is
based. But, says another, that would necessitate the substi
tution of a new «onstitntion for that which now exists, since
that will not permit of the reforms referred to, and that may
mean revolution. Well, and if it do mean revolution, what
then? Shall we be slaves to escape revolution? I say, never!
I say, away with such weak stupidity ! Such doctrine is, in
deed, worthy tlio meanest slaves. I say, let us have justice,
though the heavens fall. The mere fact that this convention
may nominate candidates to contest the coming election is not
in my estimation, to be oompared to that greater work proposed—the first, without the last would really mean nothing,
while the last without the first would not amount to a move
ment; but both together mean a revolution that shall sweep,
with resistless force, if not fury, over the whole country, to
purge it of political trickery, despotic assumption and all in
dustrial injustice. [Great cheering].
Mr. Theo. Banks proposed that the platform be taken up
and considered, section by section.
Judge Carter, of Ohio—The time for words has passed. We
want action. We have reached the culmination of our theo
ries, and have, proclaimed our principles to the world. Our
banner is unfurled. We want a standard bearer and who so
fit to represent us as she who has so nobly and-so long stood by
our cause ? Without any more words I propose the name of
Victoria C. Woodhull to he nominated President of the United
States [tremendous cheering], and I call upon you to cany the
motion by acclamation.
A scene of the wildest enthusiasm' here took place. Men
jumped on the seats, threw their hats in the air and shouted:
women screamed, and waved their handkerchiefs. And as if by
magic, with a single mind, the vast audience arose en masse
while the name of Victoria rang loud and long.
The Chairman—It has been moved and seconded that Vic
toria C. Woodhull, now before you on the platform, be nomi
nated President of the United States. All in favor of the mo
tion will say aye.
Aye, aye, aye resounded through the hall from every voice,
and three cheers for Victoria, with wsiving of hats and hand
kerchiefs. Then the whole audience again rose and cheered
vociferously, the men waved their hats, and the women shook
their handkerchiefs, the uproar being so great that crowds rush
ed in from the street to learn its cause. This continued until
Mrs. Woodhull appeared ■upon the platform. Being led for
ward by-the President, she said:
Fmexds,—F rom my inmost heart I thank you for the honor
conferred hy you upon me, this evening. I feel it more deeply
and sensibly since I have stood before the"world so long, some
times receiving its approval, but oftener encountering its
rebuffs; but I have always been faithful to the principles I
have advocated and that is all the merit I have. Again, I
thank you for the great, honor shown me in making me your
standard hearer, and I feel compelled to say to you, that with
the same unanimous enthusiasm with which you have nomin
ated me, will the principles we enunciate be carried into govern
mental practice.
As she again retired from the platform the applause, cheers,
•and hurrahs were renewed with still greater enthusiasm.
At this time Mr. Moses Hull, of Kentucky, advanced to the
front and said :
While I congratulate you on the nomination you have made
for President of the United States ; while we have sprung the
only issue there is now before us, I certainly feel it my duty at
this time to offer you a nomination for Vice President. One
who represents another class of interests from those represented
by Mrs. Woodhuil. I offer you the name of Frederick Doug
lass, of the District of Columbia. [Great applause.]
The greater part of the convention, realizing that the name
of Frederick Douglass represents a principal and an idea, were
enthusiastic for his nomination.
After some discussion and the suggestion of other names,
among them E. IT. Heywood, Benjamin Wade, Robert Dale
Owen, Theodore Tilton, and Wendell Phillips, the Chairman
said;
It is now getting late, the meeting will proceed to vote on
the nominations. The name of Fred. Douglass is first upon
the list; all in his favor will say aye.
More than two-thirds voting in the affirmative, the Chairman
declared the motion carried.
After much enthusiasm and cheering, and a short speoch
from Mrs. A. Lockwood, calling the attention of the delegates to
the expenses of the convention, a collection was taken up.
Then the motion was renewed to adopt the plrtfcrm by accla
mation, which was adopted. The convention then adjourned
till ten o’clock, Saturday the 11th inst.

I

LAST DAY’S SESSION.

On Saturday morning at ten o’clock the Convention as
sembled, each one congratulating the other on the harmony
and success which attended the meetings. Joy filled every
heart, and faces were on every hand radiant with the happiness
of the present and hope for the future. The exercises com
menced with singing, and Judge Carter then presented the
following condensed form of the first resolutions offered to
the convention as a part of the final report of the committee
on platform and resolutions :
Resolved, That the two fundamental principles of govern
ment and of the life of mankind are order and freedom, whio h
have always hitherto been in conflict, and frequently in fierc e
tauagonism, but which are nevertheless dostined to be maried and reconciled with each other.

______

.— __________

Resolved; That there is a crude, primitive, and imperfect
kind of freedom, which consists in casting off the restraints of
conscience and of legitimate discipline (along with the un
authorized invasion of foreign authority,) while true freedom
contributes to order ; and that there is also a false and op
pressive kind of order, while the higher kind of order is
evolved from the very bowels of freedom.
Resolved, That the lordly arrogance of man in determining
the “ sphere of woman,” or ot any one human being in deter
mining the “ sphere ” of any other human being, is becoming
more and more adverse to the spirit of the age; that the ques
tion is not fundamentally of the right or wrong of any partic
ular course of conduct, hut it is one of jurisdiction, or of the
deciding power over the very question whether the thing con
sidered be right or wrong; and that the growing spirit of free
dom in the world demands that this deciding power be lodged
with the individual himself or herself whose conduct is in ques
tion, and that assumptions of the right and authority to interfore with and to regulate the conduct of others are becoming
more distasteful to every well informed and well regulated
mind.
Resolved, That it is written in the destinies, now urgently
pressing for fulfillment, that society shall pass through the ex
perience of the full participation of woman in political affairs,
that the fact will have to be accepted, whatever the previous
prejudices, speculations and theories on the subject may have
been; and that the future form of society will, therefore, be
such as shall be developed out of this hitherto untried condi
tion of things; that the sooner, with the less amount of acri
mony, and with the more mutual confidence and helpfulness
between the sexes the transition is effected, the better for all.
Resolved, That not only the fourteenth and fifteenth amend
ments of the Constitution of the United States, but the Consti
tution itself, the Declaration of American Independence, the
spirit of all our institutions, and the law of God written upon
the rational constitution of the human mind, and evolving
itself in this age as the science of society, all concur in confer
ring on every citizen of a competent age the equal right to the
participation in the choice of the government which all are
called upon to obey.
Mrs. Belva A. Lockwood then read an able and logical
speech on “ Woman and her relation to the law,” and Judge
Carter then continued his report from the Committee on Plat
form and Resolutions, presenting a list of 160 names from
Mazomania, Wis., of persons who pledged themselves to do
what they could to advance the cause of the equal rights party.
Judge Carter also read the following list of names to consti
tute the National Executive Committee and Central National
Committee to co-operate with the National Executie Commit
tee, to be located in the City of New York:

lienable right to responsibility and accountability; the work
ing man the reward of his wealth-creating energy, and our
children, the future citizens of the world, the proper and legit
imate means of equal education, training and opportunity.
Resolved,, That the Spiritualists of the State of New Jersey
recognize and gratefully appreciate the efforts of all reform
ers, and that we endorse the principles most ably set forth and
enunciated by Victoria C. Woodhull as President of the Amer
ican Association of Spiritualists in her address to the Spiritu
alists of America. We leave cavillers to play with words
while we pay just appreciation to principles so masterly and
unanswerably presented. To all objectors, we answer we have
the two horns of the dilemna to choose from—right or wrong,
truth or error, freedom or tyranny. There can be no policy
in the philosophy of truth. Policy is the evil genius of reli
gion and politics, and we commend her that she has dared to
wipe it from Mr standard, The moment it was done Spiritu
alism became pregnant with great possibilities; it was a
change of base from the defeat to the attack, worthy the ge
nius of modern Spiritualism. New Jersey Spiritualism is ag
gressive, and is in unison «with [Victoria C. AVoodhull, who
means reform and nothing but reform.
Also the following from Chicago:
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No hope from the Cincinnati Liberal Republican Conven
tion, no hope for the whole people. The majority of Ameri
can citizens—the women of our country—were treated with
contempt by that convention. The gentlemen who composed
it profess to be liberal Republicans. Their profession of liber
ality is a fraud upon the people. They mean a change of offi
cers, and that is about all they do mean. This so-called Lib
eral Republican party begins by representing dishonesty, and
yet secures the nominations of Greeley and Brown by adroit
trickery, which they hope the people will not hesitate to for
give. AVe will see.
We know Greeley. With all his reputation for espousing
reform, he denounces the greatest of all reforms—the enfran
chisement of woman. A wide-awake woman would make a
better President than sleepy Horace Greeley.
B.
Gratz Brown is the sworn friend of those who are en
deavoring to overthrow civil and religious liberty, by incor
porating the name of God in the United States constitution.
In a letter which he addressed to the officers of the National
Christian Association, dated St. Louis, November 19,1864, he
says :
“Let me say that I will gladly help on God’s work in the pu
rifying and exalting this nation, and inscribing His word as its
supreme law, in any and all ways, and in any and all places. I
believe, unless we become in very truth a Christian nation, all
other nationality will be ephemeral and delusive. I believe,
TH E BOLL OF HONOB.
furthermore, that the world, and especially the western world,
is awakening from its age of unbelief or spiriturl languor,
A.
C. Robinson, Massachusetts; Mrs. Caroline H. Spear,Vice
President, California; Otis F. Porter, Connecticut; Judge A. and that we are coming upon periods of active faith, when
men will again seize upon and live or die by religious convic
G. AV. Carter, President, Ohio; Mrs. AbbioP. Ela, New Hamp tion as in the days of old. Let us then, by all means, help
shire; Airs. Belva A. Lockwood, Secretary, Washington, D. C .; forward that expression which shall inscribe as the banner of
John C. Underwood, Virginia; Thomas Richmond, Hlinois; our people, ‘The Banner of the Lord.’ Yours truly,
“B. G batz B bown."
Lavina C. Dundore, Maryland; George D . Coleman, Pennsyl
The
free-thinking
German,
the
Jew,
the materialist, the
vania; Seward Mitchell, Maine; Elizabeth A. Merriweather,
Atheist have equal rights with Christians under our present
Tennessee; John M. Spear, Utah; Mrs. Esther Morris, Wyo Constitution, but B. Gratz Brown would take these rights
ming; John Helmsly, Idaho; Mrs. E. Curtis, Nevada; Mrs. away, would rob them of civil and religions liberty. I appeal
Olympia Wiggen, Washington Territory; Robert Dale Owen, to Free Religionists, to Spiritualists, and to all other friends
Indiana; Newman Weeks, Vermont; J. S. Graham, New York; of freedom to make no compromise with the enemies of equal
rights, but to unite their forces with this People’s Party, which
L. B. Taylor, Kansas; Anthony Higgins, New Jersey; Mrs. Wm. I trust is born to sweep away every vestige of injustice under
Finkham, Rhode Island; Moses Hull, Kentucky; A. W. St. which the workingmen are suffering at the hands of monopo
Johns, Missouri; Lemuel Parmley, Louisiana; Richard T. lists; this party which will speedily place women on an equality
with men in all the relations of life.
Trevellick, Michigan; Mary F. Davis, Treasurer.
The Liberal Republican platform professes to favor “ equal
Centred National Committee at New York fo r the United States— and exact justice to all;” but it does not mean what it says. It
Anna M. Middlehrook, Chairman; George R . Allen, Har sayp “ people,” but it does not mean people. It treats women
riet B. Burton, Corresponding Secretaries; J. D. Reymert, as nobodies. That platform demands for the individual the
“ largest liberty consistent with public order-” Its demand is
J. II. Blood, T. H. Banks, J. Q. Sands, J. B. Davis, Frank a cheat. How much liberty will it give women ?
Crocker, A. Higgins and Anna Kimball.
Is not national paper currency better than specie currency ?
But the Liberal Republican platform demands a speedy return
The following resolution was then read:
Resolved, That,we adopt as the banner for our campaign the to specie payment.
There is another organization, the ‘1Reunion and Reform.”
Goddess of Liberty on a field of pure white, with the words
Its platform is superior to the Liberal Republican. It demands
“ Equal Rights,” in Roman capitals, underneath.
Air. Spear, of Oregon—Although this is all very pretty and equal suffrage for all. This clause embraces women. It is
very well in its place, yet it does not come up to our standard. still more explicit; it says: “ AVe demand equal, civil and poli
I would insert the following: That we have a picture o f a dove, tical rights for every ettizetu and complete protection in the
the dove being a representative of peace, and that we place in enjoyment of those rights.” We say to the Reformers, work
the bill of the dove these three words, namely, “ liberty, justice, with us. If you mean women when you say, “ equal suffrage
fraternity. He then continued at length in support of his mo for all, civil and political rights for every citizen,” we will work
tion, and was followed by Airs. Aliddlebrook, who said that with you.
Ladies and gentlemen#of the Convention: The “ Liberal
with all due difference to the gentleman, she would oppose the
idea of the dove; she did not believe there would be any peace Republican" and “ Reunion and Reform" platforms revised
until equal liberty was given to women with the men, “ and,” and improved hy you, with Temperancel and Woman Suffrage
slfe continued, “ I swear to you that I will not be peaceable. I planks added, and a woman nominee for the Presidency, will
will not have a dove of peace to represent my party. [Applause. ] be as likely to win success as any of the parties opposed to
Yours Respectfully, W. F. J amieson .
The clock that ticks but once in a hundred years is slow enough human rights,
and now for the first time in this century, we have the oppor
At a Convention held in the Liberal Institute, Salt Lake
tunity of representing the Goddess of Liberty in our party truly City, 21st April, 1872, It was
and justly. She has been represented by a sham heretofore.
Resolved, That the following address, signed by the chairman
[Great applause.] And now I say that, insomuch as we mean and the committee drafting it, be presented to the People's
woman suffrage and we mean equal rights, there is no word in Convention to he held in New York, 9th and 10th Alay. And,
the English language that expresses a higher degree of civiliza that Air. and Airs. Spear, delegates from California to said
tion and greater justice than the word “ liberty.” Iam for this Convention, be requested to act as delegates from this city.
emblem, the Goddess of Liberty representing woman’s cause—
[The following, although addressed to the signers of the
[applause]—and this covers the whole ground and is the only
First
Call, was evidently intended for the convention, which
character and emblem of ourpartj'. [Applause.]
should form a new political party.]
The resolution, after some discussion, was adopted.
The following resolution adopted by the New Jersey Associa
tion of Spiritualists, at its second quarterly meeting in Jersey
City, the 8th inst., was read ;
AVhebeas , Society as it at present exists is but a complexity
of interests improperly governed, and that a false conception
of man’s origin and destiny, together with the unnatural char
acter of the popular conception of deity psuedo-divine law,
have been the materials out of which men have constructed
for man all past and present systems of government, ereating
an unnatural system of despotism, ranging from Theocracy to
Democracy, disorganizing instead of organizing the integral
man and woman, cultivating the animal at the expense of the
spiritual, and inducing the cunning of the tew to absorb the
rights of the majority, thus erecting and sustaining a premium
on idleness and crime, and a contempt for honest labor ever
tending to concentration of power, and a monopoly of wealth
in the hands of the few, who, with inhuman disregard to the
inherent rights of the great body politic, blindly manufacture
crime through the instrumentality of unavoidable poverty,
crushing out the mental and spiritual aspirations of the peo
ple by tin incubus of prostrating lapor, with but just compen
sation in the one hand, whilst aristocracy, luxury and licen
tiousness fattens on the other, depriving woman of her ina

ADDEESS TO TH E F EO PL E’S CONVENTION,
AS CALLED BY ELIZABETH CADY STANTON, ISABELLA B . HOOKEB,
SUSAN B. ANTHONY AND MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

Believing with yon that the time has come “ to carry the
principles of true morality into the State-house, the Court, and
the market place ;” and-believing that the period has also ar
rived when the people of the United States need a national
legislature and administration, which shall accept as its bind
ing duty the solution of all the greAt social and industrial
questions of the age; and feeling that the existing state of po
litical parties is totally unconvertible to such a purpose, we
endorse your proposition for the introduction of these higher
sentiments into political life.
Hitherto it has never appeared to have entered into the
minds of politicians that government should be a pnrental in
stitution, upon which should rest the imperative obligation of
earing for the weak, educating the masses, and studying the
interests of the laboring classes. This higher phase of gov
ernmental life, however, will have to be sustained by the fu
ture statesmen of America. And, this land, which has led soproudly in the establishment of freedom, is yet destined to
[c o n t in u e d J on

pa g e

e ig h t .]
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oiuupiy as suen, an any similar body of the payment of which, pledging the faith of the party after i
people. They were not there as politicians in the usual sense principles shall have been victoriously inaugurated.
FAYJffiLE IN ADVANCE.
of that term, but they were there determined to inaugurate a
The reception which this novel proposition and the speec
One copy for one y e a r ........................................................... $3 00
new' system of government in which there should be no room by which it was introduced met, not dnly showed its feasibilit
On« copy for six months 160
except for political science or a natural outgrowth of the prin but also that it would he adopted. Millions of dollars ai
Single c o p i e s ............................................................................10
spent in common political campaigns by the ‘‘ upper ten, ”whe
ciples involved in the system.
FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION.
In a movement like this the principal feature of it must ne by the giving of it expect to retain their position. Why, tier
CUN BE MADE TO THE AGENCY OF T H E AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, LONDON,
cessarily be the platform of principles; and in this regard we should not the “ lower m illions” come forward and glad!
ENGLAND.
think we are safe in saying no such fundamental principles contribute their “ dollars” to assist in securing a change»
One copy for one y e a r ............................................;
$4 00
were ever before embodied in any one platform. Setting out government which will give them justice ?
One copy for six m o n t h s ...................................................2 00
Immediately following the adoption of the proposition bj
with the direct announcement that it contemplates reforms in
RATES OF ADVERTISING.
several important functions of government not permissible in the convention came the struggle as to who should be the first,
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our present system, it asserts the purposes to he to frame a second, and so on subscribers for the new bonds, from whict
Time, column and page advertisements by special contract.
new government. It then proceeds to specify what those re and from the reception of it since the adjournment of the con.
Special place in advertising columns cannot be permanently given.
forms are to be, and includes the nationalization of law-; the vention, the Central Committee unhesitatingly aver it as their
Advertiser’s bills ■will be collected from the office of the paper, and referendum; the abolition of monopolies of all kinds; the man conviction that not only will the laboring classes come fonrard
m ust in all cases, bear the signature of Woodhull, Claflin & Co.
agement of puhlio enterprises by the government; the limita to a person, hut that the rich also will see in it the solution of
Specimen copies sent free.
tion of incomes from all enterprises in which the public are in the great guestion now at issue between labor and capital.
News-dealers supplied by the American News Company, No. 121 Nassau terested; the disposition of public land; the nationalization of
The formula adopted by the Central National Committee a*
street. New York.
money; the suppression of interest; a system of graduated tax the form of the bond, will be found elsewhere, and they an
All communications, business or editorial, must be addressed
ation; public facilities for exchanging the products of labor; be issued in denominations of one, five, ten, twenty-five, fifty,
international arbitration to settle all national disputes; regula one hundred, and one thousand, engraved in the finest man
W o o d h u ll & C la flin ’s W e e k ly ,
tion of time and compensation of labor; forced employment of ner upon the best bank-note paper. Until these can be pro
44 Broad Street , N ew York City. that claas of people w-ho live from their wits; the guarantee of perly engraved, the committee will issue bonds in common
employment to labor by the government; the abolition of the print, to he exchanged when the others are ready for the
JOHN W. METZLER, Superintendent of Advertising.
death penalty; reformatory system of prison discipline; impar people. Thus, in reality, is the great campaign for political,
tial' suffrage for all classes of people, restricted only by age, social, industrial, and educational equality fully embarked,
and by the same age; minority representation; a universal and it will be fought to .victory.
government as a finality; and the formal declaration of the
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fixed purpose to secure a political revolution that shall recon
To Mr. J. Q. Sands, of 49 St. Mark’s Place, city, belongs the
struct the government in accordance with such principles, and,
honor of standing the first applicant for one of the Campaign
as a method, form an Equal Rights Party.
Bonds of the Equal Rights Party. There is a peculiar signifi
From this it will he seen that no issues were dodged; that just
cance attached to this fact, since Mr. S. is a representative,
what the convention meant, they said. There is no mistaking
not of the laboring classes, hut of the capitalists. He is vise
the intention of its members. They mean the elaboration of
enough to see the injustice of present conditions, and good
the principles they enunciated into an organic law—a
enough to give his influence and money to help on the grand
Published by the E qual R igh ts Party.
working governmental model—which shall have no provisions
cause. It is also indicative of what may be expected from
in dissonance with the truths of the Declaration.
others of fhe same class who have humanitarian instincts, hut
And
having
laid
down
their
platform
they
then
proceeded
to
THE CONVENTION.
select candidates who should be the best exponents of its prin who, up to this time, have seen no practical solution of the
question.
All along in the evolution of civilization there have certain ciples. In this respect they followed the same rules as with
-------------»■
-----------events occurred, -which have distinctly marked its eras. In an the platform. In the person of Victoria C. Woodhull there is
THE VICTORIA LEAGUE.
cient times these consisted of great conquests and downfalls of no more mistaking the meaning of the convention than there
The Central National Committee have adopted the above
nations—causing in succession the rise and fall of the Assyrian. was in the construction of the platform.
name for its campaign clubs; and they invite the co
The principles which it includes, she has long been the most operation of all friends of Equal Rights in every city, town,
Eyptian, Grecian and Roman Empires. Following these
were the Dark Ages, and the empire of Charlemagne and outspoken representative of. In her unanswerable arguments village and hamlet, in the formation of sections of the
Otho the Great But after the days of which, epochs began dis for political, social, industrial and educational equality and League. For information, documents and forms, application
tinctly to be marked by revolutions in which, to mere phy justice, there is found the very embodiment of the principles of must he made to Carrie M. Spear, Secretary of the National
sical force, was added the subtler powers of religion and intel the platform. Especially in the Impending Revolution are Executive and National Central Committees, New York City.
lect—the Reformation, the Crusades, and the triumph of the found the principles of industrial equity; and when we remem
We have talked, argued, written and scolded long enough.
Protestant over the Catholic in England. All of these refer to ber that this outspoken denunciation of the unequal distribu The time for action has come; and let every- free soul begin at
different eras in civilization. But upon the other continent tions of the results of industry at its first presentation in this once, so that within three months there may be fifty thousand
still another power was joined with the conquering elements. city, called out fifteen thousand people, which fact the ‘• dailies" sections of the Victoria League, having millions of members.
To physical force and religious and intellectual convic sought to ignore, some idea as to^how the platform will be re Not a single day should be lost. If no more than two persons
tions the still more subtle sentiment of freedom was now added. ceived by the large masses of laboring people throughout the in a single place are at first in favor of this, they should organ
The Declaration of Independence, the revolutionary war and country may he obtained. And the same enthusiasm which ize and go enthusiastically to work, remembering the terrible
he birth of our existence as the United States were the results hurst forth in Apollo Hall w-hen her name was and-deep meaning enthusiasm that prevailed in the Conven
the
convention,
which, according to tion which first gave form to this movement.
of this new element in evolution. A century has passed, and presented to
-------- --------------from the general sentiment of national freedom exemplified in all accounts, words are incompotent to describe, will also
HOW WILL THE COLORED PEOPLE VOTE !
politics, which inspired the people as a whole, the ascent has burst forth all over the county; and a political storm which at
been made to the freedom of the individual, which is the ruling first consisted of no more than fifteen hundred voices, raised
About this there can be but one answer ; they will vote with
in unison without so much as a single opposing sound, will the party w-ho have had the courage and the devotion to prin
sentiment of this age.
And the convention just passed in Apollo Hall marks the expand into a tornado that will sweep from one end of the ciple to place one of the race upon their Presidential ticket,
birth of this new era. There, for the.first time in history, did va country to the other; indeed, verifying the words of the call, Several organizations of colored people have already given in
rious shades of reform unite upon a common platform of prin purifying the country of demagogism, official corruption and their adhesion to the new party, saying they have belonged
ciples. Men and women, old and young, suffragists, land and party despotism, and inaugurating the reign of the people to the Republican party, but since there is a better party in
labor reformers, peace and temperance people, International through a truly republican government which shall not only the field, they will now support it. The editor of a paper pub
ists, Socialists, Spiritualists, and Infidels, all found a common recognize, hut guarantee equal political and social rights to lished in Lexington, Ky., in the interests of the colored people,
basis of human right upon which they could stand and agree. all men and women; and which shall secure equal opportuni visited the Central Committee last evening, and pledged the
The old story that a variety of movements can never unite in ties for education to all children.
support of their vote in his State for Woodhull and Douglass ,
And as if to leave nothing undone to clearly set forth their and the contagion will spread until it shall have transferred the
one, there had refutation, and being refuted, a new political
intention, they placed upon the ticket for the second place entire colored vote to the new party, which alone of all the
party had birth.
But to return to the beginning. *The National Woman Suf one of the most distinguished representatives of the race parties offers to the masses of those once slaves the certain
fragists issuing a call inviting the various reforms to finite with which, with women, is almost equally downtrodden by the means to political and social equality.
them called out a generous response. All parts of the country persons that are installed in the places of trust and power. It
sent in its names to support the call pledged to the support of was meet with a woman standing representative of all the
THE PRESS AROUSED.
the new political party. On Thursday they all met in Stein- principles of reform, including even the colored woman, that
The city dailies of Tuesday contained the following items re
way Hall, and listened to arguments delivered by those able Frederick Douglas should also be placed to represent those
garding
the progress of the movements of the Equal Eights
so
lately
elevated
into
political
equality
with
men,
but
who
are
and noble women who have for years so unflinchingly, unsel
Party;
fishly, and earnestly labored in the cause of woman, regarding not yet socially admitted to the same base.
From the preparations in progress by the new- party of
Perhaps no ticket could have been selected whose effect upon
the best methods by which to attain to a condition of justice.
Equal Rights, it is evident that they do not intend to hide their
Many who .heard these arguments, who have not heretofore the world would have been so profound. Outside of the fact light under a bushel during the coming Presidential campaign;
been connected with the suffrage movement, were thoroughly that in the persons of the nominees the principles of freedom, At a meeting of the Executive Committee on Sunday evening,
astonished at the comprehensive, intellectual capacity they ex equality, and justice are perfectly represented stands, the it was decided to hire a residence in some prominent locality,
hibited, and at their understanding of the principles involved unanimous enthusiasm which prevailed when this point was at a rental not-to exceed $1,000 a month, to he used as a head
quarters for the organization, a place of meeting for its va
in political economy.
was reached. When the platform was first reported to the rious committees, and part to he inhabited by the prospective
Mr. Steinway had previously made some objection to his convention, each plank as it was read, was received with great Presidentess, Mrs. Woodhull and a committee of three,
hall being occupied for the formation of a new political party, applause, but when it came to having named its standard were appointed to seenre the same. It was also resolved that
bonds of the denominations of 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 500,
and as that was one of the distinct purposes of the convention, bearers, the scene beggars description; it was simply an epoch and 1,000 dollars he issued, and the same to he redeem
in
history
and
will
stand
forever,
as
the
culmination
of
one
era
Apollo Hall was engaged for that purpose. Thus in the second
able on the new- party’s accession to power, or when the
present system of government is changed. Each member of
day, Friday, the Delegate Convention assembled in the latter and the beginning of another.
the organization is responsible for the entire amount of bonds
hall, while those who did not have the opportunity to speak on
But making a platform, and nominating candidates, did not issued. The design for the same is now in the hands of the
Thursday, occupied Steinway Hall on Friday, thus running complete the work to he done. It was necessary that steps be engraver, and when completed will be very handsome and
two conventions.
taken to carry on the active campaign in the field; and it was tasteful.
At the meeting arrangements were made with W oodhull r
It is not necessary that we assure our reader sthat this new in this regard alone that those who had entered the new
movement is no mere child’s play. If there ever were an as field'of operations were in doubt The old political.parties, find C laft.in ’s W e e k l y by the organization, and that sheet will be
hereafter issued as the official organ of the Equal Rightcrs.
semblage of earnest and determined people gathered any where means to carry on their campaigns among the wealthy of their Speakers have been engaged and will be sent to various parts
n the world, those six hundred and sixty-eight people were so. ranks, and from those who expect to secure position from suc of the country to advocate the cause. Mrs. Woodhull, in com
Many of them were such as had been for years entirely with cess. This basis of power the new party lacked. It is the pany with Tennie C. Claflin, will stump the country from
Maine to California, and the business of the firm u ill be trans
drawn from politics, disgusted with its corruption, while others working classes who not only compose its members, but must ferred from No. 44 Broad street to the new residence. Money
were from the social reformers and philosophers, who had furnish its sinews of strength. But as if by inspiration to support the party is being sent in rapidly, and they expect,
f never mingled in political strifes, because they could see no George W. Madox of Maine furnished the solution of this to have $100,000 in the treasury within a few- days. This is all
question in the proposition that the new party issue bonds of the new party have decided upon at present, but from the as
good to flow from them.
surances given to our reporter, it is- evident that more to tickle
Taken as a whole there was never so much wisdom, to gay various denominations from one, to one thousand dollars, for the public fancy is to be shortly forthcoming.
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lift the science of government to a plane which shall include
all that affects the social, moral and temporal conditions of
its citizens within its sphere of operation.
In the inception of so novel a party as you propose, includ
ing as it will, representatives from every class of reformers,
with all their shades of opinion and mental growth, we may,
in the early days of so grand a movement, well expect much
will be suggested in your councils and even tried, which will,
hereafter, be found to be crude and impractical. But if the
great confederacy of the United States, with its noble Consti
tution, was only arrived at as the final issue of years of experi
ment, and struggles, before the principles suitable for a national
basework were reached and evolved, we need not feel discour
aged if only through crudeness and conflict of thougtk, after
repeated experiment,, that higher phase of governmental con
dition we seek is realized. It is a work which will have to be
commenced some day, and may as Well be begun now as at any
other time. Trusting that your movement may do much to
accomplish so important an end, you have our fullest sympa
thies and desires for your success.
On behalf of the meeting,
C. W. T appI n ,
Chairman.
T h o m a s C. A r m s t r o n g ,
]
O . L . T. H a r r i s o n ,
M rs. M a rt G oodre,
1 Committe.
1
M r s . S. A . C o o k e ,
W

il l ia m

H. H

o lm es,

M .D .

J

Judge Carter then offered a resolution that the officers of the
convention be instructed to inform the candidates of their
nomination, and request their acceptance.
An attempt was then made to introduce a total abstinence
resolution; but this was finally laid on the table.
The convention then took a recess until 3 p. m .
the

afternoon

s e s s io n .

After the singing by the choir,
following speech:

Mr. Madox made the

SPEECH OF MR. MADDOX, OF MAINE, ON RAISING MONEY OF TH E
CAMPAIGN.
F e l l o w -c it iz e n s ,
C o n v e n t i o n : I do

D elegates
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R

a d ic a l

R

eform

not propose to argue any proposition, but
simply state some facts, that the lessons we learn from them
shall not be uttered in an uncertain sound.- To do this, I will
first call your attention to the organization and constitution of
the United States, and trace somewhat its operations and
effects on the liberties of the people.
Our fathers went into the framing of the government and
constitution, fresh from the inspiration of the Declaration of
Independence, uttered by the grandest Democrat of the times,
in words which will live when names are forgotten viz.: “ We
hold these truths self-evident, that all men are endowed by
nature with certain inalianable rights, among which, are life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness.” These truths enthused
the lovers of humanity all over the civilized world, leaping
from hill-top to hill-top, until.the vallies sent back the echo
to the noble heads and hearts which were at that moment
battling to put them into forim
Thus fresh from that inspiration, and having secured recog
nition as a power among the nations, they framed a preamble
upon the mutual rights of the people and prefacing the Con
stitution with “ We, the People of the United States, in order
to form a perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic
tranquility, provide for the common defence; promote the gen
eral welfare, and secure the blessing of liberty- to ourselves
and our posterity, do ordain and establish,” etc., and doubly
meant to carry that Declaration and preface into form; but
failed utterly to embody the results of freedom in the instru
ment. True, they made it a representative government, based
upon the free ballot of the people, and clothed the representa
tion with complete, absolute irresponsible power to make and
enforce the laws of the country-. Thus putting the representa
tive in the arena of temptation to barter away the rights of his
constituents for individual place and power. So that to-day,
as old Ben Wade said years ago,1that a representative must be
more than human if he do not feel the thieving atmosphere
by the time he gets within twenty miles of W ashington. Thus,
they made a mistake when they, in that primal law, made the
agent greater than the principal which stands behind the
throne, and should be the sovereign.
What is the result ? Why to-day the government, from the
national to the municipal, is in the hands of the ring and
lobby, controlled by capital in the hands of railroad companies
and unprincipled money lords. Tom Scott to-day, or such as
he, carries the Congress of the United States in his breeches
pocket. Thus privileges are voted away- without the least com
pensation to the people, placing the country in the hands of
capitalists, they sharing and directing the elections as well
as the primary- meetings with their money- bags. To-day- their
convention is not made up as this is from the voluntary enlist
ment, from all parts of the country, who have come here,—
many of you with scarcely means to pay for a square meal,—
but devoted to the cause of liberty, which overrides all priva
tions and hardships. Thus you are here, because the govern
ment which was intended to secure liberty and justice is out
side of the people and stands right across the path o f progress
and justice.
Who blames the representative for stealing? Not I, for a
man must be more than human if he did not fill his pockets out
of the public crib, when to steal is made honorable by- being
enacted into law, and to be poor is a crime punishable with
death by slow-starvation.
You are here, triends of justice, to inaugurate a new govern
ment, and to set aside old forms and wicked laws. Look at
your Platform—do you mean it ? It is revolutionary and
sweeps the present government out of existence. Can you do
it ? It is easy to resolve, but quite a different thing to perform.
You have put in nomination a person who, according to the
verdict of the Judiciary, is ineligible to hold the high office of
President of the United States, while y-ou have taken a second
on that ballot, who stands as the representative of a crushed
and enslaved race for the last two hundred years. Are these
your standard bearers? And do you purpose to go to the
’■eople with these parties and nothing else ? I know your
principles are just, and justice will not always sleep.
I know that you have 7-10 o f the people at your
back, but they are like you, despoiled of the products of thentoil, producing all the wealth of the country, but robbed by
the other privileged 3-10 of 3-5 of their substance which
obliges this great industrial class to barter themselves in the
market for bread; your enemies have got the money, y-ou have
none; they are in the saddle, you are out, they are armed and
equified with all munitions of war, you are unarmed and no
commissariat«; though you are enthused to a frenzy what can
you do 1 I am here to tell you how to get in the saddle, how
to be armed, how to have an overflowing commissariat, how to

put $10,000,000 into the canvass of this campaign which is to
be as the capitalist says, the sinews of the war. And
S i00,000,000 if needs be to carry the exponents of your plat
form to the White House.
Are you ready? Shall I tell you? It can be done. Will
you do your part with $10,000,000 of dollars, and 7-10 of the
people at your back, (cheers).’ Then here it is, coming down
or up from the infinite forces of nature. The Central Nation
al Committee of this Equal Rights party, shall issue, their
bills of indebtedness bearing no interest, and redeemable when
we shall establish justice in a pure Democracy through the
referendum sending all laws back to the sovereign . people,
(cheers). Already I have hundreds, aye, thousands of dollars
pledged on these bonds, every dollar of which will and shall
be redeemed; because it is of the people, for the people, and by
the people.
Will you take the bonds, I know you will not only here, but
all over this country, from Maine to Georgia, the Atlantic to
the Pacific, until the money-lord with his millions shall trem
blingly ask to invest in the people’s pledge. Then come to the
rescue, there is no time to lose; for you are the saviour of the
country from the relentless grip of money-lords who never re, lax until blood flows, show that the ballot is mightier than the
bullet; but if they choose the bullet God pity them, for then
goes down the wealth of ages, cities laid in ashes, and strewn
with dead men’s bones, innocent and guilty alike. The bonds
and success at the ballot box saves us from that dire calamity.
Judge Carter then offered the following resolution, accom
panying it w-ith some spicy ramarks.
Resolved, That knowing as we do that the people are just,
and that they do not desire that all the burden of the labor
and expense in this cause shall fall upon the devoted few, the
National and Central Executive Committees are instructed to
issue bonds, bearing no interest, and payable w-hen the people
succeed in regaining possession of the government, and that
these bonds will be issued only- for the necessary expenses of
this campaign.
This resolution was adopted unanimously. Mr. J. S. Sands,
of 49 St. Mark’s Place, took the first one hundred dollar bond,
and then Mr. S. M. Shaw, of Providence, R. I., followed by
saying: “ I am a working-man; never earned more than $2
per day, but I will take S100 worth of bonds.”
Francis Lyons, of Tioga county, also took $100.
Dr. E. B. Foote, $200; Mr. Higgins, $100, and pledged the
State of New Jersey for S3,000.
Mary F. Davis, of Orange, was then unanimously elected as
treasurer, but she peremptorily declined, and the motion was
laid upon the table.
Then the subscriptions went on : Harriet B. Burton, $100;
P. M. Kelsey, 319 West Twenty-sixth street, $100; Miss Sarah
E. Somerby, $100; Mrs. E. C. Curtis, of California, $100; Mrs.
Anna Kimball, $100; Mrs. -Frank Crocker, $200; Theodore
Banks, $100; Mrs. H. T. Bishop, $100; Stephen F: Foster, of
Boston, $100.
Miss Carrie Maynard here arose and said :
I have no means at present, but I wish to pledge myself to
collect from $300 to $600 w-ithin the next three months.
[Great applause.]
Mrs. Kimball—I pledge myself, if given three months’ time,
to raise $1,000. [Great applause. ] And not only that, but I
pledge myself to give all my time, and all my energies, for I
believe that the election of Victoria C. Woodhull will inaugu
rate a new era of liberty in the country. [Applause. ]
Mr. Coleman, of Pennsylvania—He was a poor man, and if
there ever was a wages slave he w-as that slave. He did not
know but what on going back to Philadelphia he should find
his place forfeited for attending this convention; but he would
give $100, and if necessary give himself to the success of the
cause.
The following resolutions was then presented:
Resolved, that a Committee of five to consist of John M.
Spear, Stephen Pearl Andrews, Mary A. Leland, Geo. R.
Allen, Anna M. Middlebrook to prepare an address setting
forth the objects, of the Equal Rights Party to be submitted to
the National Executive Committee, and by them, if approved,
published to the country.
Adopted.
W h e r e a s , this Convention by its call recognizes all radical
reformers, and invites the co-operation of every class of refor
mers, and Whereas, the cause of Temperance occupies the
attention of hundreds of thousands of our fellow citizens,
both men and women, and has also secured legal recognition
in proof of its neceesity.
Therefore Resolved, That we, by all reasonable means dis
courage the use of intoxicating liquors, as a beverage, and
especially protest against any person holding Offices of Trust
in either civil or military life, who is adicted to habitual
drunkenness.
Adopted.
Resolved that the thanks of this Convention be extended to
the city Press for the very liberal reports made of its first day’s
proceedings.
Adopted.
Resolved, That the free press of the country be requested by
this convention to publish its proceedings.
Adopted.
Resolved, That we adopt, as the political banner of our cam
paign, the Goddess of Liberty, on plain and pure white, with
the words ‘ ‘ Equal Rights " underneath.
Adopted.
Resolved, That in the name of our common humanity, we
protest against the late action of the despoiled petty despot of
Denmark against the Internationals, and hear with horror the
weekly roll of the death shots from Satory, which prove, to a
mourning world, the depth of the degradation of France.
Adopted.
Resolved, That the protection of society against crime should
be sought by reforming first,, the systems of monopoly and of
laws which subject legal plunder which produce poverty and
impel to crime, and thus reforming the criminals.
Adopted.
Resolved, That this convention recommend the following
form for the tickets of the Equal Rights Party, at the coming
Presidential election:
The Woman’s, Kegroes’ and Workingman's Ticket.
VICTORIA C. WOODHULL,
(Of N ew Y ork,)
FOR PRESIDENT.

FREDERICK DOUGLAS,
(Of th e D is tric t o f C o lu m b ia ,)
FOR VICE PRESIDENT.

Laid on the table.

The Convention then adjourned to meet at eight o’clock,
P . M.
EVENING SESSION.

The session was devoted entirely to short speeches by vari
ous members of the Convention, which continued until a late
hour.
Judge Carter, on behalf of the Committee on Platform and
Resolutions, presented the following resolution :
Resolved, That the thanks of this Convention are due to Hon.
J. D. Reymert for the very able and impartial manner in
which he has presided over its deliberations ; and to all other
officers for the efficient manner in which they have discharged
their duties.
Unanimously adopted.
Judge Rymert replied in'one of the happiest speeches given
during the Convention.
The Convention then adjourned sine die.
Form of bond adopted bj- the Central National Committee,
Equal Rights Party ; .

VICTORIA C.
WOODHULL
for President.

* * * * * * * * * *

>B A N N E rT*^
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FREDERICK

DOUGLAS
for
j Vice-President.
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“ CAMPAIGN BOND.

The National Equal Rights Party, through its Executive
Officers duly elected and commissioned by the National Con
vention, at Apollo Hall, New York City, May 10th, A.D. 1872.
In consideration of one hundred dollars paid b y ----------- ,
o f ----------- , to the Treasurer of the National Central Commit
tee for the purposes of establishing the principles of the
“ Equal Rights Party” as expressed in its platform adopted by
the National Convention at Apollo Hall, through the election
of its nominees for President and Vice-President,
do
issue this Bond on the faith and at the risk of the holder
thereof. The owner and holder thereof to be entitled to re
payment of the said sum of One Hundred Dollars without in
terest upon the election of our said candidates only, and out of
a sinking fund, to be then established by the National Execu
tive Committee for the redemption of this and all other Bonds
of this issue, and upon the surrender thereof to the Central
Committee of the Equal Rights Party, and the cancellation
thereof by the holder.
Signed, sealed and delivered without personal liability by
the saidj President and Treasurer, and countersigned by the
Secretary.
Dated, Headquarters, New York City, May 15, A.D. 1872.
[Seal.]
---------------- ,
--------------- ,
President.
Treasurer.
Current number
Countersigned,
(5796.)
Secretary.
------------- ♦ • ♦ --------------

STRAY SHOTS.
E q u a l R i g h t s C o n v e n t i o n . — After a session of two days
and nights, held by what some of the dailies termed, the
“ Wild men and women” of the United States, not a stain of
tobacco could be detected on the floor of the main hall,
although spittons were not provided for the use of the eight
hundred delegates who occupied it. This proves that the mis
erable barbarians were pretty- much unacquainted with the
use of tobacco. In the Committee Room, under one of the
tables some stains were seen, a painful evidence that we did
not entirely keep outside politicians out of our sanctum. A
witness of both conventions asserts that if the citizens whose
duty it was to clean after the Cincinnati gathering could have
seen Apollo Hall, when our delegates left, they would prefer
the company of “ Wild men and Women” to that of Gentlemen
—solus.
J u d g e L y n c h , we beg pardon, we mean Mr. Recorder Hackett, in the case of John Corcoran, is reported to have con
demned the late action of the New l'ork Legislature in includ
ing the pistol among the weapons which citizens are prohibited
from carrying about their persons. It would seem that Mr.
Recorder Hackett would like to form a partnership between
natural and civil la w Alas! this is the curse of the times?
Give us either one or the other, not both. The mixture is
worse than barbarism.
T e c h n i c a l E d u c a t i o n . —Dickens, in Nicholas Nickleby de
scribes it thus: Schoolmaster Squeers. Spell, “ clean, ” b o y !
Boy. C-l-e-a-n—verb acti-w, to make bright, to scour.
Schoolmaster. ‘‘ Window. ”
Boy. W-i-n-d-e-r—noun, a casement
Schoolmaster. Now boy go and clean the parlor-windows
directly—that, Mr. Johnson, is what we call—“ Technical
Eduffiition."
Pretty much the same kind of colloquy took place last week,
Whilst the “National Woman Suffrage Association” at Steinway
Hall was spelling *1Woman Suffrage, ” the Equal Rights Party
at Apollo Hall went and did it.
Tibaileub.

J
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nothing of intellect, simply as such, in any similar body of the payment of which, pledging the faith of the party after i
people. They were not there as politicians in the usual sense principles shall have been victoriously inaugurated.
PAYABLE IK ADVANCE.
of that term, but they were there determined to inaugurate a
The reception which this novel proposition and the ape«
One copy for one y e a r ........................................................... $3 00
new system of government in which there should be no room by which it was introduced met, not duly showed its feasibilit
On« copy for six m o n t h s ...................................................
160
except for political science or a natural outgrowth of the prin but also that it would be adopted. Millions of dollars ai
Single c o p i e s ........................................................................... 10
spent in common political campaigns by the “ upper ten,”wh<
ciples involved in the system.
FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION.
In a movement like this the principal feature of it must ne by the giving of it expect to retain their position. Why, thei
CAN B E MADE TO THE AGENCY OF T H E AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, LONDON,
cessarily bo the platform of principles; and in this regard we should not the “ lower millions" eome forward and glad!
ENGLAND.
think we are safe in saying no such fundamental principles contribute their “ dollars” to assist in securing a change o
One copy for one y e a r ............................................$ -4 00
were ever before embodied in any one platform. Setting ont government which will give them justice ?
One copy for six m o n t h s ...................................................2 00
Immediately following the adoption of the proposition bj
w-ith the direct announcement that it contemplates reforms in
RATES OF ADVERTISING.
several important functions of government not permissible in the convention came the struggle as to who should be the first
Per line (according to location)
From $1 00 to 2 50
our present system, it asserts the purposes to be to frame a second, and so on subscribers for the new bonds, from whicl
Time, column and page advertisements by special contract.
new government.. It then proceeds to specify what those re and from the reception of it since the adjournment of the cot.
Special place in advertising columns cannot be permanently given.
forms are to be, and includes the nationalization of law; the vention, the Central Committee unhesitatingly aver it as their
Advertiser’s bills will be collected from the office of the paper, and referendum; the abolition of monopolies of all kinds; the man conviction that not only will the laboring classes come forward
m ust in all cases, bear the signature of Woodhull, Claflin & Co.
agement of publio enterprises by the governmeiit; the limita to a person, but that the rich also will see in it the solution o(
Specimen copies sent free.
tion of incomes from all enterprises in which the public are in the great guestion now at issue between labor and capital.
News-dealers supplied by the American News Company, No. 121 Nassau terested; the disposition of public land; the nationalization of
The formula adopted by the Central National Committee is
street. New York.
money; the suppression of interest; a system of graduated tax the form of the bond, w ill be found elsewhere, and they an
All communications, business or editorial, m ust be addressed
ation; public facilities for exchanging the products of labor; be issued in denominations of one, five, ten, twenty-five, fifty,
international arbitration to settle all national disputes; regula one hundred, and one thousand, engraved in the finest man
W o o illm ll & Cl a ll in 's W e e k ly ,
tion of time and compensation of labor; forced employment of ner npon the best bank-note paper. Until these can be pro
44 Broad Street , N f.w York City . that claas of people who live from their wits; the guarantee of perly engraved, the committee will issue bonds in common
employment to labor by the government; the abolition of the print, to be exchanged when the others are ready for tie
JOHN W. METZLER, Superintendent of Advertising.
death penalty; reformatory system of prison discipline; impar people. Thus, in reality, is the great campaign for political,
tial suffrage for all classes of people, restricted only by age, social, industrial, and educational equality fully embarked,
and by the same age; minority representation; a universal and it will be fought to .victory.
------------ ♦ • ♦ -----------government as a finality; and the formal declaration of the
THE POST OF HONOR.
fixed purpose to secure a political revolution that shall recon
To Mr. J. Q. Sands, of 49 St. Mark’s Place, city, belongs the
struct the government in accordance with such principles, and,
honor
of standing the first applicant for one of the Campaign
as a method, form an Equal Rights Party.
Bonds of the Equal Rights Party. There is a peculiar signifi
From this it will be seen that no issues were dodged; that just
what the convention meant, they said. There is no mistaking cance attached to this fact, since Mr. S. is a representative,
not of the laboring classes, but of the capitalists. He is rise
the intention of its members. They mean the elaboration of
enough to see the injustice of present conditions, and good
the principles they enunciated into an organic law—a
Published by the E qual R igh ts P arty.
working governmental model—which shall have no provisions enough to give his influence and money to help on the grand
cause. It is also indicative of what may be expected from
in dissonance with the truths of the Declaration.
And having laid down their platform they then proceeded to others of fhe same class who have humanitarian instincts, but
THE CONVENTION.
select candidates who should be the best exponents of its prin who, up to this time,, have seen no practical solution of the
All along in the evolution of civilization there have certain ciples. In this respect they followed the same rules as w-ith question.
-------- ♦
-------events occurred, which have distinctly marked its eras. In an the platform. In the person of Victoria C. Woodhull there is
THE VICTORIA LEAGUE.
cient times these consisted of great conquests and downfalls of no more mistaking the meaning of the convention than there
The Central National Committee have adopted the above
nations—causing in succession the rise and fall of the Assyrian. was in the construction of the platform.
name for its campaign clubs; and they invite the co
The principles which it includes, she has long been the most operation of all friends of Equal Rights in every city, town,
Eyptian, Grecian and Roman Empires. Following these
were the Dark Ages, and the empire of Charlemagne and outspoken representative of. In her unanswerable arguments village and hamlet, in the formation of sections of the
Otho the Great But after the days of which, epochs began dis for political, social, industrial and educational equality and League. For information, documents and forms, application
tinctly to be marked by revolutions in which, to mere phy justice, there is found the very embodiment of the principles of must be made to Carrie M. Spear, Secretary of the National
sical force, was added the subtler powers of religion and intel the platform. Especially in the Impending Revolution are Executive and National Central Committees, New York City.
lect—the Reformation, the Crusades, and the triumph of the found the principles of industrial equity; and when w-e remem
We have talked, argued, written and scolded long enough.
Protestant over the Catholic in England. All of these refer to ber that this outspoken denunciation of the unequal distribu The time for action has come; and let every free soul begin at
different eras in civilization. But upon the other continent tions of the results of industry at its first presentation in this once, so that within three months there may be fifty thousand
still another power was joined with the conquering elements. city, called out fifteen thousand people, which fact the “ dailies” sections of the Victoria League, having millions of members.
To physical force and religious and intellectual, convic sought to ignore, some idea as to#how the platform will be re Not a single day should be lost. If no more than two persons
tions the still more subtle sentiment of freedom was now added- ceived by the large masses of laboring people throughout the in a single place are at first in favor of this, they should organ
The Declaration of Independence, the revolutionary war and country may be obtained. And the same enthusiasm which ize and go enthusiastically to work, remembering the terrible
he birth of our existence as the United States were the results burst forth in Apollo Hall when hpr name was and-deep meaning enthusiasm that prevailed in the Convea
the
convention,
which, according to tion which first gave form to this movement.
of this new element in evolution. A centum- has passed, and presented to
from the general sentiment of national freedom exemplified in all accounts, words are incompotent to describe, will also
HOW WILL THE COLORED PEOPLE VOTE !
politics, which inspired the people as a whole, the ascent has burst forth all over the county; and a political storm which at
first
consisted
of
no
more
than
fifteen
hundred
voices,
raised
been made to the freedom of the individual, which is the ruling
About this there can be but one answer : they will vote with
in unison without so much as a single opposing sound, will the party who have had the courage and the devotion to prin
sentiment of this age.
And the convention just passed in Apollo Hall marks the expand into a tornado that will sweep from one end of the ciple to place one of the race upon their Presidential ticket ,
birth of this sew era. There, for the.first time in history, did va oountry to the other; indeed, verifying the words of the call, Several organizations of colored people have already given in
rious shades of reform unite npon a common platform of prin purifying the country of demagogism, official corruption and their adhesion to the new party, saying they have belonged
ciples. Men and women, old and young, suffragists, land and party despotism, and inaugurating the reign of the people to the Republican party, but since there is a better party in
labor reformers, peace and .temperance people, International through a truly republican government which shall not only the field, they will now support it. The editor of a paper pub
ists, Socialists, Spiritualists, and Infidels, all found a common recognize, but guarantee equal political and social rights to lished in Lexington, Ky., in the interests of the colored people,
basis of human right upon which they could stand and agree. all men and women; and which shall secure equal opportuni visited the Central Committee last evening, and pledged the
The old story that a variety of movements can never unite in ties for education to all children.
support of their vote in his State for Woodhull and Douglass.
And as if to leave nothing undone to clearly set forth their and the contagion will spread until it shall have transferred the
one, there had refutation, and being refuted, a new political
intention, they placed upon the ticket for the second place entire colored vote to the new party, which alone of all the
party had birth.
But to return to the beginning. The National Woman Suf one of the most distinguished representatives of the race parties offers to the masses of those once slaves the certain
fragists issuing a call inviting the various reforms to finite with which, with women, is almost equally downtrodden by the means to political and social equality7.
them called ont a generous response. All parts of the country persons that are installed in the places of trust and power. It
sent in its names to support the call pledged to the support of was meet with a woman standing representative of all the
THE PRESS AROUSED.
the new political party. On Thursday they all met in Stein principles of reform, including even the colored woman, that
The city dailies of Tuesday contained the following items re
way Hall, and listened to arguments delivered by those able Frederick Douglas should also be placed to represent those
and noble women who have for years so unflinchingly, unsel so lately elevated into political equality with men, but w-ho are garding the progress of the movements of the Equal Rights
Party:
fishly, and earnestly labored in the cause of woman, regarding not yet socially admitted to the same base.
Prom the preparations in progress by the new party of
Perhaps no ticket could have been selected whose effect upon
the best methods by which to attain to a condition of justice.
Equal Rights, it is evident that they do not intend to hide their
Many who .heard these arguments, who have not heretofore the world would have been so profound. Outside of the fact light under a bushel during the coming Presidential campaign-.
been connected with the suffrage movement, were thoroughly that in the persons of the nominees the principles of freedom, At a meeting of the Executive Committee on Sunday evening,
astonished at the comprehensive, intellectual capacity they ex equality, and justice are perfectly represented stands, the it was decided to hire a residence in some prominent locality,
hibited, and at their understanding of the principles involved unanimous enthusiasm which prevailed when this point was at a rental not*4o exceed $1,000 a month, to be used as a headquarters for the organization, a place .of meeting for its va
in political economy.
was reached. When the platform was first reported to the rious committees, and part to be inhabited by the prospective
Mr. Steinway had previously made some objection to his convention, each plank as it w-as read, was received with great Presidentess, Mrs. Woodhull and a committee of three,
hall being occupied for the formation of a new political party, applause, but when it came to having named its standard were appointed to secure the same. It was also resolved that
bonds of the denominations of 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 500,
and as that was one of the distinct purposes of the convention, bearars, the scene beggars description; it was simply an epoch and 1,000 dollars be issued, and the same to be redeem
Apollo Hall was engaged for that purpose. Thus in the second in history and will stand forever, as the culmination of one era able on the new party’s accession to power, or when the
present system of government is changed. Each member of
day, Friday, the Delegate Convention assembled in the latter and the beginning of another.
the organization is responsible for the entire amount of bonds
hall, while those who did not have the opportunity to speak on
But making a platform, and nominating candidates, did not issued. The design for the same is now in the hands of the
Thursday, occupied Stemway Hall on Friday, thus running complete the work to be done. It was necessary that steps be engraver, and when completed will be very- handsome and
two conventions.
taken to carry on the active campaign in the field; and it was tasteful.
At the meeting arrangements were made with W o o d h c u . sIt is not necessurv that we assure our reader sthat this new in this regard alone that those w-ho had entered the new
movement is no mere child’s play. If there ever were an as field'of operations were in doubt The old political.parties, find Claflin’k Weekly by- the organization, and that sheet will be
keroafter issued as the official organ of the Equal Righters.
semblage of earnest and determined people gathered any whore means to carry on their campaigns among the wealthy of their Speakers have been engaged and will be sent to various parts
n the world, those six hundred and sixty-eight people were so. ranks, and from those who expect to secure position from suc of the country to advocate the cause. Mrs. Woodhull, in com
Many of them were such as had been for years entirely with cess. This basis of power the new party lacked. It is the pany with Tennie C. Claflin, will stump the country- from
Maine to California, and the business of the firm v ill be trans
drawn from politics, disgusted with its corruption, while others working classes who not only compose its members, but must ferred from No. 44 Broad street to the new residence. Money
were from the social reformers and philosophers, who had furnish its sinew-s of strength. But as if by inspiration to snpport the party is being sent in rapidly, and they expect,
I never mingled in political strifes, because they could see no George W. Madox of Maine furnished the solution of this to hnve $100,000 in the treasury within a few days. This is «11
question in the proposition that the new party issue bonds of the new party have decided upon at present, but from the as
good to flow from them.
surances given to our reporter, it is- evident that move to tickle
Taken as a whole there was never so much wisdom, to say various denominations from one, to one thousand dollars, for the public fancy is to be shortly forthcoming.
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lift the science' of government to a plane which shall include
all that affects the social, moral and temporal conditions of
its citizens within its sphere of operation.
In the inception of so novel a party as you propose, includ
ing as it will, representatives from every class of reformers,
with all their shades of opinion and mental growth, we may,
in the early days of so grand a movement, well expect much
will be suggested in your councils and even tried, which will,
hereafter, be found to be crude and impractical. But if the
great confederacy of the United States, with its noble Consti
tution, was only arrived at as the final issue of years of experi
ment, and struggles, before the principles suitable for a national
basework were reached and evolved, we need not feel discour
aged if only through crudeness and conflict of thougth, after
repeated experiment,, that higher phase of governmental con
dition we seek is realized. It is a work which will have to be
commenced some day, and may as Well be begun now as at any
other time. Trusting that your movement may do much to
accomplish so important an end, you have our fullest sympa
thies and desires for your success.
On behalf of the meeting,
C. W. T app I n,
Chairman.
T homas C. Armstrong,
"j
O. L . T. H arrison,
M rs. M art Goodre,
1 Committe.
'
M rs. S. A. Cooke,
W illiam H. H olmes, M.D. J
Judge Carter then offered a resolution that the officers of the
convention be instructed to inform the candidates of their
nomination, and request their acceptance.
An attempt was then made to introduce a total abstinence
resolution; but this was finally laid on the table.
The convention then took a r e c e s s until 3 p . m .
TH E AFTERNOON SESSION.

After the singing by
following speech:

the choir,

Mr. Madox made (lie

SPEECH OF MR. MADDOX, OF MAINE, ON RAISING MONET OF TH E
CAMPAIGN.

F ellow-citizens, D elegates to the R adical R eform
Convention: I do not propose to argue any proposition, but
simply state some facts, that the lessons we learn from them
shall not be uttered in an uncertain sound.- To do this, I will
first call your attention to the organization and constitution of
the United States, and trace somewhat its operations and
effects on the l3>erUes of the people.
Our fathers went into the framing of the government and
constitution, fresh from the inspiration of the Declaration of
Independence, uttered by the grandest Democrat of the times,
in words which will live when names are forgotten viz.: “ We
hold these truths self-evident, that all men are endowed by
nature with certain inalianable rights, among which, are life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness.” These truths enthused
the lovers of humanity all over the civilized world, leaping
from hill-top to hill-top, until.the vallies sent back the echo
to the noble heads and hearts which were at that moment
battling to put them into form»
Thus fresh from that inspiration, and having secured recog
nition as a power among the nations, they framed a preamble
upon the mutual rights of the people and prefacing the Con
stitution with “ We, the People of the United States, in order
to form a perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic
tranquility, provide for the common defence; promote the gen
eral welfare, and secure the blessing o f liberty to ourselves
and our posterity, do ordain and establish, ” etc., and doubly
meant to carry that Declaration and preface into form; but
failed utterly to embody the results of freedom in the instru
ment. True, they made it a representative government, based
upon the free ballot of the people, and clothed the representa
tion with complete, absolute irresponsible power to make and
enforce the laws of the country. Thus putting the representa
tive in the arena of temptation to barter away the rights of his
constituents for individual place and p>ower. So that to-day,
as old Ben Wade said years ago,' that a representative must be
more than human if he do not feel tho thieving atmosphere
by the time he gets within twenty miles of Washington. Thus,
they made a mistake when they, in that jirimal law, made the
agent greater than the principal which stands behind the
throne, and should be the sovereign.
What is the result ? Why to-day the government, from the
national to the municipal, is in the hands o f the ring and
lobby, controlled by capital in the hands of railroad companies
and unprincipled money lords. Tom Scott to-day, or such as
he, carries the Congress of the United States in his breeches
pocket. Thus privileges are voted away without the least com
pensation to the people, placing the country in the hands of
capitalists, they sharing and directing the elections as well
as the primary meetings with their money bags. To-day their
convention is not made up as this is from the voluntary enlist
ment, from all parts of tlie country, who have come here,—
many of you with scarcely means to pay for a square meal,—
but devoted to the cause of liberty, which overrides all priva
tions and hardships. Thus you are here, because the govern
ment which was intended to secure liberty and justice is out
side of the people and stands right across the path of progress
and justice.
Who blames the representative for stealing? Not I, for a
man must be more than human if he did not fill his pockets out
of the public crib, when to steal is made honorable by being
enacted into law, and to he poor is a crime punishable with
death by slow s tarvat ion.
You are here, Iriends of justice, to inaugurate a new govern
ment, and to set aside old forms and wicked laws. Book at
your Platform—do you mean it? It is revolutionary and
sweeps the present government out of existence. Can you do
it ? It is easy to resolve, but quite a different thing to perform.
You have put in nomination a person who, according to the
verdict of the Judiciary, is ineligible to hold the high office of
President of the United States, while you have taken a second
on that ballot, who stands as the representative of a crushed
and enslaved race for the last two hundred years. Are these
your standard bearers? And do yon purpose to go to the
"eople with these parties and nothing else? I know your
principles are just, and justice will not always sleep.
I know that you have 7-10 of' the people at your
back, but they are like you, despoiled of the products o f their
toil, producing all the wealth of the country, but robbed by
the other privileged 3-10 of 3-5 of their substance which
obliges this great industrial class to barter themselves in the
market for bread; your enemies have got the money, you have
none; they are in the saddle, you are out, they are armed and
equified with all munitions of war, you are unarmed and no
commissariate; though you are enthused to a frenzy what can
you do ? I am here to tell yon how to get in the saddle, how
to be armed, how to have an overflowing commissariat, how to
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put $10,000,000 into the canvass of this campaign which is to
The Convention then adjourned to meet at eight o’clock,
be as the capitalist says, the sinews of the war. And p . M.
$100,000,000 if needs be to carry the exponents of your plat
EVENING SESSION.
form to the White House.
The session was devoted entirely to short speeches by vari
Are you ready? Shall I tell you? It can be done. Will
yon do your part with $10,000,000 of dollars, and 7-10 of the ous members of the Convention, which continued until a late
people at your back, (cheers).' Then here it is, coming down hour.
or up from the infinite forces of nature. The Central Nation
Judge Carter, on behalf of the Committee on Platform and
al Committee of this Equal Bights party, shall issue, their
bills of indebtedness bearing no interest, and redeemable when Resolutions, presented the following resolution :
we shall establish justice in a pure Democracy through the
Resolved, That the thanks of this Convention are due to Hon.
referendum sending all laws back to the sovereign. people, J. D. Reymert for the very able and impartial manner in
(cheers). Already I have hundreds, aye, thousands of dollars
pledged on these bonds, every dollar of which will and shall which he has presided over its deliberations ; and to all other
he redeemed; because it is of the people, for the people, and by officers for the efficient manner in which they have discharged
the people.
their duties.
Will you take the bonds, I know you will not only here, but
Unanimously adopted.
all over this country, from Maine to Georgia, the Atlantic to
Judge Rymert replied in'one of the happiest speeches given
the Pacific, until the money-lord with his millions shall trem
blingly ask to invest in the people’s pledge. Then come to the during the Convention.
rescue, there is no time to lose; for you are the saviour of the
The Convention then adjourned sine die.
country from the relentless grip ol' money-lords who never re
lax until blood flows, show that the ballot is mightier than the
bullet; hut if they choose the bullet God pity them, for then
Form of bond adopted by the Central National Committee.
goes down the wealth of ages, cities laid in ashes, and strewn
with dead men’s bones, innocent and guilty alike. The bonds Equal Rights Party : .
and success at the ballot box saves us from that dire calamity.
Judge Carter then offered the following resolution, accom
panying it with some spicy ramarks.
VICTORIA C.
FREDERICK
Resolved, That knowing as we do that the people are just,
I * « - * * * * * « * *
I
and that they do not desire that all the burden of the labor
and expense in this cause shall fall upon the devoted few, the W O O D H U L L i - B A N N E R
I DOUGLAS
for
National and Central Executive Committees are instructed to
* * * « . * * * * 111* j Vice-President.
for President.
issue bonds, hearing no interest, and payable when the people
succeed in regaining possession of the government, and that
these bonds will be issued only for the necessary expenses of
this campaign.
This resolution was adopted unanimously. Mr. J. S. Sands,
of 49 St. Mark’s Place, took the first one hundred dollar bond,
“ CAMPAIGN BOND.
and then Mr. S. M. Shaw, of Providence, R. I., followed by
saying: “ I am a working-man; never earned more than $2
per day, but I will take SI00 worth of bonds.”
Francis Lyons, of Tioga county, also took $100.
The National Equal Rights Party, through its Executive
Dr. E. B. Foote, $200; Mr. Higgins, SI00, and pledged the
Officers duly elected and commissioned by the National Con
State of New Jersey for $3,000.
Mary F. Davis, of Orange, was then unanimously elected as vention, at Apollo Hall, New York City, May 10th, A.D. 1872.
treasurer, but she peremptorily declined, and the motion was In consideration of one hundred dollars paid b y ----------- ,
o f ----------- , to the Treasurer of the National Central Commit
laid upon the table.
Then the subscriptions went on : Harriet B. Burton, $100; tee for the purposes of establishing the principles of the
P. M. Kelsey, 319 West Twenty-sixth street, $100; Miss Sarah “ Equal Rights Party” as expressed in its platform adopted by
E. Somerby, $100; Mrs. E. C. Curtis, of California, $100; Mrs. the National Convention at Apollo Hall, through the election
do
Anna Kimball, $100; Mrs. -Frank Crocker, S200; Theodore of its nominees for President and Vice-President,
Banks, $100; Mrs. II. T. Bishop, $100; Stephen F: Foster, of issue this Bond on the faith and at the risk of the holder
thereof. The owner and holder thereof to be entitled to re
Boston, $100.
payment of the said sum of One Hundred Dollars without in
Miss Carrie Maynard here arose and said :
terest
upon the election of our said candidates only, and out of
I have no means at present, but I wish to pledge myself to
collect from $300 to $800 within the next three months. a sinking fund, to be then established by the National Execu
[Great applause. ]
tive Committee for the redemption of this and all other Bonds
Mrs. Kimball—I pledge myself, if given three months’ time, of this issue, and upon the surrender thereof to the Central
to raise $1,000. [Great applause.] And not only that, but I Committee of the Equal Rights Party, and the cancellation
pledge myself to give all my time, and all my energies, for I
believe that the election of Victoria C. Woodhull will inaugu thereof by the holder.
Signed, sealed and delivered without personal liability by
rate a new era of liberty in the country. [Applause.]
Mr. Coleman, of Pennsylvania—He was a poor man, and if the saidj President and Treasurer, and countersigned by the
there ever was a wages slave he was that slave. He did not Secretary.
know but what on going back to Philadelphia he should find
Dated. Headquarters, New Y'ork City, May 15, A.D. 1872.
his place forfeited for attending this convention; but he would
[Seal.]
'
'---------------- ,
give $100, and if necessary give himself to the success of the
cause.
President
The following resolutions was then presented:
Treasurer.
Resolved, that a Committee of five to consist of John M.
Current number
Countersigned,
Spear, Stephen Pearl Andrews, Mary A. Leland, Geo. R.
(5796.)
, Secretary.
Allen, Anna M. Middlebrook to prepare an address setting
-------forth the objects, of the Equal Rights Party to be submitted to
the National Executive Committee, and by them, if approved,
STRAY SHOTS.
published to the country.
Adopted.
W h e r e a s , this Convention by its call recognizes all radical
E q u a l R i g h t s C o n v e n t i o n . — After a session of two days
reformers, and invites the co-operation of every class of refor
and
nights, held by what some of the dailies termed, the
mers, and Whereas, the cause of Temperance occupies the
attention of hundreds of thousands of our fellow citizens, “ Wild men and women” of the United States, not a stain of
both men and women, and has also secured legal recognition tobacco could be detected on the floor of the main hall,
in proof of its neceesity.
although spittons were not provided for the use of the eight
Therefoi'e Resolved, That we, by all reasonable means dis
hundred
delegates who occupied it. This proves that the mis
courage the use of intoxicating liquors, as a beverage, and
especially protest against any person holding Offices of Trust erable barbarians were pretty much unacquainted with the
in either civil or military life, who is adicted to habitual use of tobacco. In the Committee Room, under one of the
drunkenness.
tables some stains were seen, a painful evidence that we did
Adopted.
Resolved that the thanks of this Convention be extended to not entirely keep outside politicians out of our sanctum. A
the city Press for the very liberal reports made of its first day's witness of both conventions asserts that if the citizens whose
proceedings.
duty it was to clean after the Cincinnati gathering could have
Adopted.
seen Apollo Hall, when our delegates left, they would prefer
Resolved, That the free press of the country be requested by
the company of “ Wild men and Women” to that of Gentlemen
this convention to publish its proceedings.
—solus.
Adopted.
Resolved, That we adopt, as the political banner of our cam
paign, the Goddess of Liberty, on plain and pure white, with
J u d g e L y n c h , we beg pardon, we mean Mr. Recorder Hackthe words “ Equal Rights ” underneath.
ett, in the case of John Corcoran, is reported to have con
Adopted.
Resolved, That in the name of our common humanity, we demned the late action of the New Y’ork Legislature in includ
protest against the late action of the despoiled petty despot of ing the pistol among the weapons which citizens are prohibited
Denmark against the Internationals, and hear with horror the
weekly roll of the death shots from Satory, which prove, to a from carrying about their persons. It would seem that Mr.
Recorder Hackett would like to form a partnership between
mourning world, the depth of the degradation of France.
Adopted.
natural and civil law • Alas ! this is the curse of the time6 ?
Resolved, That the protection of society against crime should
Give us either one or the other, not both. The mixture is
be sought by reforming first,, the systems of monopoly and of
worse
than barbarism.
laws which subject legal plunder which produce poverty and
impel to crime, and thus reforming the criminals.
T e c h n i c a l E d u c a t i o n . —Dickens, in Nicholas Nickleby de
Adopted.
Resolved, That this convention recommend the following scribes it thus: Schoolmaster Squeers. Spell, “ clean," boy !
form for the tickets of the Equal Rights Party, at the coming
Boy. C-l-e-a-n—verb active, to make bright, to soour.
Presidential election:
Schoolmaster. ‘‘ Window. ”
The Woman's, Xegroes' and Workingman's Ticket.
Boy. W-i-n-d-e-r—noun, a casement
Schoolmaster. Now boy go and clean the parlor-windows
VICTORIA C. WOODHULL,
directly—that, Mr. Johnson, is what we call—“ Technical
(Of New York,)
FOB PRESIDENT.
Edudktion.”
Pretty much the same kind of colloquy took place la s t week.
FREDERICK DOUGLAS,
Whilst the “National Woman Suffrage Association” a t S tein w av
(Of th e D is tric t o f C o lu m b ia,)
Hall was spelling “ Woman Suffrage,” the E q u al R ig h ts P a r ty
FOR VICE rR K itfD EN T.
at Apollo Hall w e n t and did it.
Tibailei r
Laid on the table.
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through them. Steam, for example, can only act through a
mechanism called a steam engine ; the vital force in an animal
can only manifest itself through an organism, called the body.
Social Institutions—marriage and others—are the external
medium, the organism, through which the moral forces or the
sentiments express themselves and act externally. The char
acter or nature of the institutions determine the mode of
development and action of the moral forces, something as the
cerebral organism determines the mode of action of the mind.
What a difference in development and action is given to Love
by Polygamy and monogamic Marriage.
The fourth branch, Government, or the system of political
Institutions, regulate the collective relations, operations and
interests of men, considered as members or citizens of a whole,
called the State or Nation. It does for collective or political
relations what the ethical or social institutions do for the per
sonal and affectional relations.
The fifth branch, Eeligion, regulates the ideal relations of
Man with the Universe,—of the finite Soul with the great spir
itual Whole of which it is a part, and with its supreme head
or centre, ‘to which men have given so many names, from Dyu
and Jehovah to God. Man believes himself intuitively to be,
not only a denizen, a citizen of this world, but also of the great
LETTEE FEOM MINNESOTA.
whole. He feels his unity with it; he seeks to comprehend it;
to understand his relation to, and his destiny in it. A Spirit
TH E SOCIAL ORGANISM W ITH ITS BRANCHES.
C h a m p l i n , Minn., April 20, 1872.
ual Gravitation attracts him to it as material gravitation attracts
First Branch.
particles of matter to their centres. This spiritual gravitation
D e a e B k a v e E d i t o e s : Though only able to use the feeble
Education—Development of the child, the germ of the man. is the religious sentiment. Eeligion is a system of fixed and
pen of a paralytic, I feel impelled to express my joy that you
Three sub-branches.
accepted rites, ordinances and dogmas, and an organization,
are inspired to speak, write, and print such burning and blis
1. Physical and industrial education, having for its function which regulates the development of the religious sentiment, and
tering words as fill your columns. It is a work of bravery,
directs it. Through Worship w'ith its rites and ceremonies,
which knows no such word as fail in any movement for hu the development of the body, and the imparting to it of indus man expresses by material acts his Unity with God. Through
manity. It is that invincible spirit which fears no opposition trial skill and dexterity.
2. Affectional and social education, having for its function Morality with its prescriptions and ordinances, he seeks to con
and admits of no defeat, it conquers all obstacles.
form his life and conduct to his idea of the Divine attributes.
It is true that thousands such as you, in times past, were the development of the social Sentiments and the social
Through Theology, he explains as best he cau the mystery of
subjected to the dark dungeon, the bloody gibbet and the virtues.
3. Intellectual and scientific education, having for its func the Deity, his own destiny, and the enigma of creation. Wor
flaming faggot; and no doubt we have to-day enough of that
same cruel spirit of bigotry to persecute you in the same man tion the development of the mind and instruction in the ship may lie considered the Body of religion; morality, the
Heart; and theology, the Head. Eeligion is thus composed of
ner. But the multiplicity of conflicting sects and parties in sciences.
three elements—a material, a moral, and an intellectual,—as
Second Branch.
this country renders such persecution impossible. This it is
is Man himself.
also which makes a free press practicable. Of the five thou Industry—Creation of wealth. .Three sub-branches.
The Sciences are the guides of Man;’he has complex relations
sand presses of which we boast, very few can properly be
1. Production of wealth, effected by agriculture, manufac
caUed free; and on these devolves the work of fighting the bat tures, mining, transportation, fishery and hunting, find to fulfill, and a great work of organization to execute—possi
ble only with the aid of Science. The animal, for example,
tle of progress against such fearful odds of servile ignorance, household labor.
with few and simple relations, having no work of organization
conservatism and old fogyism. Among the free papers the
2. Exchange of wealth, effected by commerce and banking. or construction to perform, except a nest to build, a hole to
W o o d h u l l & C l a f i , i n ' s W e e k l y stands pre-eminent.
3. Division of wealth, determined by the laws, institutions
Woman suffrage is the great reform of the world. It is com and customs of society, which regulate landed property, capi dig, or a honey-comb to fashion, does not require Science.
But Man having complex social relations to regulate, and social
prehensive, involving many other reforms - financial, indus tal, labor, the currency, interest, rents, taxes, etc.
institutions to organize, needs Science. It is to him mental
trial, social, etc.; cur-blind hair splitters object to these last
Third Branch.
vision, and gives him the power of using universal laws and
as side issues, and refuse to co-operate on the main question
unless the smaller ones are abandoned. As well might the Ethical or Social Institutions—Begulating the development of principles in his complex constructions.
The great work now before human Eeason is the discovery
farmer, with wheat on the brain, decline producing this grand
the social sentiments, and the relations to which they give
of the Laws of order and organization in Nature, or more gen
staple because others persist in raising also corn, potatoes,
rise. Four sub-branches.
erally in the Cosmos, revealed in the material world around it.
cabbages, etc. The beauty of agriculture lies in its variety of
1.
Marriage, regulating the. development of Love, and the
These laws, Eeason must use as its intellectual instruments
soil and produce. So in reforms. If we do one thing, another, affectional relations to which it impels the sexes.
and guides in organizing Society. Until it does this, it can
and perhaps many others must necessarily be done at the same
Three other Institutions regulating the development and
time, as collaterals. One grows out of another. We may ob action of the three cardinal sentiments, called Ambition, Friend not organize Society normally and scientifically; and men
ject to discussing the marriage question in connection with ship and Parentalism, which with Love, give rise to the per must live under imperfect institutions devised by capricious
suffrage: but if we drive the plow ot reform, it will unavoid sonal social relations of human beings. The germs only of legislation, that is, by theorizing and speculating without the
aid of positive principles.
ably turn up a deep black furrow in this department. We these institutions now exist.
must take what comes, and-no one should be frightened. All
The Fino Arts perform the same function in embellishing
Fourth
Branch.
that is now good and perfect in marriage will remain, for it
as the Sciences in organiztng.- Their function is to establish
is indestructible. Let us never object to any reform. The Government Begulating the political and collective rela beauty and harmony in all departments and details of the five
tions and operations of human beings. Three sub-branches: branches of the social organism, which admits of artistic em
more the world is reformed the better and the more beautiful
1. Legislation—The law'—making function.
will it be.
bellishment, and thus to give charm to human life. They will
The question of woman’s enfranchisement has been pretty <2. The Judiciary—The law—interpreting function.
embellish and beautify, for example, productive Industry in
3. The Executive—The law—administering function.
thoroughly and extensively discussed. The principle is funda
the future as they have Worship and the courts of Kings in the
mental and self evident, applying the same in Minnessota as
past. Each of the Series will give rise to a Harmony, or rather
Fifth Branch.
in New York, in Europe as in America, and is nn erstood by Beligion—Eegulating the ideal relations of Man with God and will furnish the Intellect (the combining and co-ordinating
intelligent minds everywhere. The working-class generally
power) the elements and data with which to create a harmony.
the Universe. Three sub-branches:
favor the movement. Eeligious bigots, office-holders and dog
1. Worship, comprising the Bites and Ceremonies by which The Musical, based on the sense of Hearing, is the only one
ged, selfish politicians oppose it—but not with argument.
which has been fully and scientifically developed. Three
man expresses his desire for Unity with God.
Their opposition is simply muleish stubbomess. 'What use,
2. Morality, comprising the laws and ordinances of con other Harmonies, based on the senses of Sight, Taste and
then to multiply words ? The affirmative side has already
duct which direct Man in conforming his finite life to the Smell, remain to be evolved. Painting, sculpture and archi
virtually achieved the victory', both in argument and numbers.
tecture—three branches of visual harmony—have been em
will of God, and the moral order of the universe.
But the minority hold the reins of government, as tyrants,
3. Theology, the theory of the Divine nature, of immortality, pirically developed, but the scientific laws which govern the
robbers, and usurpers, and they will keep a tight grip until
of human destiny, the origin and end of creation, etc. The harmonic distribution and combination of Form and Color
forced to yield.
theologies of the past are the preliminary theories which the are as yet undiscovered. Touch, the trunk out of which
It is possible that time and patient waiting might place the
the other senses ramify, has no corresponding harmony.
mind has framed on these great questions.
ballot in woman’s hand without a severe struggle; but, under
Such are the branches which, according to our analysis, com
Sixth
Branch.
the present prevailing method of political party management,
pose the Whole, called Society, the social System, or, more
I confess the prospect is dubious. Moral principle has no The Sciences—The collective Eeason, guiding the individual exactly, the social Organism. The latter term is correct, for,
Eeason in its mental labors and operations. Their general if Society, with its institutions, is the external medium
controlling influence. The selfish, cunning few control the
function is to enlighten
man on the order of the through which the spiritual Forces in man (the faculties and
toiling multitude by the power of wealth, monopoly, and
Cosmos, including the world in which he lives with its pheno sentiments) act and manifest themselves externally, it is to be
their clap-trap style of carrying elections. And this office
mena and the laws that underlie them. Their special func considered an Organism—the name applied to all mediums
holding and office-seeking class is determined to pick the
tion is to direct him in organizing, in accordance w'ith the through which vital forces operate. If the forces in man were
pockets of the people. And to hold the positions whereby
laws of order and organization in creation, the five branches of the same nature as the forces in the material world—steam,
they can do it.
of the social organism. The sciences can only perform their electricity, and others—then Society would be termed a Me
In view of the situation, then, I see no alternative but to ac
functions when fully developed; they are still in the infan chanism instead of an organism.
cept of your proposition to inaugurate a new government out
tile stage of evolution.
side of the existing one. It will, of course, be a peacefnl and
As we have remarked, the social Organism is the Body of a
uninjurious one in its method of operation, which is all I
collective Soul, as the physical organism of man is the body of
Seventh Branch.
need to know beforehand of its features and details. Please The Fine Arts—Creation of Befinement, Beauty and Har an individual soul. Both are alike external mediums or in
"append my name to the call for the May Convention, though I
mony. Their general function is to embellish and refine the struments in which the collective and individual soitls live,
shall not be able to attend; I shall wish to hear what noble
external world in which man lives ; to present to the Intel and through which they act. If we wish to understand the
things are done. Yours, for the whole truth and a brave
lect and Sentiments material images and correspondences of nature of the human body, we dissect or analyze it, and ascer
free press,
A. G a y l o k d S p a l d l n g .
the harmonious, which they intuitively fe e l; and to Charm tain the various parts of which it is composed, and their
and exalt the soul by beholding itself mirrored in material structure and functions. Now, if we wish to understand the
creations which bring to practical consciousness their inter apparently abstract and intangible thing called Society, we
SECOND LETTEE FEOM ALBEET BEISBANE,
nal nature. The special function of the Arts is to adorn and must pursue the same course. We must analyze it, separate
DEFINING SOCIAL SCIENCE.
beautify the material arrangments and details connected it into its constituent parts, and study their construction and
with the five branches of society—the implements working their functions. This we have endeavored to do in our analy
dresses and manufactories of Industry, for example—so as sis. If imperfect or erroneous in details, it furnishes a basis
F e i e n d G .: In my last I defined in what Society consists.
to associate elegance and refinement w'ith the practical life from which to make a better analysis.
I indicated also the order of succession, which has reigned in
With a clear idea of the nature of the social Organism before
of man in all departments. This function can only be exer
the Societies which Humani% has evolved up to the present
cised in the futnre under the normal organization of society. the mind, the constitution of its various parts, and their func
day.
The social System or Organism is made up of these seven tions, it can appreciate the greatness of the work in which
As I remarked, we must know* what Society is, in what it
consists, before we can discover its Science. The mind must branches, as the physical organism of man, for example, is made humanity has been and is still engaged in creating a social
have a practical and concrete idea of a thing to evolve its up of the system of nerves, of blood-vessels, of the muscles, etc. Organism—a complete and scientific Organism—under which
The first branch, Education, develops the mind, which is it can develop fully its triple nature, sensuous, affectional and
Theory; in other words, Eeason must be aided by the Senses
in order to discover the laws and principles which underlie any the germ of the future man. To be complete, education intellectual, live in unity with the order and hamony of the
branch_ol knowledge. This point is important to be under should be physical, affectional and intellectual; or industrial, cosmos and accomplish its destiny on the earth. The different
stood, as it shows the absolute necessity of a clear conception social and scientific, developing the body, the affections and systems of Society which have been established in the past, are
of the nature of Society before Social Science can be defined. the mind. In our incomplete Societies the third branch so many experiments which the progressive races of humanity
I stated in my last, that men were familiar with plants and only has received attention, and has been partially developed have made, so many phases through which they have passed
animals, and with their external formation before they began and constituted. Our schools and colleges are the agencies or in pursuing their great work [of social evolution and construc
tion. The inventions and discoveries that have been made in
to study the theory of their organization, and created the institutions for the intellectual education of the young.
The second branch, Industry, creates the wealth which man industry, art and science; the partial organizations that have
sciences of Botony and Zoology. I -will take another illustra
tion to explain this point m§re fully.
Thoughtful minds requires for his support and comfort, and gives to him the been devised and tfsted, are so many materials that have been
observed the different strata in mines and on mountain sides. means of obtaining dominion over nature. Industry is, so to prepared and accumulated, ready to be used in the true and
These material facts, observed by the senses, were suggestions speak, the Hands of Humanity ; it is its collective hands by scientific social structure that is to come; they constitute the
and guides to the mind. They speculated on the facts, and which it executes the great industrial labors it must perform to social apprenticeship and initiation of humanity. It stands,
perhaps, even now on the threshold of a great social trans
gradually evolved the science of Geology. If the surface of fulfill its function or destiny on the globe it inhabits.
The third branch, Social Institutions, regulate the develop formation, at the entrance of what we will term the Organic
the earth had been unbroken, and every where covered evenly
over, and no mines had been sunk, so that the different strata ment and action of the social Sentiments—Love, ambition, Socjety to distinguish it from the incompletely organized
could not have been observed, the Science would have remained parentalism and friendship, as they are called in common societies of the past and present, which may be designated ns
language. These Sentiments are forces in man ; they impel the Inorganic.
If the statesmen and thinkers of our ago
unvdeloped.
Now, the same is true of Social Science.
We must him to form affectionate or sympathetic ties and relations with could comprehend the social movement of Humanity and
know' what Society is, in what it consists, the elements of his fellow creatures. Like all forces, they require external social doctrines, they could undertake at once the great work
which it is composed, the facts and phenomena connected with mediums or organs through which to act, called mechanisms of social transformation, and carry it through scientifically,
or organisms, according to the nature of the forces acting constructively and peacefully, obviating the revolutions which
it, before we can create the Science.
A T i c k e t f o e U t o p i a . — S o h e a d s the N. Y. Standard of the
13th inst., its account of the Equal Eights Convention. The
items of news in the column next it are headed thus :
“ Fatal affray in'Williamsburg.”
“ A terrible sight—An insane mother drowns her infant in
a pail of water.”
“ Shocking murder in Troy.”
“ The wife-murder in Paris.”
“ Two murderers sentenced in Connecticut.”
“ A Nova Scotia homicide.”
“ Murder in Nova Scotia.”
“ Screening murderers work.
Desperate affray in the
Twentieth Ward.”
“ Attempted wife-murder in Newark.”
“ Assault with a hatchet.”
Well, after this list, we think that “ A ticket for Utopia” is
needed.
----------- ♦ » -------------

This analysis of society disclosing its nature and constitution,
and the elements of which it is composed, has not been made.
Ask any of our thinkers on political and social questions, to
define what Society is, and they will furnish no satisfactory
answer. No full and clear analysis of the abstract thing call
ed Society, has been made. Such an analysis is necessary, aud
must precede the creation and regular constitution of the
science.
In my last, I defined in a general way what is to be under
stood by the term Society. I will now explain in what it
consists;' I will point out the elements which enter into, and
constitute it.
Society is a whole compound of institutions, laws, and cus
toms, combined and co-ordinated into an organization. It is an
organized Whole, as the human body, for example, is an or
ganized whole, though far less complete and perfect, as the lat
ter is a completed work o f nature, while the former is in its
present state an incomplete work of man. Through the insti
tutions of the social organism the spiritual Forces in man
called sentiments, passions, instincts, faculties, etc., act extern
ally and collectively, as through the physical organism or the
bod}% they act internally and individually. We will present
our analysis in tabular form, which will render it more clear
and appreciable.
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'will otherwise convulse the social world in the struggle which is
impending.
In the creation or evolution of systems of Society, two op
erations take place.
First. The Elements of the various Branches are elaborated.
For example, in the Industrial branch, tools, implements and
machinery are invented, processes discovered, methods of
labor devised, and laws regulating landed property, capital,
the currency, rents, etc., framed and established. In the
other branches their elements are in the same way developed.
.The Sciences and the Fine Arts offer examples which we can
easily understand.
By reference to the Table, it will be seen that the elements
of all the seven branches are, with very few exceptions, in an
incomplete and imperfect state of elaboration. In Education,
the third branch only is to some extent elaborated . In Indus
try, fine implements and machinery and efficient means of
transportation (the railroad and steamboat) have been invented,
hut the other elements of this branch are in an imperfect
state, though more advanced than those of any other. Of the
Sciences, but one—Mathematics—is fully constituted, and of
the Fine Arts, one only has received its normal and complete
development; namely, Music.
Second. When the elements of a branch are elaborated, or
to some extent elaborated, Organization begins. It cannot,
of course take place until there is something to organize. In
early Egypt for example (where the first regular organiza
tion was, in our opinion, effected), as soon as some primary
elements of production were invented and introduced, and
some principles of authority secured, they were combined and
co-ordinated; that is, organized, and Industry and Govern
ment were established. The work of organization continued
as new elements were elaborated. The different systems of
Society which have been established are the peculiar modes in
which the genius of the different races has elaborated the ele
ments or rudiments of society, and the principles on which
it has combined or organized them.
The Organizations are necessarily more imperfect than the
elaborations, as the former follow the latter. In our modem
civilization, for example, the elaboration of the elements of
industry (machinery processes’, etc.) is carried to a compara
tively high degree, while our organization is rude and incom
plete, andinmany respects falseand unjust. For example, our
great manufactories, which are fine specimens of organization,
are industrial prisons, in which the working classes are subject
to severe and poorly requited toil, to unhealthy conditions and
a degrading discipline.
The Races which evolved the first four historical So
cieties, thè Egyptian, the Chaldeo-Assyrian,the Medo-Persian,
and the Greek and Homan, lapsed after their social construc
tions into inertia, and disappeared as nations, but their crea
tions remained and as so much social capital for Humanity.
Our modem civilization, the fifth, has inherited all that is really
valuable in the social evolut%>ns of the past races, so that their
labors have not been lost, although they themselves have dis
appeared or been absorhed in other races. Each Society has
done a work, and performed a function in the great construc
tion of Humanity; each has occupied a place in the series.
If we take in at one view the whole course of the social evo
lution of the past, from the Egyptian civilization, with its sim
ple faith and its rude elaboration of elements, and its rude
constructions, down to our modern civilization, with its science
and its complex arrangements and organizations, we find that
but one great system of society with five branches, has existed
or one class of societies with five orders. Unity of principles
has underlain these societies. Notwithstanding the apparent
differences of form and external manifestations, and of effects,
they nave been virtually and fundamentally the same. Their
organization has not been based on scientific principles, on
the trae laws of social order, and hence has not been the nat
ural organization of human society. They are the preparatory
and transitional forms of social construction, or the Inorganic
Societies. They constitute the inorganic or formative phase in
the general social evolution of humanity, considered in its
entirety, preparing for the completed and organic societies of
the future.
Having taken this survey of elaborations and organizations,
and of the succession that has reigned in them, we may say
that, if order exists in the social phenomena of humanity—if
history is not an incoherent jumble of events—then there
must be a theory of socil Evolution, and this theory rendered
exact, becomes a Science. As such, it forms the first branch of
Social Science, and this first branch may be defined as fol
lows :
Theory of the social Evolution of the past; of the order of
succession which has reigned in the different systems of Socie
ty that have been established ; of the plan of each in the great
historical series, and the function of which each has performed
in aiding the social progress of humanity.
( To be Continued. )
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the wickedness of stage-drivers. The old drivers were like
saurians, who had to take in a great deal of carbon to stand the
rack of their inclement surroundings. Again, when labor be
comes as attractive as it will be, women will go into many
^branches without sacrificing the delicacy and beauty of her
nature. As to the labor question, four profits are made on the
work of the laborer—one by the boss, one by the merchant, one
by the banker, and one by the landlord. The associated life
will stop all this in a great degree. Then the religious ques
tion. You cannot make really pious people in isolated life.
If the clergy were wise they would try to make social regula
tions conform to man, not man to society. So all the reforms
must be preceded by a scientific organization of society.
Stephen Pearl Andrews referred to the great diversity of
opinion among reformers. Ono mistake people make is to sup
pose that the truth is simple. The complication of opinions
displayed here would be sufficient proof of this. There is
doubtless great truth in the arguments of all reformers who
have spoken in this convention, though they may seem to con
tradict each other. The speaker illustrated his iavorite theory
of integralism by the help of his favorite instrument, the walk
ing stick. He spoke favorably of the doctrine of the gradu
ated tax, as something that might become contagious, and
first teach the laboring men their real power. The convention
then adjourned, to meet to-day at 10 o’clock, in room 24 Cooper
Institute.
8ECOND DAY.

The American Labor Reform League Convention met at
Room 24, Cooper Union, yesterday morning at 10 ;30 o’clock.
The usual programme of the convention was varied by holding
the third annual meeting of the American Anti-Usury Society
its President, Edward Palmer, in the chair. The _President
said: “ The object of this society is to put an end to the most
gigantic system of iniquity that the world has ever known -a
specious and overpowering device transmitted to us from past
generations, and which we are morally bound not to have trans
mitted to the next. Usury, modernly called interest, is a
subtle system of falsehood of such mighty false power that it
over-rules and falsifies all human affairs. It leads directly to
extravagance and profligacy on ihu one hand, and to poverty
and degradation on the other. Even a t’ 1 per cent,, unrigh
teously giving ten thousand a year to any millionnaire from
the hard earnings of honest labor, the power of tlie system to
injure and oppress would still be sufficient to subvert moral
principle and prevent the establishment of truth and righteous
ness among men. Justice demands that we no longer tolerate,
or by our silence sanction a system of such unlimited wicked
ness.
Speeches were made by J. K. Ingalls, E. H. Heywood and
others.
AFTERNOON SESSION.

The afternoon session opened at 3 o'clock, Mrs. E. L. Dan
iels in the chair. Mr. Masquerier, whose life-battle has been
in favor of “ inalienable homesteads,” advocated the right of
every man and woman to t hat blessing.
Win. B. Greene, of Massachusetts, was elected President
for the ensuing year, Mrs. Daniels, John Orvis, Albert Bris
bane, Mrs. Stanton, and others, Vice-Presidents, and E. H.
Heywood, secretary.
Colonel Beeney spoke of land reform, and said that workiug
people have it in their power to assume whatever rights are
truly theirs just as women have, but, like women, the majority
of them side with their oppressors. The people generally are
satisfied that the land should not be given as it is to railroad
speculators, but Congress ignores this fact. There are a few
points upon which reformers should give a united testimony.
All truly enlightened men can agree to testify in favor of land
reform, woman’s rights, an inalienable homestead, and several
other reforms. The speaker had labored against land monop
oly since 1834, but felt that little had been done. Out of
fourteen or fifteen hundred millions of acres of public land all
hut about four hundred millions have been given to monopo
lists for nothing. But the Cinemnatti Convention has adopted
a clause against land monopoly. This is one point gained.
Mr. Brisbane said it had cost him some money and reputa
tion to be a reformer, but he takes courage when he sees God
Almighty taking hold of things. The long-haired men and
strong-minded women have been the most useful citizens of
this republic. Railroad grants may have been the useful in the
past, but the time has come to stop them.
Ira B. Davis believed that cost should be the limit of price,
but did not see how that doctrine could be carried out except
by getting the whole nation to associate on that principle. He
scouted the idea of leading men to do right because it is just.
Appeal must be made to self-interest. Jndas was as good as
Jesus. He played a different role. Edwin Booth earns as
much by playing Iago as by playing Hamlet. We are all in
hell. The question is how to get out. We are all tayred with
the same brush; one is as good as another. But all are taught
to prey upon each other; how can we expect good conduct ?
After several other speeches the convention adjourned to
meet at the same place in the evening.
EVENING SESSION.

[con clu ded

fro m

l a s t w e e k .]

[From the New York World, May 6.]
E vening S essio n .— Mr. Hanson said he had been trying for

six months to solve the problem of “ the cause of the involun
tary distress of nations. ” The inequitable distribution of the
products of industry is not the only cause of the misery of the
English laboring people. Taxation in consequence of war is
one of the principal causes. The war debt and the commer
cial system under which we live are the proximate causes of
the groat misery of the poor of the United States. Of the
40,000,000 people of this land only one-fourth are producers.
Thirty-seven millions of American people live on 34 cents per
day. Twenty-nine millions of Britons live on 24 cents a day,
and S15 will buv as much in England as $30 here. Hence it
is seen that we are already down to the British level. It is
time, then, for radical reform. The speaker insisted that no
human being can rightfully obtain an income of $10 a day.
As talents, like natural elements, are the gifts of nature to the
race, nothing should be charged for their use. Talents well
used furnish their own reward. He advocated the doctrine
called “ Cost the limit of prioe,” at great length.
Mr. Brisbane said he would say a word to reformers and not
to outsiders. The first law of nature is organization. A man
is only a grander animal than an oyster, because he is more
highly organized. The speaker presented his usual arguments
ia form of the organizations of townships into social and in
dustrial associations. If men and women live in this way there
is a fair chance to break up land monopoly. There will be no
desire of parents to monopolize land for their children. Then
as to woman’s rights. This is a great movement. But in the
isolated household woman can never have her rights. The
kitchen is woman’s hell. If you bring people into the associ
ated household where one can cook for fifty, there begins to be
a chance for woman’s deliverance. It took railroads to stop

Mrs. Daniels said that the reformers are not fighting persons,
but evils. Of all the remedies that had been proposed she
thought no one was as good and practicable as the graduated
tax. In the war we did not hesitate to draft men to save the
country. Shall we hesitate to assess the very rich for the same
purpose ? The graduated tax is a coal from off the altar of
God. It does not mean that you shall bring all men down to
one level. It means that the vast accumulations of mone® be
long to the people. “ This graduated tax I prophesy shall be
the key-note of a psalm of deliverance that shall sweep through
the land.” Instead of leveling dpwn it will level up towards
God. It will arouse the working people to such a pitch of ex
citement as they have not reached in a long while, and be a
principal means of freeing them.
Mrs. Woodhull said that one of the mistakes of reform is
that it has nothing to do with politics. If women are not gov
erned the speaker was ready to subside. If she and other wo
men are governed, she proposes to have something to do with
politics until woman’s suffrage is decreed. All true reforms
are o n e ; if they will take a long pull together, they will find
obstacles flying out of their way. They will stand apalled
at the progress they will make. “Our enemies are afraid of
nothing so much as numbers.” When the reformers, then, get
in power, they will amend the Constitution by striking it all
ont. The speaker said that she had just left Mrs. Stanton,
Miss Anthony, and other reformers, and was sorry to see that
they had determined to have nothing to do with anything but
woman's suffrage in the Steinway Hall convention. She was
disgusted at this. It is said that gray heads must lead in these
matters, but she hoped that some brave young people, with
nothing but liberty in their hearts, would go to that hall and
show those womem how narrow those ideas are.
John Orvis, of Massachusetts, said that no one reform will
relieve the people. Land limitation by itself would result in
such minute subdivision of tho property as is seen in France,
which brings almost as much misery as land monopoly. Sci

11
entific reconstruction of society is the great need, but all the
great projects of reform must be thoroughly discussed before
associative life will be feasible. Honorable, charitable Horace
Greeley, the most popular man in the country—what has he
done? Thirty years ago he was an ont-and-out Fourierite,
but all the while he was pushing Whig politics. As to his
tariff', it is only a qilestion of being robbed by an Emperor or
an American thief. Not John Morrissey and the wickedest
man are the representatives of the “ dangerous classes,” but
Greeley, Bryant, Stewart, and Tom Scott;
Mr. Ormsby read a paper on the woman question, and Theo
dore II. Banks and Mr. Maddox made vehement speeches, in
troductory to the coming Woodhull convention. The League
then adjourned, and meet again'in New York next May.
POLITICAL ECONOMY AND INTEGRAL REFORM.

It has been said that events have their logic, and it may be
added that progress has its logic.
The time was when human society on this earth existed only
in possibility and polygamic marriage was its first actuality.
Polygamy consistedin the monopoly of woman by irrespon
sible individual men, and polygamic marriage was a despotic
compact that was accomplished by individual male usurpation,
also this polygamic marriage despotism was the actual basis of
all'other individual despotism.
Class usurpation logically follows individual usurpations, and
class monopoly follow individual monopoly; also in either case
monopoly is the logical result of usurpation.
Class usurpations are many headed despotisms, and, there,
fore, they may properly be designated as politicisins.
Marriage modified by class usurpation becomes monogamic,
and monogamic marriage is the logical basis of all national
politicisms—commonly known by the name republics or repub
licanism which literally signifies a return to the people, but
practically it signifies the return of leadership to a class.
Politieism is the logical transitional link between individual
despotism and pure publicism.
In pure publicism there is neither individual or class usur
pation or monopoly, and headship is shared byTall self-invest
ed, self-supporting members.
Politieism is a compound of class despotism and class pub
licism.
The aspiration for individual pre-eminence presides over all
despotisms, individual or class, and the aspiration for individual
rights must preside over all publicisms.
Military' compulsion is the financial basis of all depotisms,
pure or politic; but in politieism, military compulsion is modi
fied by political or class monopolies.
In a pure despotism commerce is accomplished by the dic
tum of military conquest, and dictatorial .commerce modified
by class monopoly becomes tradive.
The outline requirements of a tradive commerce are : a va
riety of industry', a surplus of production, a test of quantity,
a scale of values, a medium of currency, a system of credit, a
rate of profit, and a substitution of values.
In political or class monopoly, are comprised as its outlines,
legal tax levies oh industry; legal tariff imports on exchangable commodities ; legal toll gathering tests of quan
tity ; legal assessment scales of value ; a legal fictitious cur
rency medium ; a legal system of fictitious credit; a legal rate
of fictitious interest ; and a legal fictitious substitute for val
ues.
Political monopoly is accomplished mostly by the monetary
sy'stem of finance.
Finance and financial are derived from fine or fines. Finance
signifies the sum or revenue collected by fines, and financial
pertains to fines.
All commodities are naturally exchangable according to sup
ply and demand ; and quality being equal, quantity is a cor
rect measure of value, but in politieism commercial balance is
destroyed by monopoly.
The coining of metals was invented as a measure of quanti
ty and value ; and coinage to a scale was invented as a scale of
measure and value.
The word m-o-n-e is composed of coin and mine by substitut
ing the o of coin for the i of mine and y is added to signify
that it partakes of the nature of.
The word money is applicable only to metals measured by
coinage; and any other use of the word is a falsity that can
serve only to deceive and defraud, the same as does any false
naming or labeling.
Money was the most durable and current of all commodi
ties, and therefore it became the basis of a systematic mod
ification of military finance.
The outlines of the monetary department of finance; are a
legal tax. on minage; a legal tariff on coinage; a legal toll
gathering, money measure; a legal assessment money scale; a
fictitious, monetary, currency medium; a fictitious, monetary,
system of credit, a fictitious money-rate of interest, and a fic
titious money substitute for value.
Promissory notes were invented as an evidence of debt and
credit.
The addition of the money measure and scale to promis
sory notes, was invented to facilitate the accomplishment of a
fictitious currency medium; of a fictitious system of credit; of
fictitious interest'rates and of a fictitious substitute for value.
These fictions are the real basis of our commercial system
and of all onr banking institutions.
By virtue of these fictions these institutions largely controls
industry and its productions with commerce and iis advanta
ges; also these fictions and institutions are the phantasmagoria
of an economic, bloodless system of robbery that renders
pillage easy unsuspected and respectable.
One and only one more grand step is necessary to complete
a grand system of politico, moneyocratic monopoly; that will
secure the control of all industrial production and of all oom-
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d e c l a r a t io n .
mercial advantages, without giving any just equivalent there
Art. 19. At the decarnation of any person, the balance i
First, To facilitate and regulate human intercourse so that all credit in his or her favor shall be held as a public conta
for.
This step is the complete substitution qf a political, prom the most happiness may be secured and the least misery per gent fund from which to amend all losses accruing from tk
issory, paper currency, for all the productions of all the toil, mitted is the proper object of all societary arrangements.
loaning of credit to the needy or from any accidental occurred
Second. That human happiness occurs in the ratio of the and the balance may be for pubiic benefit.
of all the toilers of. all these broad states and territories, present
and prospective, and the value of these fictitious substitutes development of human capacity, and of the adaptations of
Art. 20. All values and all service shall be measured b;
must be guaranteed by a political mortgage on all the wealth, societary arrangements to capacity, and development, individ time; and for the balancing of accounts bills of credit mayt#
ual and collective; and that misery occurs in the ratio of non issued of varied denominations suited for commercial ei
honor, industry and commerce of this vast country.
changes.
This monopoly system with its military reserve will com development and non-adaptation.
Third. That human rights individual and collective are
Art. 21. The products of industry shall be stored in corns
prise the length, breadth, depth, and heighth of all the possibili
based, on an accord with capacity and development; and that nient localities and labled with their full cost, in time, as its
ties of political economy.
False labels and names with gaudy gildings and fictitious societary arrangements should always answer to the right by measure of value, and from these places they man be dram it
exchange for bills of credit.
pretensions are being used to deceive and load on to this last promoting and not by retarding development
Art. 22. A savings bank shall be instituted where any sur
Fourth. That sociality implies rights individual and collec
possible snare of spoliation.
All politic arrangements are transitional from pure despotism tive, that these rights are mutual and imply both the giving plus credit may be deposited as a loan to be used as a fund for
to pure publicanism; and from politicism, class distinction, and the receiving of service ; also that the rights of each and public improvements or from which to advance credit to chil
dren and others in need.
has been eliminated; till ostensibly there are but two classes— every member of society should be held sacred by all.
Art. 23. On any loan made the interest realized shaliaccoid
Fifth, That the aspiration for individual pre-eminence has
male and female; and one basis of distinction, called sex.
Ostensibly man is the political head; and the civil status of presided over the societary arrangements of the past and that with the decrease in the cost of production, so that an horn's
woman remains nearly the same as in pure despotism, also so therefore, the despotic principles of compact, the compulsory time loaned will on its payment equal the products of an how
far as her womanhood is concerned, she is legally recognized principle of dispensation, the arbitrary principle of rule, with the improved facilities and modes of production.
only as a chattel.
Art. 24. Taxes and fines may be levied only on the basis of
the dictatorial principle of commerce, the patriarchial
While woman is thus subjected to personal slavery, man can principle of familism, the chattel principle of service, the au service rendered or damage done.
not have the necessary conditions of freedom from the indus thority principle of religion and the obedience principle of
Art. 25. The duties and salaries of representative persons
trial slavery of hireling service, but abolish the personal morality have dominated as its principles.
shall be determined by their constituents; and they shall have
womanhood slavery of marriage, and the way is open for the
Sixtj/i. That the time has come when the aspiration for in no functional power beyond or contrary' to the instructions of
abolition of all other slaveries by social reconstruction.
dividual rights should preside over all societary arrangements, their constituents; and all instructions of importance shall bo
Eliminate this last class distinction from our social so that the publican principle of compact, the compensative printed or written and recorded.
economy, and all despotisms, politic or pure, will give place to principle of dispensation, the representative principle of rule,
Art. 26. All properly authorized expenses for common pro
pure industrial publicisms, in which the political dangers that the comparative principle of commerce, the industrial prin tection or benefit, shall be shared by all recipients. *
now beset us can never enter.
Art. 27. Utilized wealth shall be held sacred to its utilizers
ciple of familism, the competitive principle of service, the
The logical results of progress are inexorable and must be agreement principle of religion, and the honesty principle of and their assignees; but natural ■wealth shall be free alike toall
met promptly or in delinquency.
as they' have need.
morality, may dominate as the principles of society.
The decree has gone forth, to the ends of the earth that
Art. 28. Each suitage group, each board of production, each
Seventh. That political compacts, monetary dispensations,
personal womanhood and industrial humanhood slavery must party rule, tradive commerce, partnership familism, hireling congress of enchange, and the general tribunal shall elect a
be abolished.
service, credal religion, and dutiful morality, are only modi committee of arbitration before whom any grievance of my
Fof the accomplishment of this, two ways are possible.
fied extensions of despotic compacts, compulsory dispensa member or members may be brought for settlement.
One is social reconstruction, protected by politic action, and tions, arbitrary rule, diotatorial commerce, patriarchial famil
Art. 29. The committee of arbitration in each suitage group,
the other is exhaustion by pure political or class contest.
ism, chattel service, authoritative religion-and obedientive mo each board of production, each congress of exchange, and the
One must be vitalized by the development of a publicism in rality; and that, therefore, they should not be classified as be general tribunal, shall have jurisdiction over all disputes be
which woman shall serve with man as an equal competitor longing to the individual rights stage of societary develop tween its members; but any ¿¡satisfied party or parties in any
each serving in the sphere assigned them by their capacities ment.
suit may appeal to a committee of experts, or to a general com
untrammelled by the moralities of marriage chattlehood and
Eighth. That in the nature of things it is impossible that a mittee of members and this ap$|al shall be final as between
the other must be vitalized by military force.
genuine republic exist except on an industrial basis, and where members.
The one is the way of peace and plenty and the other of the aspiration for individual rights presides, giving equal ad
Art. 30. All disputes between any of the groups of any pro
war and desolation.
ductive union, or between any member and any group, shall
vantages to all members of the social compact.
The one will convert, the other destroy; chose ye this
be under the jurisdiction of its board of production, and any
CONSTITUTION.
or that.
,
Art. 1. This compact shall be known as the I ndustrial decision made by the board as between any member and group
If we institute not social reconstruction by voluntary effort
shall be final, but any case as between groups may be appealed
P ublic.
it will be compelled by class strifes, at great cost of blood and
to
the congress of exchange, chosen by' the commercial union
Art. 2. Every article of this constitution shall conform to
to which they belong.
treasure.
and in no way contravene the adopted preamble and declara
In the absence of an organized industrial basis any political
Art. 31. All disputes or grievances that may arise between,
tion of principles.
movement must depend on the money power, and this depend
Art . 3. The Industrial Public shall commence with in productive unions shall be under the jurisdiction of the con
ence will eventually subject it to the moneyed aristocracy who
dustrial suitage groups, organized by the election of such in gress chosen by the commercial union to which they belong,
will control results or invoke war.
but appeals may be made to the general tribunal; and the gen
dustrial leaders or experts as may be found necessary.
Publicism will as surely succeed politicism as politicism has
A rt. 4. Each group shall subscribe to the same preamble, eral tribunal shall have jurisdiction over all disputes between
succeeded individual despotism.
commercial unions, and such suits may' be appealed from this
declaration of principles and constitution.
In pure publicism there can exist no usurpation, individual
Art. 5. Each group may regulate the reception, the suspen tirbunal to the groups.
or class and all rights individual or collective will be held
Art. -32. This constitution may be amended by a two-thirds
sion, the reinstatement, or the expulsion of its members, ex
sacred by all.
vote
of all the members of all the suitage groups, but a seven,
cept that in case of expulsion a two-thirds vote shall be re
Reconstruct, and by it abolish all monopoly, and you will
quired ; and also a just settlement of accounts, so that expelled eighths vote shall be required for the amendment of preamble
have banished all the conditions that render crime of any sort members may have all that rightfully belongs to them.
and declaration of principlesS. T. Fowleb.
possible.
Art. 6. Each suitage group shall be the center of an indus
280 Fourteenth street, Brooklyn.
This lays the axe at the root of the tree of evil the fruits of
trial family.
which you are vainly seeking to destroy with hatchets of frag
Art. 7. In any branch of production the groups may organ
THE INFINITE REPUBLIC.
mentary reform.
ize the industrial families into productive unions by the elec
[ Continued. ]
This Upas tree of usurpation, monopoly, poverty and crime, tion of representatives to a board of production.
let ns dig it up and cast it out root and bracnh that it no more
Art . 8. In any commercial district the boards of produc
CHAPTER IV.
encumber humanity, infest it with its seeds of despotism, or
tion may organize the productive unions into commercial
its malaras of selfishness.
unions by the election of representatives to a congress of ex
Meanwhile, devouring the literature of divers nations, he
Provisions for the nurture and education of children are the
change.'
sought in, books of all descriptions, from the professed meta
most pressing requirements of social reconstruction.
Art . 9. The congresses of exchange may organize the com physician’s to the lightest novelist’s, the rudiments of that
To meet these requisitions, the organization of a banking
mercial unions into a universal union by the election of repre- great system to which old schemes of ontology’, and exploded
group is proposed for the establishment of a bank o f industrial
religions were evidently preparing to give place.
entatives to a general tribunal.
credit and exchange; by securing a fund from which to ad
Many were the weary books which the student perused in
Art . 10. Each board of production, each congress of ex fruitless vigils. Nevertheless, from time to time, he found
vance credit to children and others, refundable in industrial
change, and the general tribunal shall organize by the election comrades after his own heart, rare intelligences, undaunted
service.
pilgrims of thought, scomers alike of the bigot and the skep
of such officers as may be found necessary.
This bank should be open for the deposit of all useable com
Art . 11. Each group, each board, each congress, and the tic, the materialist and theo-absorptionist, alike refusing to
believe and be saved with the priest, and to eat, drink and be
modities, or industrial service; either as a loan or dower.
general umpire, may pass such by-laws as are found necessary merry ere sleeping forever with the brain dissector. How far
All deposits should be valued and credited by a time scale
to secure order and efficiency in the transaction of business.
these spirits were the masters, and how far the student was
and each person receiving aid should be justly debited and
Art. 12. All representative persons shall obey the instruc their pupil, let those who divine their names, and know the
credited for all service received or rendered.
t i f s of their constituents under the penalty of the forfeiture productions of their genius, determine.
This work is devoted to pure elements of thought Every
All products of service rendered should be stored in charge
of office, immediately on conviction; and the forfeiture of citation from, or allusion to, the works of great men, all his
of the bank for exchange or the re-imbursement of loans; and
credit, to the am ount of damage done by non-obedience.
torical illustration, all ornament of style, is excluded irom its
all loans should be refundable in the products of industry or
Art . 13. Each representative body shall refer their pages with rigid self-denial. To a scholar and an innovator,
oommerce: unless otherwise stipulated.
plans to their constituents for approval; and for aid in their no more delightful task could be proposed than to demonstrate
by the analysis of all ages of thought, the gradual and inevi
table development of the system he propounds. But the
PREAMBLE, DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES AND accomplishment.
Art . 14. All voting shall be done in journal and balanced in temptation is resisted, the triumph deferred, and to defer is
CONSTITUTION PROPOSED AS A RALLYING POINT
ledger; and these voting records shall be generally accessible too often to die without accomplishing. A generation must ,
FOR AN INDUSTRIAL PUBLICISM.
arise that does not carry the past upon their backs, an everfor inspection and for a change of vote by 'a n y dissatisfied
crushing burden in the great race between thought and lité.
PREAMBLE.
voter, so th at at all times the record may represent present They must begin where their fathers died. Every new work
Whereas, We the undersigned, desire to secure attractive, choice.
should be a summing up and a starting point.. Every great
permanent homes, a thorough, integral education, the full and
Art. 15. All representatives and officers shall be elected by a work is. Why so many huge books to so few original thoughts?
profitable employment of all industrial ability and an equita •majority vote, but a two-third vote shall be requisite to dis The student writes his own convictions, not a list of his author
ities. His aim is not learned ostentation, but clearness and
ble, orderly commerce for ourselves and for all humanity; and place or supercede any representative person before the term force.
also
has expired for which they were chosen.
c h a p t e r v.
W hereas, We desire to protect ourselves and others from
It was but a first step with the student to discover the in
Art . 16. No distinction shall be made on account of sex,
the encroachm ent of despots and despotisms, individual and age, color or parentage, and children shall not be held as the sufficiency of logic as a guide to essential truth. How trust to
demonstrate the unknown, a machine incompetent to prove so
political whether imposed through monetary or m ilitary com property of parents.
much which he already, felt and knew to be incontrovertible ?
pulsion;
Art . 17. A fund shall be provided from which to advance In truth the value of logic depends upon tho mind reasoning,
Therefore, and for these purposes, we unite ourselves and credit to children and others in need and all shall be justly and the subject reasoned upon. A man of intelligence is a
logician by nature; a fool will not learn to reason by all the
our efforts by subscribing to this preamble and the hereinafter debited and credited for all service received or rendered.
formal logic in the world.
set forth articles of declared principles and constitutional guar
Art. 18. Solvency shall be the only test of suffrage right ex
Words cannot, by any process yet discovered, he so perfectly
antees.
cept in case of suspension for misdemeanor.
identified wifh ideas as to admit of mathematical application.
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To determine the meaning of one phrase, we must employ
! others. Thus the real difficulty still survives.
In the more subtle regions of thought this difficulty is in; snmwuntable. Therefore logical demonstration is impossible,
, inthe present stage of our spiritual development.
Great w ere the doubts and perplexities of the student. He
had denied authority and discarded logic; still his soul cared
iorknowledge. Years rolled on. He clung to one instinctive
faith in fhe essential immortality of vital being. In the soli
tude of mountains and forests, in the whirl of great capitals,
and in the isolation of his own solemn and unshared thoughts,
he meditated, h e read, he wrote and re-wrote volume after vol
ume. H e rambled in the silence of night and the blue calm of
starlight. T h e sun rose, day after day, upon his pale and anx
ious features. Poetry and art, history and natural science
offered feeble distractions to a mind bent upon grasping the
rery keys of existence. H e found no criterion of truth. He
had made no apparent advance from the primeval darkness of
his ignorance.
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abstract title he may hold to a thing, is invalid, simply because
no one has any more right to give him a title than he has to
take it himself. And either measure would be suicidal to the
only possible condition that would secure the harmony of the
race. Carry into the fondest heaven of which the human soul
has ever dreamed, our methods of pursuing life, and we should
positively' carry with them their inevitable results. And no
amount of intelligence in the advanced condition of the actor,
could prevent this, short of abolishing the causes. These pro
gressive measures that go to reform the manners, habits, and
character of a people, while it continuously retains the villanies
that produce the evils, which can by no possibility do anything
but wither and blight wherever they are tolerated, will have
ample scope for their exercise, and be much like the attempt of
a man to swallow himself, end just where they begun. “ But
has a man no title?” Yes; but only in its uses. All other
CHAPTER VI.
Suddunlv—after five years of fruitless toil—the light burst claims he may set up to it would be of service to him, while it
uponhim like a flash of storm fire. A veil seemed raised from would tax a care that he has neither time, heart or right to take
before his spiritual eyes. For the first time he saw. He said upon himself. Nor can he do it unless he first consents to lose
fearlessly: “ All that exists exists in eternal harmony.
Our
ownnature is the standard of all other natures, and they of all interest in his own intrinsically beautiful being. For the
oars. There is nothing true that is not credible, nothing cred true man wiU find to eternity that it is not what he has, but
iblethat does not harmonize with the fundamental impulses what he is that gives to existence all its significances, and all
ofall living beings. We can believe only what we desire,
illimitable happiness. AYe can only believe in the grandest its value. In imagining the race unsafe without governments,
possible conception of the Infinite existence.
The sublimity of we reach our conclusions under the influence of observations,
i systemis the measure of its truth,”
made from a false standpoint. Go back as far as we may, we
.Ul was changed. Ghabs was no more. Instead of strain find each individual of the race coming into being to meet the
ingand tormenting, the student had but to exalt and purify
las intelligence. Instead of doubting he had but to hope. formidable form of authority, and the control of abstract law.
Instead of limiting imagination, he had but to bid it expand And as such individual advances to years of more enlarged dis
toits utmost potency, well assured that all mortal exaggera cretions, lie finds his appreciative and senasitive nature doomed
tionmust yet fall far short of an infinite and eternal Kosmos. to run the fearful gauntlet in the insane scramble for abstract
“Henceforward,” he cried, rejoicing like a young girl in the
green fields, “ l am, indeed, free from the phantoms of my values, without seeing other importance in the measure than
youth. I ask of my own soul its instinct, and it replies, ‘ to the necessity that fates him to such an unwelcome mode of
love, to know, to enjoy, to contend with evil for ever and ever!’ life. Years of tuitilage in such an infernal school could
Itdemands no rest, it abhors all limits to its free course. It not weU be deemed the best preparation that man could
revolts alike from the rule of a spiritual despot, making all
oilierspirits the mere tools and slaves of his foreseeing will; find to fit him for being a suitable judge to decide as to what
creatures without being, merit, or value of themselves; and would be proper and suitable for a race of individuals uncor
from the gloomy paradox—Necessity, which makes all exist rupted by those measures that have to aU intents and purposes
encea machine, all activity a delusion, all virtue but a name. vitiated every thought and feeling of his own being. To ap
Itsays,‘Thou art something of thyself, thou hast a part to
play, a will to guide thee, and desires to gratify in the eternal preciate correctly a proper condition of existence we have to
go back and take the race with us before we have passed
progress!’ ”
The student had long shaken off the chimeras and night the
decentralizing
and demoralizing
ordeals
that
mares of my theology. He was an ancient rebel against the have up to the present left no single sorti unscathed
Sods of priests, those superhuman phantasms of earth, y ty
Arriving at such a point, we
rants, or shadowy giants of an intellectual Brocken. The re by their corruptions.
ligious reign of terror is passing Sway. Few now fear a post are safe judges of those suitabilities, that reply with so
mortemhell, or an officiating devil. And yet all these faUen much laughing fondness, ungrudging freeness, and supera
idols were symbols of great and eternal truths. Better, per bundant fulness, to every recurring want of our being. Any
chance, the faith of the erring enthusiast, than the barren in
conclusion made, or any inference drawn without standing
difference of the utter skeptic.
just here, could only add new causes to increase our confu
CHAPTER V II.
Ii was something to have escaped from the despots. ' It was sion, that has already become so intricate, that few individ
togreater jo y to emerge scarcely from the anarchy that had
uals, if any, are hopeful enough to expect ever to see through
succeeded th e m — the anarchy of systems mingled ■and strug
gling for ascendency, like demagogues in a dawning revolu it. Existence itself is beautiful. It only becomes formidable
tion No one of them great enough to establish a government and unwelcome by those conservative, artificial measures, we
of free order, nor weak enough to be altogether subdued by its adopt to pursue it. The child, without feeling these tram
rivals. T h e ir prophets were all more or less brilliantly mad.
All boldly attempted the impossible, and boldly maintained mels, is happy. AVhen man drops back into those simplici
that they h ad accomplished it. To build a rampant round ties of life that feel no foreign interference with the unob
eternal space, to measure by days and hours the contents of trusive volitions of his noble nature, he, too, wiU be happy. And
eternity, w ere easy tasks to them. They published maps of himself being happy, he would avoid every thought, feeling(lie world of the real size, which could be folded up and put
intothe pocket. They divided the indivisible, and united the and act that could render another in Hke conditions, unhappy.
infinitely separate. And w’hat are the formless Gods of these And this caution does not spring from any sense of duty, but
confident philosophers, these spiritual hermaphrodites, names from those generous, loving frolics that make’ life so unutter
without substance, symbolic rules of arithmetic, omnipresent ably a charm to himself. For duties do not exist where love
«potencies’ and omnipotent impersonalities, which nobody
canimagine, save as imagination, or have faith in, save as in- is the mainspring of life. Duties are but the galvanized beats
fidelity ? These tortoise of India supporting elephants, sup of a heartless mode of existence. But, thé question now is,
porting worlds—themselves without support—these self-vivify as to how we are to arrive practically, to the most desirable
ing cosmogonies also, and matertal systems without volitions, ■condition for the race. It must be confessed that there are,
original porturient fire-mists, and other monstrous hallucina
tions, wlrnt are they but delusions—spectral myths of old seemingly, formidable obstaclas to be [encountered. The
Egypt or India, or modern European abstractions, unintelligi- customs established and canonized by the usages of all past
tle as dreams to all but their originators, colossal mirages of ages, the prepossessions engendered by a false education, and the
pilgrim spirits wandering in the deserts of speculation ?
And yet th e se mystics have vaguely grasped at much which pride pampered and nurtured by these, will, if they act out
theywere unable to communicate, and have surely buried their purposes, contribute to oppose every inch of advancement
many m ighty truths beneath pyramids of w’ords, to this hour in a right direction. Every truth-loving soul has in aU past ages,
j «excavated by m a n , capable of deciphering the Hieroglyphics. in some way, faUen a victim, to this justly, to be hated tri
Better to d ream with the studious, than to sneer w'ith the igbunate of false power. Y’et its day and doom must come; or
norant.
Best of all to feel strongly the divine instincts of life, for it goodnes, greatness, virtue and intelligence wiU be enveloped
is given to the heart, and to the poet, to discover many things, in a fearful night on this planet. Our institutions have carried
wich to the brain and to the philosopher are forever hidden. man to the entire length of their tether. Remodel them as
It is only when passions and intellect, imagination and reason
ireunited in their strength that the thoughts are brought forth much as we please, they can produce nothing better than they
which,outlast empires in which they were first promulgated— have done. The subtle poison that everywhere infects human
aye, the very languages in which they were originally uttered. life, lies at their base in the claims of hated and irresponsible
CHAPTER vm.
authority, and those chiUing necessities that can produce
Five m ore years passed away. Neither spoken word or writ
tenbook had power to change or modify the faith of the stu- nothing but discord to the human soul. Selfishness is every
dent. Courting discussion, he butj learned for the most part where prominent with man. He would gladly avoid it, but he
how weak a n d irrelevant were the objections of his opponents cannot and live. His condition is an isolation, doomed to
»mpared to those which he himself had so often contrived and play in the interests of life against every other isolation,
refuted. Criticising the few and simple ideas which form his
system, with increasing severity, he is unable to discover any struggling like himself to keep want from becoming their es
fcrepaucy or contradiction in their relations. ' They are pecial tyrant oppressor. AVe would love one another, but we
placed before the reader in their absolute purity. They can he cannot The interests that we are compeUed to make of our
wepted or rejected; they can neither be proved or disproved best friends, is that of interest. AVe must live, and everybody
hv human evidence or logic, and are beyond all proof.
we see must, in some way, contribute to it, or we must go
[ t o b e c o n t in u e d .]
under! It is a terrible condition, but this world has never
seen any better. And cast about, as much as we may, with the
OCRMETHODS OF LIFE FALSE TO THE INDIVIDUAL.
hope of avoiding it, we shaU find it a stern necessity that we
It is n fact that this world is too much governed. Aye, the must encounter. We may not talk of love and goodness as
tet fractional part of the one item of government is too much. enduring such a fire; for common justice is only kept up,
Bwe had set out in giving each other assurances of self-govem- under the pressure of fearful penalties.
But, is
®ent, man would have come upon the stage of being strong, there hope? Yes, purely in getting back to those
of existence that quite ignore this
*udnot weak. It is useless to set up the claim that man is bad, simple forms
*adneeds governing. For if it is[a fact that man is bad by na fearful strain upon the human soul. That this can be reached
ture; and so bad that he cannot govern himself, he certainly in one stride by a single individual, I doubt it were throwing
*ould get up a very unsafe government for the race. “ But we a lamb to a pack of hungry wolves for protection. The ap
toast have government to secure property rights. ” In the first proximate steps to be taken to reach these simplicities of a
Place there is no such thing as abstract property rights in the beautiful life, must be so protected as to render them secure ;
fitnessof things. All the rights that man can possibly have to while at the same time all the freedom and fulness of a sub
in this grand universe, are simply their uses. AVhatever stantial existence can be realized, and avoid the infection that
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so serves the human heart in the fearful ordeal of present
measure. This, to my mind, can only be accomplished
through the medium of a community system of living, where
the uses of both the necessities and luxuries of common life
can be enjoyed, without forcing a single individual into the
fight for the ownership of aU he can see, in order to fence
himself against all imaginary inroads of his comfort. That a
community system of Hving is open to objections, is just as
sure as that it differs from our present methods of pursuing
life. That these objections will appear formidable to those
who make them, is equally true, since they are made from a
direct antipedal standpoint—a standpoint venerated for its an
tiquity, and canonized by the usages of all past ages. AVhen,
however, we take it intelligently to task for its want of effi
ciency in producing no better results, the earnest soul wiU be
able to part with it without a tear. Thousands of years in
the trial of any measure, which has scarcely redeemed
a single promise, should be sufficient ; but what is the most
formidable objection to a community system of living? It is,
I believe, the unsystematic mingling of the sexes in such asso
ciation. This objection was made under the conception that
not man, but the instrnment of his own getting up is virtuous;
not law, but virtue, honor and self-respect are both man’s and
woman’s protection everywhere. To assume that they are un
safe without the guardianship of law, is to assume that neither
are worth loving. Pretty much as we treat each other. Mark,
it is not law, but an unborn principle, lying far back in the
soul-types of being, that can ever license a privilege on either
side. And those who are destitute of a knowledge of this, are
unfit aossciates for each other any way, law or no law. But it
will be seen that the objection is baseless, when we take into
consideration the fact that men and women are no less their
own indefeasible property in such association, than they are
out of it. No less obligated to be loose and infidel to them
selves than they are in general society ; but it has been sup
posed or imagined, and asserted, that men and women who go
into communities are at once abandoned to aU manner of li
centiousness. This is a mean begging of the whole question
at issue ; and without proofs it makes this sweeping charge.
Is it claimed that chUdren are bom in such communities ?
AVell, why should there not be ? There are undoubtedly a half
score born outside, with the same number of individuals,
•where there is one among them. And where one-half of the
former have no reasonable care, no concern for their virtues,
no tender regard for their feelings, and where they spend their
young fives just upon the outskirts of starvation. Alas ! what
can be hoped for these, but that they shaU mingle with the
over-fed, making a common wrong of aU ? It will be claimed
that those bom outside have the protection of law ; that pa
rents can be forced to provide for them. This may be met
with the fact that those bom inside have the better protection
of love, while they are infallably protected against want, crime,
and all other miseries that curse a false way of living. These
parents not being married in form, but in fact, can never lose
sight of the product of their loves; for marriage is not in a
ceremony, but in amnion. Few legal marriages are continued
unions, but are rather living debaucheries and persistent mock
eries held together by law, the fear of society and the sup
posed divinity of a ceremony. In all of our claims for the
right of law to manage ns in our freedom and association with
each other, we tacitly confess ourselves the veriest weaknesses
imaginable, as if neither virtue or honor belonged to us, but
to the terrors of a law which ourselves have made, and by
which we have been kept from abasement Yet this extempo
rized m ater h a n n in em permits the trifling with each other to
the very last, and lowest degree where the parties consent to be
bound to one another for a lifetime. And it leaves neither a
remedy from its tyrannical dictum short of death. No person
has any right to forswear his or her love for a lifetime, since it
may not last through a brief honeymoon. Love cannot be
forced, constrained or restrained. It is a spontaneity, and actuaUy dependent on fitness in conditions ; for love is a sub
stance, as certainly as anything else in being. If the ceremony
of a legal marriage could perpetuate the tender regards of the
lover and sweetheart, and secure them in the husband and the
wife, jnore might be said in its favor. To rest the rights of the
human soul on law is trifling with the greatness and intelli
gence of the individual man, and sinking him below the edict
of his own make. Man is a substantial creation; law, an arti
ficial rescript. How, then, there can be any fitting relations
between them, how any adaptations, the one to the other, is to
me a marvel that exceeds every «other marvel. Man as a spirit
entity is substance. Every property and element of which he
is composed, holding harmonious relations with each other and
always acting in holy unison, when not arbitrarily interfered
with. Lnw is an abstraction, outside and foreign, and as in
capable of directing and sympathizing with the human soul as
of becoming the superior portion of it, and hence can by no
possibility do anything but to divert and mislead it.
Auburn , N. Y., Nov. 29, 1871.
E. AY.
Mrs. Anna M. Middlebrook’s lecture in Dryden Tuesday
evening, on the “ Social and PoUtical Elevation of AYoman,”
was a powerful suggestion of a new future and glorious refor
mation in Government—a hint to facts winch brought the
subject of “ AA’oman’s Rights” home to mind of many, Which
viewed in the Gear light of the speaker’s logic, interested and
enchained the progressive mind on the instant; and by the
way, we must express that we were surprised, to see so many
ready to look into, and interest themselves on this topic, which
fact tells us that the world is moving, and that when the *‘Car
of Progress” moves through this place not quite aU of Dryden
will be left behind.—Dryden News.
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COMMUNISM—THE WAY IT WORKED AND WHAT IT maculate politicians. Even yet, it is believed, the old Mary
land law which prescribes forging of the tongue as a penalty of
LED TO.
blasphemy (including denial of the Trinity) is unrepealed.
Practically obsolete at present a re-election of Grant, and con
ARTICLE VHL
sequent endorsement of Utah raids, would enable it to be exe
cuted without much difficulty. If (Parson Newman’s Biblical
As I before said, our experiments had come to an end. We criticisms are to be enforced by the bayonet in Utah on one
had fairly worn each other out by incessant legislation about text, why not here on another?—especially as this worthy
organizations, constitutions, laws and regulations, and we Congressional chaplain is reported to have recently declared a
would no longer talk with each other on the subject that cathedra that any one who, with the evidence at hand, disbe
brought us there. We had tried every possible kind of organ lieves in the divinity of Christ, is only fit for a lunatic asylum.
ization and government, from political Democracy through It is understood that Chief Justice Chase is included within the
Anti-P rocrustes.
every modification and mixture of all known political elements category.
to axarchy, and then, of course, to despotism, and then, of
M echanicsvelle, Iowa, May 8.
course, to revolt—the old routine over again, excepting that
D ear M bs. W oodhull: It is now w ithin two days of the time
we did not quarrel; because Mr. Owen had made it an habitual
thought with us, that all our thoughts, feelings and actions are when reformers shall meet in convention, and as I find it im 
the effects of the causes that produce them, and that it would possible to be there myself, I will at least send my autograph.
I looked upon the Cincinnati Convention with considerable
be just as rational to punish the fruit of a tree for being what
. it is, as to quarrel with each other for being what we are ; that interest, really in hopes that they would prove themselves in
deed as liberal as they profassed to be. In that convention an
our true issues are not with each other, but with causes.
Many intelligent and far-seeing members had left, and oth other lesson has been given us. We have learned that political
ers were preparing to leave, and an oppressive despondency parties as well as politicians are treacherous ; and that if we
hung heavily upon all. I shared the general feeling, and noth would secure any great reform in i government, we must our
ing saved me from despair but the idea that our business is selves work for it. The question of woman’s enfranchisement,
with causes ; and the question now was, what could be the the greatest living question of the day, was entirely ignored in
causes of all this confusion and disappointment ? What was their platform, and a man has been put at the head of the
the matter, when all were so willing to sacrifice so much for ticket whose prejudices are known to be so averse to the prin
success ? These questions led my thoughts back to our diffi ciples held by reformers as to lower his own dignity by making
culties in detail. The first constitution bound every one to himself a mouth-piece of those who were eager to retail slan
give his best services for the general good of the society ; but ders upon its bravest defenders.
we could not agree as to what would best promote this general
Had the convention at Cincinnati endorsed and advocated
good, and the more we talked and argued, the more we disa the right of woman to the ballot, in accordance with the con
stitution of the United States, we should have felt it our duty
greed.
That phrase, “ the general good,” is a harmless and useful to unite our efforts with theirs, and invite the five million of
one, providing there is no necessity of agreeing as to its mean voters now known to be in sympathy with us, to unite with us
ing. Why was it necessary to agree as to its signification ? in supporting the Cincinnati platform. From the coming con
The necessity evidently arose out of our connected interests. If vention at Philadelphia we Have nothing to expect Its avowed
each one interpreted the word only for himself, the great diver purposes is the sustaining of the present incumbent of the
sity of views would not only have been harmless but might Presidential chair, right or wrong. We cannot shut our eyes
have been profitable; but in communism, some one view must and swallow anything our would-be masters shall give us.
prevail over all. Communism .then, was the root of the They have announced themselves to be iron-clad ; that there is
trouble here. The constitution also required every one to be no room for improvement in the govermnent of the United
industrious, but the word industrious is an indefinite one, States, therefore they will attempt none. Pledging myself to
and like all other indefinite words is subject to different inter the support of the principles advocated by the signers to the
pretations. The teacher of music was busy all the school call for the convention at New York, and hoping its nominees
hours, week after week with the children, and in many of the may be men or women of known ability, patriotism and integ
evenings, teaching the use of instruments; suffering torture rity, 1 subscribe myself yours, etc.,
D. W. H ull .
(of ear) all the time, and craved above all things to have rest
in something to do out of doors, in the sun-light and air; but
M rs. Victoria C. W oodhull: Dear Madam,—When I left
he thought he must be industrious for the good of the whole;
while at the same time, the out-door workers raised a cry that you this afternoon, I fully expected to return in the evening
this man’s teaching was not at all necessary, they demanded and make a few remarks; but on arriving at my hotel, an im
that he should go about some industrious pursuit! So differ perative telegram necessitated my return. Though unable to
ently do we see, feel and think, according to our circumstances be present in person, I feel that I must give utterance to my
and experiences, and so incapable are we of judging and decid views on paper, and I trust you will make them known to the
ing for each other; and consequently are not adopted to live meeting.
The principles you so glorious and nobly put forward, have
in communism, where there is no freedom to differ, but all
must conform to some one idea or view of each subject as it been the desire of my life; I pray God I may be spared to see
the day when they will be triumphant, and the “human rights”
arises.
The demand in the constitution for equality, gave rise to the party assume the great prerogatives they claim and have so
demand of the clown for a chance at the good things in the nobly earned. I have ever been an advocate of woman’s rights
public house. The idea of entertaining strangers, who came in the community where I reside, regarding it as essential to
to enquire into the philosophy of our movement, was no part well-being of Diety.
The objections offered to our platform are puerile and weak,
of his programme.
That word, Equality, is a very useful word, in some places; not worth the paper on which they are printed; equality of
but in a constitution, binding on all, and subject to as many the sexes is a heaven bom right, which cannot be legislated
different meanings as there are people to use, it can produce out of existence by the opposite sex. I look forward with en
only the severest and bitterest of fruits. The case of the sick tire confidence to the ultimata and complete success of our prin
woman arose from the same source, the nulefiniteness of the ciples.
The ballot I do not regard as the sovereign powers for all the
word Equality. On this ground they demanded her presence
in the kitchen, when she was not able to sit up half the time. wrongs and disadvantages under which we lie; but simply as
These women did not know her condition, but thought they an auxiliary; one of the means, perhaps the best one toward
did. This mistake, which made a wide breech between the bringing about the desired end. In our progress as reformers
parties, would have been entirely harmless, had it not been for we seem, to me, to have reached the second stage of existence,
that of ridicule; the first, that of persecution, has passed; the
communism, and the constitution.
third and last, that of success, is close at ltand. I impress upon
P r in c eto n , Mass.
J . W arren.
our friends that “ the price of liberty is eternal vigilance.” I
remain most sincerely yours,
M rs. J ulia M ulligen
15 Charles street, Boston, Mass.
HOW IT WORKS—TERRIBLE RESULT OF THE OWN
ERSHIP OR ANTI-FREE LOVE D O C TR IN E-A LECH
EROUS PRESS FEARS THE TRUTH—GAGS DE NEW JERSEÏ STATE ASSOCIATION OF SPIRITUAL
NOUNCED.
ISTS AND FRIENDS OF PROGRESS.
From a Louisville paper it appears that five weeks after mar
riage a gentleman near Gosport, Ind., informed his wife that
he would that evening go to a spelling match in the vicinity,
where he expected to meet several of his old friends. She re
plied that if he did he would find her a corpse on his return.
He regarded the remark as a jest, but on his return found that
she had too faithfully executed her threat, having shot herself
in the head with a pistol.
Another murder by our conservative friends ! Had this un
fortunate woman not believed in the doctrine of ownership;
had she “ read, learned and inwardly digested” Mrs. Woodhull's Steinway Hall lecture, this catastrophe could not have
occurred. It is a legitimate result of the “ morality ” which
we hear so much about. Horrible as it is, her death is but
small mischief compared with the tortured, agonizing lives
which are the outbirths of a coerced semblance of love; for
there can be no real love which is not free. Richardson was
murdered on this same basis of self-ownership. Had Mrs.
Fair fully believed and acted upon the opposite doctrine, one
man less would have been killed and one woman less occupy a
felon’s cell. Yet in the capital of the nation to day a paper
is found, claiming to be Republican, which asks the arrest of
Mrs. Woodhull because she fairly and squarely charges home
these atrocities to where they belong and shows how the causes
can be removed ! Here it is:
“ Victoria C. Woodull delivered another of her free love
lectures in Boston a few evenings ago and was hissed by the
audience. Why is not this woman arrested for using indecent
language ? There is really no difference between indecency on
a street comer and on a lecture platform. ”
The paper in which this appeared at the head of the editorial
column, seemed about two years ago to be nearly on its last legs,
when it went into the sensation line, picking up all the nasty
little items it could obtain, and wrecking as many people’s hap«
pinesH as possible by publishing details of crim-cons and other
cannibal infelicities for which a comman sense jury would have
made it pay roundly. As it does not now deal in this line so
extensively, only attacking in a general way everything calcu
lated to benefit mankind, it is inferred that it may recently
have secured sufficient pap and circulation combined to enable
it partially to dispense with the rotten material from which it
formerly drew nourishment It is a fair specimen of the aver
age administration organ, and foreshadows the free speech
which may be expected should the administration which de
sires to suppress it, receive in November next any endorse
ment. After the free discussion of social questions is suppress
ed, religious questions will be next taken in hand by the im-

The Second Quarterly Convention was held in Jersey City,
May 8, 1872.
The opening remarks by the President, L. K. Coonley, were
as follows :
F riends and Co-laborers ; It is thought advisable to urge
again your prompt and energetic action to secure more funds,
or we shall not be able to prosecute the advance of spiritual
and reformatory principles before the minds of the priest-ridren, monetary, and politically accursed people of this State.
Unless more means can soon be commanded, it is feared we
will follow in the trail of the lost energies of our sister States.
Some professors of our philosophy appear to think that the
State Association can and will pay all the expenses of mission
ary labor, or that officers give the time and pay the traveling
fees; and it is presumed just here will be found the reason why
it is so hard for the missionary to accomplish (he object de
sired in that field of needed labor, and the consequent failures,
in that department throughout the country.
In my report on this subject to the executive committee will
be found a statement of the labors, receipts, and expenses of
the missionary department during the last quarter.
Spiritualism is aggressive; but it can never become a pro
scriptive dogma, yet it permeates every atom of existence, and
therefore end)races every science, and can no more be sepa
rated from our social and political requirement than can the
breath of God from the life of nature.
Ignorance, selfishness and hypocrisy are the elements that
fear social and political freedom. Ignorance assumes and con
demns; selfishness appropriates, if it can, that which does not
belong to it; and hypocrisy would throw dust in the sight of
others, that its own deformity might not be seem
It may safely be affirmed that at no previous period of hu
man history has there been such deep and thorough investiga
tion and promulgation of the principles of Spiritual and physi
cal freedom. Much of this condition of mental progress is un
doubtedly due to that great advance of spirit power resulting
in the control, as mediums of so many further to almost
slaves of despotism. I mean the feminine element of our na
ture. With the return from spirit life of our mothers, sisters,
companions and daughters, comes the infusion of more love,
affection and sympathy, and consequently clearer perceptions
of human rights and needs, ultimately resulting in the equali
zation of the race, so far as natural law will permit, with the
complete protection of the weak against the assumptions of
the strong.
If my apprehension of the Spiritual philosophy is approxi
mately correct, then the objects of this association are not so

much to ammendpient upon the honest opinions of others m
to aid in the development of every strong tendency toward
harmony in all the departments of human life. The wrong oí
to-day may become the right of to-morrow.
How the world has been deluged with human blood
by the assumptions of some despot, that he was
holier than his neighbors ; and how remarkable the fact that
so nnmy of our theorists forget |the kind of (house occupied,
■while throwing stones at others. But we hope the angels of
better life are learning us more lovely ways.
What are the thousands of reformers in the State of He?
Jersey doing to educate the people in the principles of social
justice? We have wealth enough in this State to employ»
number of missionaries to preach the gospel and distribute
tracts and liberal documents in every home.
We ought to use some energy to encourage the most noble
efforts of the President of the American Association of Spirit
ualists, so that she might call together some of the best talent
in our ranks,” that something could be accomplished to en
lighten the people on the imminent need of political andsocial
regeneration, so that honesty could be found in gpvenynent.
virtue in social and business relations, and integral sexuality
be the excelsior star of every household.
Every atom in nature is pregnant with the Genesis of tint
love which, if not obstructed, would ultimate in justice to
every human being, and obliterate the dividing lines separat
ing families, states and nations. Internationalism, fraterniza
tion, and social equality must become the watchword of every
lover of truth and justice, until nations, as well as individué,
dwell in peace and joy on earth, as do the angels of our better
life in Heaven.

G-ood-by.
Good-by! I speak it with blinding tears;
For no brightness, or beauty, or love appears^
Through the vista’d gloom of the opening years. *
But dark desponding and rackening fears
To circle round my heart
Ah m e ! I t were better at once to die I
To sink in the grave with one last, loud cry,
Than to watch afar from a mountain high
The valley where loving feet pass by,
Than to love and then to part 1
O God ! Is our life b u t a trial fire,
To sever the gold in its burning pyre? j
To lift our aspirations higher,
Like the sunset ray on the golden spire
When the weary day is o’er ?
And shall we at last, in a holier land,
Take our parted love by the dear, dear hand ?
And wander forever beside the strand
Of the peaceful river, where Hope’s bright haud
Is severed never more ?

NEW JERSEY STATE CONVENTION.
The Second Quarterly Convention of the Spiritualist Associ
ation of New Jersey met in Union Hall, Jersey City, on Wed
nesday, May 8. ■
The call for the convention was read by the Secretary oftie
Association, Mrs. Ellen Dickinson, of Vineland; aft« which
the President, L . K. Coonley, of Vineland, made the opening
address—subject: “ The Needs of the Hour.”
Below are the names of the speakers of the morning session:
Mrs. Susie A. Willis, of Lawrence, Mass.; Mr. Higgins, of
Jersey City; John Gage, of Vineland; Mrs. Mary L. Strong,
of Ohio; Mrs. P. G. Good, Mrs. E. Giles, of Boston.
Committees were appointed on Business and Resolutions.
After listening to a beautiful song by Mrs. Melinda Phillips
Johnson, of Lynu, Mass., the morning session adjourned.
The afternoon session was opened by an address by Mis
Victoria C. Woodhull, followed by Dr. Horace Dresser, of Jer
sey City.
The President called for resolutions, and a number«
presented by the committee. The resolutions were discussed
by Mr. Fish, of New York, Dr. E. Wright ‘Mr. Shaw, of
Providence, R. I . ; Mr. Mitchell, of Maine, Mr. G. C. Stewart,
of Newark, and Mr. Strong and Mr. Baker.
The evening session was called to order by the President
and a resolution, laid ever from the afternoon session, »is
read by Mr. Higgins, of Jersey City, and discussed by Dr,
Wrigbt, L. K. Coonly, Mr. Gage and Mr. Wheelock.
A very eloquent address was then delivered by Mr. A. 1Wheelock, editor of T he American Spiritualist; subject
“ The Definition of Spiritualism. ” Some very fine remarksby
the President, L. K. Coonly, followed by an excellent addles
'by Miss Susie A. Willis, of Lawrence, Mass. The convention
thfen closed with a few remarks by L. K. Coonly.—[Com.
ORIGIN OF PLANTS.
Peas are of Egyptian origin.
Celery origin atedin Germany.
The chestnut came from Italy.
The onion originated in Egypt.
The nettle comes from Europe.
Tobacco is a native of Virginia.
The Citron is a native of Greece.
The pine is a native of America.
Oats originated in North Africa.
Rye originally came from Siberia.
The poppy originated in the East •
The mulberry originated in Persia.
Parsley was first known in Sardinia.
The pear and apple are from Europe.
Spinach was first cultivated in Arabia.
The sunflower was brought from Peru.
The walnut and peach came from Persia.
The horse chestnut is a native of Thibet.
The cucumber came from the East Indies.
The radish originated in China and Japan.
Mrs. F. A. Logan addressed an audience of 700 in onrCo!'
lege Chapel last evening, and was warmly congratulated byft'
Principal and Professors of the College, and Ministers of ft
various denominations. Notwithstanding many of the audienf
had to stand, she held them one hour and a half with unaba«
interest.—J. Cochran, O. W. C, T., Abingdon, 111.
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have been rapidly taken up by investors, leaving but
a small amount now for sale, which, at the present
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Mrs. Laura Cuppy Smith.
This lady, who has spent six years in California, re
ceiving the highest encomiums from the press of the
Pacific coast, cannot fail to please Associations desir
ing an earnest, eloquent and entertaining lecture.
SU B JEC TS:
I.—Woman in the Home, the Church and the State.
IL —One of the W orld’s Needs.
III.—The Religion of the F uture.
IV —The Social Problem Reviewed.

Put up in any part of the world for Family Use.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
To those who have not heard this lady lecture, we
D Y S P E P S I A , would say, go by all means if you would desire to
C anbe B ough t o f a n y First-C lass Grocer.
hear an earnest, well-spoken discourse, with an un
broken flow of well-pronounced, grammatical Eng
and controlled entirely in the interest of this Road, all
E P IL E P S Y ,
'
lish. We have our own ideas about woman's mission
and how far she unsexes herself when she ventures to
of which will be completed at an early day.
FO R SA LE.
lecture men, yet spite of our prejudice we were car
These New Roads, it is expected, will add at least 50
ried
away by her words last evening a t M aguire’s
C H O REA,
I offer for sale my COUNTRY PLACE, with all its /
•
Opera
House.—-Saw F m n d s c o News L etter.
per cent, to the net receipts of the Company.
T his lady pronounced a remarkable address last
improvements, in whole or in parts, which is four
Wc have also other
night at the Hall opposite the Academy of Music.
N E U R A L G IA ,
Remarkable because of the extrem e beauty o f lan
miles east of the city, on the National Road. It is too
guage and opulence of fancy, and interesting on ac
First-Class Invsstm snt Securities
count
of its tender and grateful se n tim en t — The D a ily
well known to require any description of it.
C H R O N IC D 1 A R P J IŒ A , A m erican F la g , San Francisco.
for sale.
She never hesitated an instant for a word, and she
THOS. HORNBROOK,
has always the m ost appropriate. Her voice is sweet
Stocks and Bonds bought and sold en commission.
and melodious, her enunciation pure and d istin c t her
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Office No. 118 1-2 Main street, up stairs.
Diseases ot; th# Liver, Spleen and K id  attitu d e and gestures very graceful indeed.—Sacra
Accounts of Banks, Bankers and Merchants received.
mento Coirespondent Santa C la ra A rg u s .
more than the interest on all its Bonds. The business
of the Road is rapidly increasing. Over one thousand
miles of New Roads are now building, connecting with

. Four Per Cent. Interest alllowed on daily balance.
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THE LIVERPOOL AND GREAT WESTERN STEAM Duriug tlie year, commencing February 4, 1872, at
Apollo Hall, corner Broadway and Twenty-eight street,
COMPANY
New York.
JOHN KEYSER, Treasurer.
will dispatch one of their first-class, full power, iron
screw steamships
WOODHULL, CLAFLIN & CO.,
From P ier No. 46, N. R. E very W ednesday,

Bankers and Brokers,
No. 44 BROAD STREET,
New York.

MRS. M. D. TRACY,
CITY EMPLOYMENT BUREAU,
GENERAL BUSINESS EXCHANGE,

N L T D IR E C T L IN E T O F R A N C E ,

o

517 WASHINGTON SI

BOSTON.
THE GENERAL TRANSLATIC COMPANY’S MAIL
STEAMSHIPS BETWEEN NEW YORK AND HAVRE,
CALLING AT BREST,
To Americans Visiting London,
The splendid vessels of this favorite route for the
Continent will sail
And wishing to meet with a comfortable HOTEL, try
F rom P ier No. 50 Norflt R iver,
Richardson’s, 36 Fiusbury square, Loudon, near the
Bank of England.
aa follows:
Home comforts and moderate charges.
ST. LAURENT, L e Marte - - - - Saturday April 20
WASHINGTON, R o u s h a n , - - - Saturday, May 4
VILLE DE PARIS. 3 u r m u n t , - - - Saturday, May 18
PERRJSIRE, D a n r e , ................... Saturday, June 1
Price of passage in gold (including wine), to Brest
or Havre, F irst Cabin, $125; Second Cabin $75.
Excursion tickets at reduced rates.
American travelers going or returning from the Con
tinent ot Europe, by taking the steamers on this line,
avoid both transit by English railway and the »’discom
TRANSACT
forts of crossing the Channel, besides saving time,
trouble and expense.
A
GENERAL
BANKING BUSINESS,
101
GEORGE MACKENZIE, A g e n t , 58 Broadway.
Including the purchase and sale on commission oi
GOVERNMENT AND RAILWAY BONDS, STOCKS
R E A L E ST A T E EXCHANG-E. AND OTHER SECURITIES.

LOCKWOOD & CO.,
BANKERS,

NO. 472 C STREET, N. W.,
W A S H I N G T O N , D. C.
R eal E s t a t e bought and sold on Commission.
Money L o a n e d and I n v e s t m e n t s judiciously made;
and Accounts, Notes and other Claims prom ptly col
lected.
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
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M
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Real Estate A gent

ALL DISEASES PECULIAR TO WOMEN.

Mrs. Cuppy Smith possesses great talent as a
speaker, and, standing before her audience in her^
simple, yet elegant attire, with a ¿¡jn/viueite lace,which*
seems to index the emotions of her mind, commands
the attention and respect of all her hearers.—»San

In this last class of complaints some ot the most ex Francisco M o rn in g Cad.
traordinary discoveries have recently been made, which
Maguire’s Opera Ho*so never contained a greater
surm ount the difficulties that have heretofore stood in throng than convened to listen to an erudite lecture
the way o t their cure. That terrible foe to human life, on Radicalism, by Laura Cuppy Smith, last evening.
—A lta C a lifo rn ia , San Francisco.
Mrs. Latira Cuppy Smith has proven herself to be a
lady of rare culture, added to great natural eloquence.
CANCER,
To say th at she ranks among the first of all who have
addressed an Omaha audience, w hether male or fe
is also conquered by a very simple, but recently dis- male, is b u t doing her justice.—W m . L. P e a b o d y ,
eovered remedy, which by chemical action upon the Chairman Relief Committee Y. M. C. Association.—
Omaha Republican.
diseased fungus causes it to separate from the sur
W alking majestically through the splendid gardens
rounding parts aud to slough off', leaving behind only
a healing sore.
profound 8
The peculiar advantage which the practice at this in
Such women you seldom meet. Her praises are on
stitution possesses over all others is, that in addition to the tongues of ah the people — Omaha :trib u n e .
all the scientific knowledge of Medical Therapeutics
She is a fluent speaker, using elegant language,
and Remedial Agents, which the faculty have, it also and w ith far more than ordinary argum entative pow
has the unerring means of diagnosing diseases through ers.—Omaha H era ld.
She is an educated, refined lady, and one of the beet
lecturers we ever heard .— Omaha Republican.
C L A IR V O Y A N C E ,
Address
LAURA CUPPY SMITH,
44 Broad street, N. Y.
as well as the scientific administration of
ANIMAL AND SPIRITUAL MAGNETISM

JOURNEYMEN

in all their various forms.
Tlie

Best C lairvoyan ts and

M agnetic

Operators are A lw ays Em ployed.

This combination of remedial means can safely be
relied upon to cure every disease that has uot already
destroyed some vital internal organ. No matter how
often, the patient affected in chronic form, may have
failed in obtaining relief he should not despair, but
seek it from this, the only institution where all the
various methods of cure can be combined.
In addition to the cure of disease, clairvoyant con
sultations upou all kinds of business can also be ob
tained.
The very best of reference given to all who desire it,
both as to disease and consultations.
P R O F E SSO R LISTER ,
Reception h o u r s f r o m 9 a . m . t o 9 r . m .
A s t r o lo g e r ,
Invalids who cannot visit the Institute in persou can
Has arrived in the city from Boston, aud can be con apply by letter.
Medicine sent to all parts of the world.
sulted at his residence
All letters should be addressed,
74 LEXINGTON AVENUE,
Botweeu 25th and 26th streets, New York.g
MAGNETIC HEALING INSTITUTE,
118 West Twenty-third street, New York City. _
lOOtf.

No. 9 4 B roadw ay,

A N D R E W J. R O G E R S & C o . ,

Laura Cuppy Smith, one of the best educated and
most talented lady lecturers we have ever listened to.

AND

TRANCE SPEAKER,

E V E R Y S U ND A Y M O R N IN G

as follows :
MANHATTAN, Capt. J. B P r ic e , ■April 10, at 2:30 p. m .
WISCONSIN, Capt. T. W. F r e e m a n , April 17, at 1 :00 p . m .
N EVADA, Capt. F o r s y t h , - - April 24, a t 2 :30 a . m .
WYOMING, Capt. W h in e r a y , - May, 1, at 1:00 p. M.
M1NFESOTA, Capt. M org an , - - May 8, at 3 :00 p . m .
IDAHO, O a p t.^ P R iC E ....................May 15, a t 11:30 a.m.
Cabin passage $30, gold.
Steerage passage (Office 29 Broadway), $30, currency.
For Height or cabin passage, apply to
101
WILLIAMS & GUOIN, No. 63 Wall Street.

DISEASE,

Mrs. Laura Cuppy Sm ith gave an interesting and
instructive lecture last night to a large assem blage at
Maguire's Opera House, which if delivered by some
peripatetic male pedagogue w ith a large reputation,
at a dollar per head admission, would have received
unbounded eulogiums from the press .—San F r a n 
cisco E x a m in e r.

T H O M A S G A L E S FO R STER ,

CARRYING THE U. S. MAILS.

An d r e w J. R o g er s,

B R IG H T ’S

BY

_ ^ !O K L I V E R P O O L ,
( v ia

neys, a mi esp ecially

HALL.

P R IN T E R S ’

CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION,
N o . 3 0 H e c k m a n S tr e e t,
NEAR WILLIAM, NEW YORK.
THIS ASSOCIATION IS COMPOSED ENTIRELY
OF PRACTICAL JOURNEYMEN PRINTERS
AND PRESSMEN,
Representing every departm ent of the trade.
Those who favor us w ith work may therefore rely
upon having their orders filled with
NEATNESS, ACCURACY AND DISPATCH.
Having greatly enlarged our accommodations, and
added all the latest and most fashionable styles of
TYPE, IMPROVED PRESSES and MACHINERY,
we now possess one of the largest and most complete
printing establishm ents in the oity, aud are prepared
to compete for all kinds of MAGAZINE, NEWS
PAPER, BOOK and PAMPHLET WORK.
JOB PRINTING executed in the best style, plain
and illuminated, in gold colors, tints and bronzes.
All grades of Fire, Life and Marine Insurance work.
Orders by Mail will receive prom pt attention

WOODHULL & CLAFLIN’S WEEKLY.

A FIRST-CLASS
NEW YORK SECURITY
AT A LOW PRICE.

T h e

FRANCIS

G reat

AND OFFICE FURNITURE,

in Press.

Seven P er Cent. Gold Bonds of the Syracuse and Che

No. 113 BROADWAY,
Late of 81 Cedar street,

EEALY MAY 10.

SURE!

Valley, where it unites w ith the New Y ork Midland
Railroad, thus connecting th at city by a direct line
of road with the metropolis.
Its length is 42 miles, its cost about $40,000 per

“ TRUTH IS STRANGER THAN FICTION.”

capital stock.
Vineff&r B itters are not a vile Fancy Drink,
made of Poor Rum, Whiskey, Proof Spirits and Refuse
Liquors, doctored, spiced, and sweetened to please the
taste, called ‘‘ Tonics,” “ Appetizers,” “ Restorers,”
&c., that lead the tippler on to drunkenness and ruin,
but are a true Medicine, made from the native roots
and herbs of California, free from all Alcoholic Stimulants.
They are the Great Blood Purifier and a Life-giving
Principle, a Perfect Renovator and Invigorator of the
System, carrying o(T all poisonous matter and restoring
the blood to a healthy condition, enriching it, refreshing
and invigorating both mind and body. They are easy
of administration, prompt iu their action, certain in their
results, safe and reliable in all forms of disease.
No Person can take these Bitters accord
ing to directions, and remain long unwell, provided
their bones are not destroyed by mineral poison or other
means, and the vital organs wasted beyond the point
of repair.
Dyspepsia or Iiicligrestion. Headache, Pain
j the Shoulders, Coughs, Tightness of the Chest, Diz
ziness, Sour Eructations of the Stomach, Bad Taste
in the Mouth, Bilious Attacks, Palpitation of the
Heart, Inflammation of the Lungs, Pain in the regions of
the Kidneys, and a hundred other painful symptoms,
are the ofisprings of Dyspepsia. In these complaints
it has no equal, and one bottle will prove a better guar
antee of its merits than a lengthy advertisement.
For Fem ale Complaints* m young or old,
married or single, at the dawn of womanhood, or the
turn of life, these Tonic Bitters display so decided an
influence that a marked improvement is soon percep
tible.
For Inflammatory nn<l Chronic Rheu
matism and Gout, Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Bilious,
Remittent and Intermittent Fevers, Diseases of the
Blood, Liver, Kidneys and Bladder, these Bitters have
been most successful. Such Diseases are caused by
Vitiated Blood, which is generally produced by derange
ment of the Digestive Organs.
T hey are a Gentle Purgative as w ell as
a Tonic* possessing also the peculiar merit of acting
as a powerful agent in relieving Congestion or Inflam
mation of the Liver and Visceral Organs, and in Bilious
Diseases.
For Skin Diseases* Eruptions, Tetter, SaltRheum, Blotches, Spots, Pimples, Pustules, Boils, Carhuncles, Ring-worms, Scald-Head, Sore Eyes, Ery
sipelas, Itch, Scurfs, Discolorations of the Skin, Humors
and Diseases ef the Skin, of whatever name or nature,
are literally dug up and carried out of the system in a
short time by the use of these Bitters. One bottle in
such cases will convince the most incredulous of their
curative effects.
C le a n s e the ‘Vitiated Blood whenever you
find its impurities bursting through the skin in Pimples,
Eruptions, or Sores; cleanse it when you find it ob
structed and sluggish in the veins ; cleanse it when it is
foul; your feeliugs will tell you when. Keep the blood
pure, and the health ofth^system will follow.
Grateful thousands proclaim V in e g a r B i t 
t e r s the most wonderful Invigoraut that ever sustained
the sinking system.
Pin* Tape, and other Worms, lurking in
the system of so many thousands, are effectually de
stroyed and removed. Says a distinguished physiol,
ogist: There is scarcely an individual upon the face of the
earth whose body is exempt from the presence of worms.
It is not upon the healthy elements ©f the body that
worms exist, but upon the diseased humors and slimy
deposits that breed these living monsters of disease.
No system of Medicine, no vermifuges, no anthelminitics, will free the system from worms like these Bit
ters. *'■
Hlechanical Diseases. Persons engaged in
Paints and Minerals, such as Plumbers, Type-setters,
Gold-beaters, and Miners, as they advance in life, will
be subject to paralvsis of the Bowels. To guard against
this take a dose of W a l k e r ’s V in e g a r B it t e r s once
or twice a week, as a Preventive.
Bilious* Remittent* and Interm ittent
Fevers* which are so prevalent in the valleys of our
great rivers throughout the United States, especially
those of the Mississippi, Ohio, Missouri, Illinois, Ten
nessee, Cumberland, Arkansas, Red, Colorado, Brazos,
Rio Grande, Pearl, Alabama, Mobile, Savannah, Roan
oke, James, and many others, with their vast tributa
ries, throughout our entire country during the Summer
and Autumn, and remarkably so during seasons of
unusual heat and dryness, are invariably accompanied
by extensive derangements of the stomach and liver, and
other abdominal viscera. There are always more or less
obstructions of the liver, a weakness and irritable state
of the stomach, and great torpor of the bowels, being
clogged up with vitiated accumulations. In their treat
ment, a pnrgative, exerting a powerful influence upon
these various organs, is essentially necessary. There is
no cathartic for the purpose equal to D r . J. W a l k e r ’s
V in e g a r B it t e r s , as they will speedily remove the
dark-colored viscid matter with which the bowels are
loaded, at the same time stimulatiug the secretions of
the liver, and generally restoring the healthy functions
of the digestive organs.
Scrorula, or K in g ’« E v il, White Swellings,
Ulcers, Erysipelas, Swelled Neck, Goiter, Scrofulous
Inflammations, Indolent Inflammations. Mercurial Af
fections, Old Sores, Eruptions of the Skin, Sore Eves,
etc, etc. In these, as in all other constitutional Dis
eases, W a l k e r ’s V in e g a r B it t e r s have shown their
great curative powers in the most obstinate and intract
able cases.
Dr. W alker’* California Vinegar Bitter*
act on all these cases in a similar manner. By purifying
the Blood they remove the cause, and byresolving away
the effects of the inflammation (the tubercular deposits)
the affected parts receive health, and a permanent cure
is effected.
The properties of D r . W a l k e r ’s V in e g a r
B it t e r s are Aperient, Diaphoretic and Carminative,
Nutritious, Laxative, Diuretic, Sedative, Counter-Irri
tant, Sudorific, Alterative, and Anti-Bilious.
F ortify tl»e hotly against disease bv pu ri
fying all its fluids w ith V in e g a r B it t e r s . N
oemdem ic can take' hold o f a system th u s forearmed. T h e
liver, th e stom ach, th e bowels, th e kidneys, and the
n erv es a re ren d ered disease-proof by th is g reat invigorant.

Direction*.—Take of the Bitters on going to bed
at night from a half to on* and one-half wine-glassfull.
Eat good nourishing food, such as beef steak, mutton
chop, venison, roast beef, and vegetables, and take
.out-door exercise. They are composed of purely veget
able ingredients, and contain no spirit
J .W ALKER, Prop’r. R. H. McDONALDS l CO.,
Druggists and Gen. Agts., San Francisco, Cal,,
and cor. of Washington and Charlton Sts., New York.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS A ND D EALERS.

257 W EST F IF T E E N T H STREET,
N ear E ig h th avdtiue.

GB.EAT

FREE

L0Y E

T R IA L !

F. H . B E E B E E ,
THE CURIOUS LIFE OF

populous and fertile district of the State, which in 

No. 78 Broadway,

sures it a paying business, and i t is under the con
bonds possess all the requisites of an inviting invest

P. B. R A N D O L P H .

ment. They are amply secured by a mortgage for less
than one-third the value of the property. T hey pay

“ Tlie Man W itli T w o Souls.”

seven per cent, gold interest, and are offered five per
Born of a curious woman * Read it and see what
cent, below par. The undersigned confidently recom a mother can do in spite of “ legal” husbands.
HIS ARREST AND IMPRISONMENT for the singu
mend them to all class of investors.
lar “ offence ” of teaching woman how to get the upper
hand
of men, and keep it. He declares woman alone
O E O R G E O P D Y IiE & CO.,
has the right of rule; and boldly avows his purpose to
so post the world in the mysteries of Power in the
No. 25 NASSAU STREET.
future as in the past, as to bring her to the front—to
stay there 1
A REVELATION OF THE ROSICRUCIAN SECRETS.
THE
—The order based, for 2,000 years, on the superiority
of the matrix, to the Lingam, Woman to Man; Mag
netics to Electrics; Puwer (female) to Force (male).
Their magnificent theory of Love.

LO A N ERS’ B A N K

OF THE CITY OF N E W YORK
; ORGANIZED UNDER STATE CHARTER,)
“ Continental Life ” Building,

22 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.
C A P ifA L ............................................................ $500,000
Subject to increase t o ........................................ 1,00,000
T his Banto negotiates LOANS, makes COLLEC
TIONS, advances on SECURITIES, and receives
DEPOSITS.
Accounts of Bankers, Manufacturers and Merchants
will receive special attention.
FIV E PER CENT. IN TEREST paid on
CURRENT BALANCES, and liberal facilities offered
to our CUSTOMERS.

DORR RUSSELL, President.
A. F. W illmarth , Vice-President.

•

H O M E
INSURANCE COMPANY.
No. 1 3 5 B road w ay.

The Oath! Their Initiation!
Strange Theory— Very!
T lie L o v e Cure. -

T his Company having provided for all its Chicago
Losses, w ithout borrowing a dollar or disturbing a
single Bond and Mortgage, invites the attention ot
the public to the following Certificate of Hon. George
W. Miller, Superintendent of the Insurance Depart
m ent of the State of New York, th at the Capital has
been restored to the full am ount of Two and One-hali
Millions of Dollars.
C H A S. J . M A R T IN , P res.
J.

II. W A S H B U R N , Sec.
INSURANCE DAPARTM ENT, \
A l b a n y , N. Y., Dec. 27< 1871. j

Having on the 10th day of November, 1871, made a
requisition, directing the officers of the Home In
surance Company, of New York, to require the Stock
holders of said Company to pay up the sum of One
Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars deficiency
then existing in the Capital of said Company, and
upon due exam ination made, it appearing th at the
said am ount of One Million Five H undred Thousand
Dollars has been duly subscribed and fully paid in, in
cash, I hereby certify th at the capital of said Compa
ny has been fully restored to its original am ount of

BO NDS.

1PER CENT. AND ALL TAXES.
The Connecticut Valley Railroad First
Mortgage Bonds,
F R E E O F A I L T A X E S in C onnecticut; free
of income tax everywhere. In terest payable January
and Ju ly in New York. Road ru n n in g ; stock paid up
larger than mortgage ; road already employed to its
utm ost capacity.
F or sale a t m oderate discount, by

Bankers, No. 12 P ine street, New York.

Operators upon Sewing Machines,
Why will you suffer from back-ache and side-ache,
when by using

The whole trouble may be overcome ? Price $5.
LADD & CO., 791 Broadway.

Secret of his Power, his Glory

MRS. O. TIBBITS,

and Their Shame.

The Contested “ Golden Secret.”

N atu ral

Magnetic

and

Clairvoyant

P H Y S IC IA N .
PE R P E T U A L

YO UTH — Strange

Rooms 289 Smith street, between Sacket andJUnion
streets, Brooklyn.
Prolongation o f Hum an Life.
Miss T. heals all curable diseases by LAYING ON
HANDS, and by the external and internal use of magP a r t I- The bright side. What the People say.
netisim and non-poisonous medicines.
P a r t II. The ordeal. The accusation. His arrest.
Office hours from 9 a. m . till 9 p . m . Examinations,
His prison experience. Behind the bars. He loses all
treatments and medicines reasonable. Consultations
he has made in a life-time.
P art III. The free-love charge and trial. The wit free.
14
ness. Curious testimony. Speeches of the Prosecut
ing Attorney against Randolph, and Seldeu’s the FREE
LOVE CHAMPION.
THE BALTIMORE it OHIO R R
A C aution to Masons, Odd F ello w s and

R andolph’s Defence, and address
to the Jury.

4.U0G.000

I N S T O C K S , G O L D AN

DR. SA PP’S W ALKIN G MOTION TREADLE,

His [Birth, Blood-Royal, Adventures,

other Secret Societies. (See P art 3.)

Assets, over

BROKER

ALIEN, STEPHENS & CO.,

Branch Office - No. 586 Sixth Avenue.

Capital . . . $2,500,000

H o n r s fr o m 1 to 8 P . M.

Electrical and Magnetic T reatm ent given when de
sired.

The road approaches completion. I t traverses a

trol of gentlem en o f high character and ability. Its

NEW YORK,

ANNA K IM B A L L , M. D.,

O ffic e

mile, and it is mortgaged for less than $12,000 per
m ile; the balance of the funds required for its con
struction having been raised by subscription to the

D. C L A R K ,

D ESK S

Boston Scandal and Sensation

T he Undersigned offer for sale the F irst Mortgage
nango Valley Railroad, at 95 and accrued interest.
T his road runs from the City of Syracuse to Sm ith's

May 25, 1872.

HE MAKES A CLEAN BREAST
OF THE WHOLE THING.
These three masterly efforts are undoubtedly tlie
strongest, and ablest ever delivered for and against
FREE LOVE.

The V erdict.

S ta rtlin g D isclo su res!

The mysteries and miseries of love. Talk about
novels and romances 1 Whv they are tame nothings
beside this m an’s life and career. It reads like a ro
mance. The strange oaths of the Rosicrucians regard
ing all females. Extraordinary comparison between
Agapismand Free-Love. The Rosecross initiation,—the
officiating girls—and what they do. “ Doctor” BAY
and his “ BUG” theory. “ When the band begins to
play.” What was said concerning Randolph’s book
about Love and Women, Affection, the Sexes, Attrac
tions, Vampyrism, Infatuations, Friendship, Passion,
Beauty, Heart, Soul, Lost Love, Dead Affection, and its
resuiTective law, True and False Marriage.
One of the first writers in the country, when asked
his opinion of tne MSS. from which it was printed, ex
claimed: “ All I can say to the people of America is:
If a man can love 800 ladies, then
Sound the hewgag! Blow the fuzzyguzy
Let the clambrake rage and roar F
Strike the Ding-dong 1 Beat the rack-ackey !
Shoot the rigger-ragger off!—but pshaw !

I3iry tlie Book!
PRICE ONLY FIFTY CENTS. ¡POSTAGE TEN CENTS,
and that will tell the whole strange story.”

Is an Air-Line Route from Baltimore and Washington
to Cincinnati, and is the only line ru nning Pullman’s
Palace Day and Sleeping Cars through Irom Washing
ton and Baltimore to Cincinnati w ithout change.
Louisville in 2 9 ^ hours.
Passengers by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad have
choice of routes, either via Columbus or P ^ v ersburg.
From Cincinnati, take th e Louisville tn d Ciaoinnati
Short Line Railroad.
Avoid all dangerous ferry transfers by crossing the
great Ohio River Suspension Bridge, ai d reajh Louis
ville hours in advance of all other lines, »a^e many
miles in going to Nashville, Memphis, Chattanooga,
Atlanta, Savannah, Mobile and New Orleans.
The only line running four daily trains from Cin
cinnati to Louisville.
Silver Palace Sleeping Coaches a t night, and splen
did Smoking Cars, w ith revolving arm chairs, on day
trains
Remember I lower fare by no other route.
To secure th e advantages offered by th is g T e a t
through route of Q uickT im e, Short Distance andLcyv
Fare, ask for tickets, and be sure they read, v i a Louis
ville and Cincinnati Short Line R. R.
Get your tickets—No. 87 W ashington street, Boston;
No. 229 Broadway, office New Jersey R. R., foot of
Cortlandt street, New Y ork; Continental Hotel, 828
Chestnut street, 44 South Fifth street, and a t the depot
corner Broad and Prim e streets, P hiladelphia; S. E.
corner Baltimore and Calvert streets, or a t Camden
Station, B altim ore; 485 Pennsylvania avenue. Wash
ington, D. C .; and a t all the principal railroad Offices
in the East.
SAM. GILL,
General Supt., Louisville, Ky.
HENRY STEFFE,
Gen. T icket Agent, Louisville, Ky.
SIDNEY B. JONES
Gen. Pass. Agent, Louisville, Ky.

CALDWELL & CO.,
BAN KERS,
27 Wall St., N ew York.

So it will.

NOTICE.—As it is published solely for the benefit
of the victim, it will not be wholesaled except in
hundreds.
Orders should be sent at once, and will be filled in
rotation. Subscribers will have the privilege of secur
ing the “ Golden Secret” at $1.

Order for Purchase and Sale of United
States Securities, Stocks, Bonds and Ameri
can Gold promptly executed at the usual
commission.

Two Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars. 1
C o lle c t io n « p r o m p t l y m a d e I n a l l p a r t«
Synopsis of all Randolph’s works sent on receipt of
In testim ony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand
postage Btamp.
o f t lie U n ite d S ta te « a n d C a n a d a .
and affixed my official seal on the day and year above
Agents and canvassers wanted everywhere. Address,
written.
E5PInterest, 4 percent., allowed on de
RAND PUB. CO.,
G RO RG E W . M IL L E R ,
(L. S.)

S u p e r in te n d e n t.

103

89 Court Street Boston, Box 3,352.

posits, subject to sight draft.
78 to 103.

